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Lack of space cramps credit union
By Suzanne Espinosa
Daily staff writer
Organizers seeking campus space
to open the student credit union have
had no luck since plans to use the A.S.
Business Office were stalled last
week.
Keith Hoshiko. chairman of the
Washington Square Federal Credit
Union. said approximately 40 students
organizing the union have asked for
space in nearly ecery location on campus.

Cadet
becomes
officer
By Lynn Louie
Daily staff wnter
An SJSL student will join the
University Police Department on Monday, filling one of four open officer
positions. UPD Chief Lew Schatz said
he plans to make the announcement
today.
Margie Beiderman, a senior art
major, will join the force hut won’t of
ficially become an officer until she
completes the Gilroy police academy
in mid -May, Schatz said.
Heideman will he the sixth UPI)
cadet to become a part of the twice’
sky police.
Greg Acton, Barry Barnet., Margaret Skerry. Alex Dourov and Michael Oreschak have also participated
in the program and were hired by the
department at various times.
Acton. Barrier and Skerry (formerly Margaret Edith)). are with othei
departments. Dourov and Oreshak are
still with the university, Officer Russ
Lunsford said last semester.
Fleiderman will be the only. other
female officer currently in the department. She will he joining Investigatin
Terry Edel. interim head of ins est ig
lions. Beiderman w ill be out on patrol.
whereas Edel has been in the office
since taking over the interim position
earlier this semester. Schatz said.
About 105 applications were re
ceived for four officer positions. said
UPD Officer Paul Henoch, who ran
the testing for Schatz.
The chief said candidates had to
take a written exam and a physical
agility test. Those who passed went on
to an oral hoard examination.
Several candidates were recom
mended by the board, according to
their performance, and interviewed a
second time. Then, they were scheduled for physical and psychological
examinations.
Beiderman will start at the Gast.
IanCollege Police Academy on Jan. 5
She will go to Gavilan’s academy instead of San Jose City College’s because it begins about a month earlier.
Schatz said.
The IN weeks of instruction will
traffic
cover among other things
penalties. defensive tactics, use oi
firearms, handling of domestic problems. child abuse and administering
first aid, the chief said.
Heideman has yet to graduate
from SJSU, hut said she is determined
to get her degree within a year of her
return to SJSU in May, when she ends
her one-year probationary period.
Beiderman joined the cadet program three years ago and is a cadet
lieutenant. Even though she is not an
administration of justice major.
See CADET. hark page
se Dear readers,

This is the final issue
of the Spartan Daily for
V. the semester
Watch for our return
11,0
on the first day of the
04 spring semester, Monday.
,.Jan. 26.
In the meantime,
04 good luck with finals, and
ire we wish you a prosperous
and enjoyable holiday
04 season.
See you next year,
Scott G. Hamilton,
spring ’87 editor

"We .NC looked every where and
have approached just about esery one," said Hoshiko, who has been
planning the credit union since fall
1985.
Fie said organiters hase made requests for space to Plant Operations.
the Student Union, Spartan Shops and
almost es ery department on campus.
"Right now our hacks are
against the wall.- Hoshiko said.
The space needed to start the
credit union is about the site id a tea -

credit union and associate professor of
accounting and finance, said the credit
union’s charter w ill he recoked if the
Jan. 19 deadline is missed.
But Rose said he thinks the
credit union vt ill not he lost.
"I don’t think Me student organiierst will let it go," Rose said.
lie said if the Associated Students
is the only choice. then the question
about whether the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union will change its
name will have to be voted upon by all

diets (f lice. lioshiktt said.
"If we don’t gel any space, the
credit union xi ill he losa.I loshiko
said.
Ile said the National Credit Union
Administration hs lass s state that a
s retlo umon must he opened ss ’thin a
cei tam time period nom the ttitle it is
shanered. The Washington Square
Federal Credit Union resets cd its charter in October and must be opened by
Jan. 19. he said.
Larry Rose, an ads iser to the

"There’s no guarantee that
they’re (the A.S. going to give us
space even if we do change our
name." Hoshiko said.
See CREDIT UNION,

batik

’Right now, our backs
are against the wall. If
we don’t get any
space, the credit union
will be lost.’
Keith Hoshiko,
credit union organizer
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Athletes equal,
Fullerton says

Horsing around

Abraham Haile
San Jose Police Officer Ruben Chase/. right,
mounted aboard Hansome, and his partner. Officer Bruce Alexander, riding Milo Zee, take a stroll

its members.
The A.S. hoard of directors will
not consider giving the credit union
space in the business office at the Student Union unless the credit union
adopts "Associated Students" in its
name, Hoshiko said.

ally staff photographer

around campus. They are two of five of SJPD’s
new Nlounled Patrol Units. Chavez said the department will add five more units in January.

By Carl Scarbrough
Daily staff writer
Together hut equal seems to be
the future of intercollegiate athletics at
SJSU.
President Gail Fullenon said in a
news conference yesterday the combination is not an attempt to rob Peter to
pay Paul.
The merger is solely designed to
conserve resources by eliminating a
duplication of services. she said.
"We’ve had to look for a way,
not so much to save money, hut a way
to make the money we have go farther." Fullerton said.
’We can’t afford to duplicate
services -- two places where budgets
are done, two places where travel is
put together. two sports information
offices." she said.
Last April, however, the Spartan
Foundation divided its fundraising efforts into two drises. At that time. Fultenon said the split would allow both
programs more autonomy in acquiring
new funding.
However, she suggested yesterday that a united foundation effort
would be more productixe
She said that last year’s division
was motivated by conflict between the
university and the foundation over
who should hail out the men’s program, which had amassed a $250,000
deficit.
"For a while it was a question of
if there was going to be an annual
drive last spring.- she said.
Some members of the Spartan
Foundation did pull off a significant
drive. hut it was clear the university
had to expand its funding base
quickly. "to raise more money than
we ever had before,’’ Fullerton said.
The foundation has now come to
a different conclusion, she said. The
emphasis is now on a single drive, she
said.
"They will simply raise funds,
and the university’s athletic administration will develop the budget." she
said.
Fullerton said the Spartan Foundation has increased the size of its
board and is interested in adding
women members.
The president explained the two
athletics programs were created separately because, at that time, the men’s
and women’s physical education departments were separate entities.
However, the two programs were
united 10 years ago under the title
"human performance.- Fullerton
said.
A like combination of athletics is

not designed solely to benefit the financially beleaguered men’s program,
hut also has implicit benefits for the
ssomens program as well, she said.
If the women’s program should
seek to finance additional scholarships
for the sports it would like to build up,
it will he faced with the burden of obtaining the additional funding, she
said.
’What we are hoping to do in the
combination of the programs is to create a situation where we will have not
a men’s program here and a women’s
program here, hut a Spartan intercollegiate athletics program.** Fullerton
said.
Fullerton explained the men*s
funding woes and the women’s success were not a reflection on the management of those programs.
She said the women’s program
hadn’t run a deficit in part because of
there are
its patterns of funding
about three men athletes for every
woman.
Fullerton said athletics’ portion of
the Instructionally Related Activities
fee is split evenly between the men’s
and wonien’s programs. Each SJSU
students pays a $5 IRA fee each semester. The money is used to supplement programs which give students
hands-on experience.
The men’s program, long dependent on income from telex ision, suffered when those funds grew scarce,
she said.
When football had more income
from television, the program was able
to carry most of its expenses, such as
scholarships and travel. Fullerton said.
"The men’s program was never
in extremely good fiscal shape. We’ve
always run a thin program. But the
loss of television revenues put the
men’s program into dire peril," she
said.
However. the Spartan appearance
at the California Bowl is not the saving
grace it might appear to he. Fullerton
said.
SJSU’s major income from the
howl will he realized from the sale of
the university’s aliment of 3.000 tickets. The funds will he used to pay for
road expenses for the players and
coaches, she said.
"With a little bit of luck, we’ll
break even." Fullerton said.
In respect to the combination of
physical education. Fullerton said that
although it took a while, the faculty
became accustomed to the adjustment.
Fullerton said she is hoping a
similiar adjustment will accompany
the merger of the athletics programs.

Botanical garden
Breaking new ground in engineering to bloom in spring
Community leaders
honor Project 88
By Manj Martin
Daily staff writer
Community leaders from industrial. political and local areas of the
state gathered yesterday to give a boost
to SJSU’s fledgling Project Iffi.
"The community has no more
important obligation than educating
new Americans coming from all over
the world.- Sen. Alfred Alquist. 9San Jose. said at the project groundbreaking.
Speaking before a gathering of
about 75 people. President Gail Fullerton pointed out that the School of

Engineering’s remit-mon was not just
a university pnitect. but a "cooperative venture between state, industry
and the people of San Jose.
The State of California has sold
$27 million in bonds to finance its 70
percent of the project. More than nine
million dollars has been collected from
industry and another $3.2 million is
yet to he raised in the community. said
Jay D. Pinson. dean of the School of
Engineering.
"This is not the first, hut the second time that people have gotten together to help the university.- Fullerton said.
In the early ’50s."we were able
to break the hold- of the University of
California system on engineering

schools and begin SJSU’s School oi
Engineering, she said.
Among those on campus to celebrate the beginning of Project 88 was
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery. who
said there were three important elements involved in the area’s ability to
’’education. education and
compete
education.
The new engineering
school, he said, would he a place
where Nobel laureates. working engineers and students would all find
something in common.
Leo Ruth, of Ruth & Going, a
Santa Clara County -based land survey
company, said he searched his old records to find the first mention of Project MC
See ENGINEERING, hack page

By David Rickard
Daily staff writer
All that stands between the
University Police Department and
Duncan Hall today is a lone sequoia
tree and a lot of dirt.
But if the weather cooperates.
by June the heretofore unused plot
of land will contain a first for SJSU
-- a fully stocked botanical garden.
Since ground was broken during the summer, most of the work
has consisted of removing trees and
shaping the land, said Biological
Sciences Professor Ellen Weaver,
one of two prime coordinators for
the project.
Things are starting to accele-

’We’ve wanted one
for years.’
Ellen Weaver,
biology prof.
rate, though "It is our understanding that the irrigation system will
he installed this week," she said.
"After that, concrete will be laid
for the walkways."
Weaver and Carol Seller, an
instructional supply technician in
the department. said they are
pleased the garden is finally startSee GARDEN, page II
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Editorial

Don’t sacrifice women’s sports
women’s sports program will he hurt by
The
President Gail Fullerton’s move to merge the
Mens’ and Women’s athletics departments,
Dan Buerger, Fullerton’s executive assistant.
said the consolidation was necessary to keep the
men’s program from running in the red. Last year
the department reached a deficit of $250.000.
The Women’s Athletics Department has been
running in the black for several years. It is successful and should be left alone.
The women’s program operates this year with
a budget of $543,000 while the men’s department
has a budget of $1.5 million.
Associated Students President Tom Boothe
and Women’s Athletic Director Mary Zimmerman
have expressed concern that women’s sports will he
downplayed in the consolidation, and Mos hase

good reason.
In the past, men’s sports has taken first priority
over women’s sports. The SJSU Women’s Athletic
Department has overcome this prejudice by producing winning teams and excellent programs for
women, thus projecting a positive image for the
university. Now these accomplishments are threat ened by the merger.

Consilidation is not a good idea. If, when the
merge is completed. the combined department faces
another financial crisis, which sport will sacrificed?
Most likely it would he a women’s sport.

Deck the halls with video tape
Charlie Brown was right. As it Christmas wasn’t coin
: mercial enough already, now comes the ultimate
video
greetings.
To that end, the San Jose Mercury News recently featured an article from the illustrious and undoubtedly unbiased Videomaker Magazine. Its message was simple: For
get outdated cards of Yule and send your loved
permanent magnetic records they won’t dare throw ow a),
Boy, oh boy, everyone in modern society must be
waiting anxiously to receive one of these little beauties.
The proud author, Patrice York, didn’t bother to mention any shortcomings video greetings might present They
presumably don’t have any. Everyone in the free world
owns a VCR, the exorbitant cost is negligible and any simpleton will see (understand) that and agree with her.
Going on that premise, let’s investigate some of the
liner points of producing a Christmas greeting of renithian
proportions.
York starts with the basics. Among the endless approaches to consider are compiling highlights froni the tapes
been shooting of the familv since
you have
no doubt
New Year’s. What’s that’ You
forgot to capture those golden moments on tape? Nix that idea. Better still, according to York, you will have "an abundance"
of material left over from last year’s holiday season, Oh,
sure. If you don’t, you’re really lagging behind, so proceed
Ito the next suggestion.
Think of the neat shots you can get around the house.
York says. But besides panning over Mom baking cookies
like York suggests, how about scenes of the kids fighting
over who gets to open presents first or the cat leaping onto
the counter for a little pre -dinner nibbling’? Your friends and
family will he tickled pink.
"Don’t miss capturing the activity under the mistletoe," York says. Hell, while you’re at it. you’d might as
well roll the camera into the bedroom to show everyone you
know how Eskimos keep warm. It’s all in the loving spirit
of the season. remember?
For the cutest sequences of all, though. York suggests
having the kids act out a scripted scene. How Bin! That way
everyone can experience the horror of a badly scripted children’s production without setting one foot on an elementary
school campus. What a treasure.
As an added treat, York suggests getting the "costumed gentleman’. to come to your home. If you don’t have
the inside track with the bearded human. in York’s hook
you can just as easily tape lap-sitting footage at your local
department store. Go ahead, try it at Vallco or Westgate and

Opinion

FINALS ARE TOMORROW!
I’VE GOT TO PASS OR ’114IS
SEMESTER’S DOWN THE
DRAIN.’

KEEP MY EYES OPEN,.,

LET -n-iE itstFoRmik-rioN GO
INTO MY HEAD ..

Milee041.
k7S006

The Men’s Athletic Department has been suffering. Last year the wrestling team found itself
struggling to keep its program alive because of the
men’s athletic deficit.

Scott G.
Hamilton
sec it thev don’t mind lending you their Santa, whose sole
purpose is to sell blurry Polaroids.
hile you’re at the mall, go for the gusto. For "spectacular, prtilessional visuals at no expense," York says not
to miss those unforgettable store window displays. WOW!
Families will surely spend cherished hours trying to identify
the businesses featured in the wonderful tapes they receive.
Don’t stop there. York says to cash in on some more
freebie s totals by shooting decorated homes in your neighborhood. Imagine how c wry one will love the wobbling
panorma of burnt -out, mismatched ligh’s and faded plastic
nativity figures.
The tape you now hold is surely something to be proud
of, but York won’t quit. For a really polished product, she
recommends those old seasonal favorites, Christmas special
effects.
There’s a problem there, though. Don’t mess around
with York’s suggestions of shooting ornaments (how pretty), greeting cards (old ones, of course) or wind-up toys
(George Lucas probably started with that one). How terribly
passe!
For sonic real creativity, why not dress Spot up in a
Santa suit and drop him down the chimney? They’ll wonder
how on earth you did it! Or try gluing the tots’ packages
closed with plastic explosives. Your loved ones will be
chuckling for hours, never catching onto how you spent the
rest of the day in a Kaiser hospital waiting room.
Yep, a live -minute sequence of "short and sweet"
scenes will make for a gift York says promises mailing -list
giftees will never forget, all right. What they do with the
other hour and 55 minutes of tape is up to them. If they
aren’t into "Moonlighting," you might enclose a note encouraging them to film their own Eskimo maneuver.
Then, when the excitement has finally blown over, you
can use the valuable experience on what York suggests as
the likely follow-up: a video valentine!
Show me to a Hallmark store, quickly, because I think
I’m going to puke.

DON’T PANIC NOW. CALM
DOWN. I CAN DO IT,’ YES,
I CAN,’ YES,I CAN.’

YE AH JUST 5,000 MORE
I CAM DO
PAGES TO GO
I WON’T FALL ASLEEP IT

BANK oF AMERiCP:S RE PARADe FLOAT

Reruns to keep
Desi alive forever
Another of our sitcom heroes has faded into eternal
syndication.
Desi Amaz, a pioneer in television comedy with real’
life wife Lucille Ball, died this week. More than 30 years
after its premiere, reruns of "I Love Lucy" keep Amaz as
the Cuban -born Ricky Ricardo forever young and recognizable to new hordes of television viewers.
Remember how Ricky used to tell Lucy she couldn’t
be in the show at his club’? Remember when Lucy got drunk
doing a commercial for the alcohol-infested health tonic Vitameatavegimin? Remember Ricky crooning his Latin love
songs’?
Most of us do because the influence of television reruns has turned many Americans into sitcom encyclopedias.
Admit it. We all have a favorite sitcom that we can’t
wait to catch after dinner before the prime time shows conic
on. Even if we’ve seen it 20 times before, we’ll sit through
it again sometimes quoting favorite dialogue or trying to
figure out which episode it is during the first few seconds.
We can all hum or sing the theme of these silly sitcoms
"Here’s the story, of a lovely lady . ." or "Who can
turn the world on with her smile? . . " but at the same
time we can’t remember the fifth president of the United
States or the Fifth Amendment.
We
have
become
brainwashed.
Is that sick’? Should we
be spending our time on
more relevant issues’?
Probably. But the in;‘..
tention of television comedy
G."
is to make people laugh and
forget about their problems
for 3, minutes. The release
of being able to see Laverne
and
Shirley
swimming
around in a vat of beer is
what many people need to
unwind, however inane it
may seem.
By being transmitted
into our homes every day, sitcom stars have hecome even
more recognizable than our elected officials.
Seeing Suzanne Somers jiggle across the screen 20
times does border on ridiculous but the television stations
feed it to us daily and we continue to lap it up. "I Love
Lucy" is said to be on somewhere in the world every minute of every day of the year.
Though the situations often appear silly, sitcoms often
try to teach the audience a little something about life:
The episode in which Peter breaks Mom’s favorite
vase while playing ball in the house tries to show the value
of telling the truth and the importance of forgiveness.
one episode has Marcia get"The Brady Bunch"
ting smashed in the nose with a football and getting dumped
by football stud Doug because of her disfigurement . The
tragic symbolism of a football
causing Marcia to lose her stud
football player illustrated that appearances aren’t always what they seem and that we should
be happy with what we have, even if it is a wimp named
Charlie.
"The Mary Tyler Moore Show" the "Chuckles
Bites the Dust" episode showed the audience how uncomfortable people can be about death. After Chuckles the
Clown is killed in a parade by an elephant, Lou. Murray,
Ted and Sue Ann make jokes about it, much to the homir of
Mary. At the wake, however. Mary loses her composure
and giggles hysterically at everything as the clown is being
eulogized. Funny and true to life.
"Gilligan’s Island" the episode in which the castaways find a box of radioactive vegetable seeds tried to
show the dangers of nuclear technology. After eating the
vegetables grown from the seeds, the castaways have
strange reactions. Mrs. Howell gets super energy and Gilligan gains awesome strength. At the end of the show, the
shipwrecked seven realize that trying to synthesize positive
physical traits was foolish.
Sitcoms aren’t intended to be grand literary achievements and if we get just one laugh in a half hour, the shows
have done their jobs. We will always be fascinated with preserving images of things that make us happy. even if we
overdo it.
Good night. Ricky

Brian
Fedrow

Opinion

1... I DID i’ll I FINISHED
STUDYING! NOW I CAN GO
AND PASS THE FINALS/

14

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
to the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208.
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’ s name, major, class
standing and phone number.

The Hamm Files

Nit

Andrew F.
Hamm

Land of Springsteen
Bruce Springsteen’s new live -album record
package featuring his greatest live hits, has
sealed his reputation as the No. I performer in
rock ’n’ roll.
Far from being an act of self-indulgence, the 40song set was considered the minimum number possible
to capture the spirit of a Springsteen performance live
while not leaving out any of the public’s favorite
live versions of his classic pieces.
But Springsteens rise to the top of the music
buisness has meant something else, something
special, to millions of fellow New Jersey residents
it has made the Garden State a respectible place to he
from.
Ten years ago, if someone mentioned they were
from New Jersey the automatic reply was (in a mock
New York accent) ’Yeah, what exit’?" Or, "Hay, did
ya paiked ya kar on Thordy-Thorded and Thord
Street, where the boyds choiped?"
It didn’t help that New Jersey was notorious as a
haven for Mafia figures from Philadelphia and New
York or that one of its senators, Harrison Williams.
became the first senator in more than 100 years to be
removed from office for corruption.
It also didn’t help that Brendan T. Byrne, one of
the states most unpopular governors ever, decided to
name a newly -built sports arena after himself two days
before leaving office or that the tomato is the official
in
state vegetable. (the tomato is techincally a fruit)
short, New Jersey was the laughing stock of these
United States.
But things started changing around 1975. After
two unsuccessful tries, Atlantic City legalized
gambling. Its unemployment rate of 4.4 percent is one
of the lowest in the nation. Then, after building a
sports arena and later, a football stadium, it enticed
both New York football teams (Giants and the Jets)
and a basketball team (Nets) across the Hudson River
to play in New Jersey. It even has a hockey team now,
(11w New Jersey Devils) fresh from Colorado.
But the state’s biggest coup has definitely been
Bruce Springsteen. There was a preview of things to
come in 1975 when the "Born to Run" LP was
released. He made the cover of Time and Newsweek
magazines and was proclaimed by at least one rock
critic who said. "I have seen the future of rock ’n’ roll
and his name is Bruce Springsteen.’
He was right, but it wasn’t until 1980 and the
double -album "The River" that Springsteen fully hit
the national stage.
His last three albums have sold more than 13
million copies total. The live set is expected to sell
another 5 million or so. Springsteen has been named
’Artist of the Year:’ seven times by the Rolling Stone
magazine readers poll. including the last six years
running.
His tales of life in New Jersey, both good and
had, heartbreaking and triumphant and his reflections
on the world from his smalltown. (Asbury Park.)
perspective has put the whole state in a better light.
Now, instead of mumbling when asked what
state I’m from. I say. "New Jersey! Land of
Springsteen. He even did a song about my hometown.
Atlantic City! Captured the spint of it completely."
People seem to offer a certain amount of respect
to people from New Jersey for coming through the
hard times that New Jersey hands out in abundance
and a sort of envy for expenencing the good times that
only a coastal resort state like New Jersey can offer.
Even if that isn’t all quite true. Springsteen has
put those experiences and thoughts into a universal
language that everyone can identify with. That is why
he is so popular. You can relate to him. His songs
have the touch of the everyman. Its nice to know
someone understands where you are coming from.
Andrew F. Hamm has been the forum editor. The
Hamm Files appeared every Wednesday without
fail. The Hamm Files first appeared in "The
Greyhound," the weekly newspaper of
Pleasantville High School, Pleasantville. New
Jersey.
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Arms for hostages OK
In anal)/ Big the piopi

Reagan administration’s arms
Iran in exchange for the release it
tages, one must distinguish betwcei.
the plan and its corruption. The ino.
fives were honorable and the architects
of the plan should he commended.
Lost in the furor over the diversion of profits to the Nicaraguan Contras is the intention on the part of the
White House - to gain the safe release of hostages held captive in Leh
anon. Few would argue with the merits
of such an effort.
Still, the widespread ilk
centers on the funneling iii ash ii ih
U.S.-hacked rebels in Nicaragua. Few
have stopped to consider the intentions
on the part of the administration, nor
the results already achieved.
Although it wasn’t realized at the
time, the arms -for -hostages tactic
yielded positive results as long ago as
September 14. 1985 That was the day
Presbyterian Minister Benjamin Weir
was released.
It was iilso the day a U.S. cargo
plane carry mg military equipment to
Iran made an unscheduled stop in Israel. Arms dealers from Israel have
since been identified as principals in
the shipments.
Another hostage. limner Amen iii I’my visit% Hospital administrator
David Jacobsen. was re
Opinion
leased in October. As with Weir. the popular
supposition was that his release had
been engineered solely through the efforts of Anglican envoy Terry Waite.
By dealing with the more moderate factions in Iran. Reagan was making progress towards the eventual release of all the hostages abducted in
Lebanon. The subsequent revelations
about the channeling of money to Central America don’t alter the essential
merit of his plan; they just make it
more difficult to separate the plan from
what it became.
President Reagan has king been
critici/ed for a seeming lack of compassion towards American hostages
and his steadfast refusal to negotiate
with their abductors for their release.
Ii is not yet clear how much Reagan knew about the diversion of funds
to the Contras Howes er. if the orders
originated in the White !louse he must
shoulder the blame lot the violation ol
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to the rebels l’here can he no detense
for that action
But there is no reason to believe
at this time that the channeling of
money (if Nicaragua was the reason for
the arms sale to Iran. All indications
are that an administration task force
was set up in January to gain the safe
release of the hostages through the sale
ot weapons to groups able to negotiate
w Mt their captors.
Although there are certain parallels with Watergate the two affairs are
essentially quite different. Nixon was
toppled front the presidency because
he authorized a series of criminal acts,
then went to extraordinary lengths to
cover them 511. At the root of Reagan’s
problems was a worthy goal.
As a Iss a% s. Reagan can be faulted
for putting an unreasonably high premium on secrecy Ibis contention that
news itt I’ S. dealing. with Iran would
leopartli/c I RCS Is pal hint the course in
Washington
llitcsevci ill the chicanery that
has complicated this affair should not
obscure the simple 1 act that the solitary
goal of the anns sale to Iran was to
gain the release of hostages who would
()them Ise tie% er see Ireedtiun again.
,,,14!1,...nnial 1tmtli

Letters to the Editor
Jesus is Christmas

&Cain.

Whim COnle

I or I reed0111.

1, lir,

to contribute. And they too. will
help to make America truly the "the
to respond to Tom
I %%Oak!
Dunlap who v. Hite that he wants to beautiful."
Minh Nguyen
take religion out of Christmas. I say
Junior
Go ahead. I respect your stand and
Accounting
your freedom But I feel your letter
isn’t against (’hristmas, it’s mocking No money for magazine
religion itself I’m sorry you regret Editor.
I found Marlene Godwin’s OutChristmas was started by the birth tI
Jesus. but may :he one day you’ll learn spoken plea for student -extracted fito repsect that. if not hetet% e it. If you nancial support (Magazine project
look around, you’d he surprised how needs funding OK. Mon. Dec 81 quite
inuch religion is taken out of entertaining. I was especially amused
Christmas already. As you continue to by Ms (iodwin’s comment that "there
orr) about what is printed on money. are lots of conservative publications
I hope you can respect those who still ton Campus), but no liberal ones giv
know what the real meaning of ing views for the other side.
The only on -campus conservative
Christmas is. Let’s keep Christ in it.
If someone gave you a birthday publication I know of is the Spartan
party, that person would definitely Review, which is sell. sufficient and
vs ant you to be there. Those of us who recieves absolutely no funding from
want to celebrate the holiday for reli- the Associated Students.
And as for liberal publications,
gious reasons Sr MU to keep Christ in it.
Like you said. Christmas became tra- what about the Spartan Daily?
The Outspoken coalition has been
dition and I’d say we’ll he celebrating
it 300 years from now if this world will in name -brand existence for a year and
a half, during which it has sem ed no
last that long.
Kenneth Alak purpose other than becoming a pain in
Junior the A.S.
Graphic Design
If there is truly a support base of
Immigrants are alright
150 members. as Godwin claims. ti hr
I .ditor.
couldn’t they raise MOM fiver that
. In an opinion piece in the forum length of time? Apparently they aren’t
section of the Spartan Daily dated quite devoted enought ID their cause to
contribute $7 apiece. And I suppose it
Nov. 25 ("Refugees in for rude fly. akPaula Ray Christiansen asked would be against a liberal’s religion to
now the United States is going to keep raise money through bona fide fundits open door immigration policy when raisers such as those sponsored by frait can not feed and house the people al- ternities and other campus clubs.
ready here.
The A.S. council limo seriously
Then she suggested that some question whether it is e%en remotely
guidlines should be developed requir- ethical to shell out 51.000 of student
ing whomever wanted to come to fees to a phantom organimiton on the
America to speak some English, have off-chance that it might someday pubsome education, show proof of self- lish a single magazine issue which will
sufficiency, and to he financially sup- be read by six people.
ported by their own government.
Marlene Godwin.% goal of estah
The United States is the richest,
a new publication is indeed a
inost powerlul democratic country on lishing
admirable. hut this goal should not he
the earth. It is no great mystery our
realized at the govenment’s expense.
1 armers can produce enough food to
Ms Godwin has no right to demand
feed the world. Our constitution conthat other students put their money
tractors have enough machinery and
her mouth Is
more where
raw materials to build many
John Bliss
houses.
Junior
Even if one supposes that ChrisNhisic
tiansen’s theory has some basis, her
guidelines do not have much merit. ’Oliver!’ review wrong
Common sense tells us most people try Editor.
to learn some English if they are to
I would like to take this opportusurvive and progress. The fact they do nity to thank you very much for sendnot want to learn English or are not ed- ing a reporter to review the San Jose
ucated should not justify why they Civic Light Opera production of "Olishould not he in America. If so, then ver!" It’s not an easy task for a citIlege
why were not the other immigrants paper to cover those events off campus
who came to America to work on the as well as those on campus.
plantations and railroads required to do
I also do not want to have this letthe same? Were they required to he ter taken as a complaint on a review. I
supported by their own government? feel that a reviewer is entitled to an
Most immigrants were on their own opinion. I do feel that a reviewer
even when they lived in their native should reporter the facts accurately
country.
though. Any errors in reporting not
I trust that Miss Christiansen only
only reflect adversely on the integrity
means to "speak out for the poor." of the paper but also on the reputation
Rut she need not speak so harshly of the company being reported on.
about immigrants and refugees without
First of all. Marie Ballentine,
mentioning the hardships they faced in portraying Mrs. Sowerberry. was not
their own country or that half of them the woman that sent Oliver away to an
died while searching for the freedom apprenticeship. She was, in fact, marwe have all taken for granted.
ried to Oliver’s employer.
She need not he afraid that the
Secondly, Tammy Nelson, porimmigrants will affect the greatness of traying Mrs. Conley, never took Oliour grand. wonderful country, which ver in and certainly didn’t shower him
is made up of immigrants. where all with motherly love or hold "hold him
men are created equal. They will not to her bosom." Mrs. Comey was the
worsen the quality: of life of our poor woman at the workhouse that sent Olipeople. After all, the roots of poverty ver away to his apprenticeship with the
do not lie in our immigration policy
Sowerberrys.
Thirdly, Miss Nelson is not mak
and the immigrants are not here to
compete for leftovers or insufficient ing her "theatre debut" with our prohousing. Rather, they too are people. duction of "Oliver!" She is an accom[hey are people who come with a plished actress with many roies and

credit.
Finally. Ken Holamon,
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I appreciate the Spartan Daily
being able to send Mar; Martin to review our production of "Oliver!"
When I attended SJSU I wished that
more

were reported to the stuIt was even difficult to get rev ’ewers to see productions on campus.
Thank you again for the time and
space in your paper and I hope that you
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Spartans should beat Miami in California Bowl
By Greg ’Of s I.
Daily stall
This may not Is,’ oic btoc, Bowl or
the Fiesta Bowl, hut for the 19th ranked SJSU football team. this game
takes on plenty of meaning
The 1986 Spartans 19-21 can become the first team in school history to
finish the Sed 011 V* I ih a national rank

Analysis
mg, when they face the Miami of Ohio
Redskins 18-31 in the California Bowl
at 2:30 p.m. Saturday at Bulldog Stadium in Fresno.
They can also become the first
SJSU team since 19411 to win 10
games in a season It won’t be easy
though. Fven though they’re an eight
point underdog. Miami matches up
quite well with the Spartans. Here’s a
comparison ot the two teams and a

"Inc of fIfc gam,.

Quarterback: Miami’s Terry
Morris set II school records and tied
one this season. The 6-hxn-1 senior
completed 62.7 percent of his passes
for 2,165 yards and 19 touchdowns
with only 10 interceptions. The
Redskins are 15-3-1 with Morris at
quarterback.
Claude Gilbert says it’s 50-50 on
whether or not Mike Pere/ will start
for SJSLI. The Spartan offense, No. 1 ranked in the nation, hardly skipped a
heat with Tony Locy at quarterback.
Locy helped the team raise its
winning streak to eight games by completing 67.6 percent of his passes for
67 yards and five touchdowns in just
two and a half games.
Pere/ threw for 2.934 yards and
14 touchdowns in just eight and a half
games at the helm. He was named
PCAA player of the week three times,

and threw or an unbelievable 508
yards against Pacific. Still, he could be
a little rusty if he plays.
Edge: Even

touchdowns.
Randy Walker and James Saxon
combined to gain 530 yards also.
Edge: Even

Running Racks: Redskin senior
tailback George Swam rushed for
1,112 yards and fell just 19 yards shoo
of breaking the Mid -American Conference career rushing record.
The powerful back averaged 4.4
yards per carry and along with SJSU’s
Kenny Jackson became one of only
five NCAA backs ever to rush for
1.0(10 yards and catch at least 50
passes in a season.
Fullback Tom Graham gained
333 yards and scored 14 touchdowns
for Miami.
SJSU’s Kenny Jackson rushed for
five more yards than Swam and caught
51 passes out of the backfield. Jackson, a slicing type runner, averaged
4.3 yards per carry and scored 12

Receivers: Andy Schillinger is
the the Redskin’s main threat at the receving spot. Schillinger caught 46
passes for 955 yards and 12 touchdowns, including four in one game agianst Central Michigan. He averaged
an impressive 20.8 yards per catch.
The Spartans have a great duo in
Guy Liggins and Laic, Malauulu. hggins had 72 receptions for 983 yards
and 6 touchdowns this season. He’s
also a threat on the end around.
Malauulu caught 56 passes including the game winner in the clutch
against Fresno State. The Spartans
have the Redskins outnumbered 2 -to- I
here
Edge: SJSU
Offensive Line: Miami’s "War
Pigs" are quite a load. The five average 271 pounds. They’ve plowed
holes for the backs all season, and
Morris was sacked only four times!
The Spartan offensive line has
been a force also. The veteran line did
a great job of open field blocking and
allowed only 15 sacks.
Edge: Even
Defense: Miami is ranked 24th in
the nation in points allowed 117.4
They bend, hut they don’t break. The
Redskins allowed 339.5 yards per
game hut caused plenty of turnovers to
stop teams from scoring. Miami recovered 23 fumbles. intercepted 21 passes
and recorded 40 quarterback sacks.
The Spartan "46" defense allowed just over 21 points and 313.3
yards per game. They improved steadily. MU often showed an 8-to -9 man
front and stopped opposing runners
cold. The Spartans finshed second in
the nation in rushing defense, allowing
only 1.9 yards per running play.
The defense also recovered 17
fumbles and intercepted 21 passes.
The pass rush sacked opposing quarterbacks 50 times, including 12 against
Long Beach State. Even three weeks
isn’t enough time to prepare for this
kind of pressuring defense.

fianii of Ohio quarterback Terry Morris tosses the hall to running hack
George Swarn. ’lite pair connected 50 times for 423 yards in 1986.
Edge: SJSU
costly tumble in the Oregon game to
40.7 yards per punt.
Special Teams: Redskin tailback average
Edge: SJSU
Chris Thomas is a big threat on kickoff
returns. He’s third in the nation, averThese teams match up extremely
aging 25.9 yards per return. Thomas evenly, hut the Spartans have won
kickoff
96
returned the season opening
eight in a row, and have two explosive
yards for a touchdown. There’s no- receivers.
body special on punt returns.
Prediction: Spartans by six
Spartan cornerback K.C. Clark points.
proved to be a threat on kickoff returns. He averaged 30.4 yards per return in just eight tries Ile still hasn’t
returned enough to rank with Thomas
Edge: Miami

*********** ****** *4
**

WATCH
YOUR
PROFITS
GROW

*
**
*:
*
*

Kicking Game: Miami’s Gary
Gussman nailed 15 of 19 field goal
tries and finished 19th in the country in
points with 147. Punter Doug Kolesar
averaged 35.0 yards per punt.
SJSU place-kicker Sergio Oliva.
re, also connected on 15 of 19 field
goal attempts. He also kicked the crucial onside kick that helped bring
about the miracle finish against Fresno
State. Punter Tom Diehl shook off the
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277-3171

*

* * * **** **********

Braces aren’t forever.. . .
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SPA-% Kenny Jackson, here escaping a tackle against Long Beach State, could be a key player in the Cal Bowl

on the Air

ESPN Game time 230 pm
Saturday
KCBS (740 AM) Air time
2 10 p m Game Time 2 30 p m

SMILES are!
TUe Orthodontstfor S3S11 Students

SJSU bowlers set for tourney
The SJSU how lung teams v, ill
7
close out the fall semester of c poi’ tion Dec. 27-28 at the Las Vegas Invitational. Both men’s and women’s
-learn members are looking forward to
’the competition and are planning strategies.
Women’s team member Kim Terrell is getting ready for the tournalatent.
"I’s e always looked at Las Vegas
;a
...as an opportunity to show the nation
how good we are and that we can coinpete; ’ she said.
Terrell, a first team All-American
.
Jest year. is the anchor howler for a
:team that finished in the hsp five last
’season. Over Thanksgiving, she averaged 204 for 11) games at the National
’Collegiate Match Games in St. Louis
and was named to the all -tournament
Yearn. The Spartans finished 10th in a
field of 32 teams from all riser the nalion .
Terrell said she thinks the team,
:including herself, can do a lot better
’
"It’s all physical." she said.
’’We missed a lot of easy spares and it
cost us a lot of pins ’’
Though they struggled in St
I outs, the women bowlers are domi
oating play on the West Coast. They
’won the Oregon Collegiate Bum IIII,:
.Conference Invitational in ()slobs,’ ai
1 ),nda Norry,. Terrell and Maja 1,1.,d,
:were the top individual performers
The three, along with Kim
tole, are also at the top of the live
/cam Northern California Intercollegiate Masters League, outdistancin,
:teams front Fresno State. Cal Polv
;Luis Obispo. (IC -Davis and UC It),
:keley.
"We’ve done a lot more work tin
:
team cohesiveness than in the past.’
Terrell said. "We’ve worked re.d 1,,
4tard on not letting missed sr..,
4xnher us and not harping on the ne):
:alive, because cer) pin counts."
,

Coach Pat Rossler said this year’.
team has come together earlier Man
most (tithe five that she’s coached.
0 "One of the high points is that the
have a grasp of what team
taomen
wling is all about." she said, noting
t the sport is more often thought 01
individually.. "Instead of ’I want it,
bowl good’ it’s ’I want to do it for the
*am
;
She said she wants the team to IX’
more comfortable in high-pressure sit
tuitions:
l don’t care V. ho s OU are, you’ll.
going to feel the pressure," said
itossler. a four-year starter for the
if you can
:Spartans from 1975 .7g
:throw a good shot when you have to.
Pat’s the point"
:
After last year’s All -Awl,.
lierformance. Terrell started slow I.
Oregon , eventually finishing second
to teammate Norry. She said a push is

w hat she needs.
’I think I need a lot more discipline, practice -wise.’ she said.

Nebraska next April. He said Las
Vegas will be a good place for the
team to continue bowling as one unit
instead of live individuals.
"I’m really looking forward to
proving myself right that we will do
’well in Vegas." he said.

On the men’s side. Kevin Gray
has found a home with the SJSU team
that has turned him into one of the
strongest collegiate bowlers on the
West Coast this year. He averaged 210
in leading the Spartans to a 12th-plasc
finish in St. Louis and
- out of 64
was runner-up in the 32 -man West
Coast Intercollegiate Masters. He as
eraged 225 for 24 games in that event.

Dr. Todd Walsh
100 O’Connor Dr . San Jose

292-1583
I
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Frames
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Platform Beds
Pillows

STUDENTS WANTED
STARTING WAGE:
With Step Increases

I.

COPY
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TERM
PAPER

Gray, who howled for a year at
Nevada -Reno. said the atmosphere at
5.151..! brings out the hest in his game.
’This is a real program.- he
said. citing traditional national rank
ing. coaching and fundraising that
netted the team SI 3,000 this year
’There’s much more team unity and
spirit here. At Reno. I was the one
who got the team going and (the team)
was a joke.’’

Apply at Facilities Development
and Operations Office
Corner of 9th and San Fernando
2nd Floor Across From 10th St. Garage

amenities

kinkoss
310 S. Third St.

Gray said his individual goals in
elude helping to get the Spartans to the
National Championships in Omaha.

Across from McDonalds
295-4336

ATTN : COMPUTER USERS
PC -TECH Offers a Real Solution
to the Students

Mtn View

$502

Custodial work on campus
20 hours per week M -F

5333 Prospect Road
408-996-2932
1943 W 0 Camono Roil
408-969-1991
Open Seven Days

San Jose

277-9315

Evergreen Valley College

Intersession Courses

January 5 to January 23
Earn 3 to 6 units in 14 days ($5 per unit)
Get a head start on Spring Semester
Day & Evening Sessions

tiation-wide warranty
i Anywhere in the U.S.)
Best Quality Products
IIBI^4 IBM Compatibility
Best After Sales Service
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X-Turbo BEST
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c
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t’s13 AGES

CPU 408824 7.9 MH, Intel
MO K Ram
Two HOK Floppies
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AT Style Keyboard
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Full IBM Compatibility
3 Year United Wart.im
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Computer Information Systems
Psychology
English
Biological Sciences
Communication Studies
Business/Accounting
Social Science
(meets Cultural Pluralism requirement SJSU)

Register at EVC Admissions & Records Office

Also, Saturday, January 3
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Show SJSU I.D. card

for quick registration
Evergreen Valley College,/
3095 Yerba Buena Road /
San Jose, CA 95135

For Information Call:
.Vi
(408) 270-6441
Weekdays 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

‘Jai PS Soff.ar

Gugun Chadha

IaliTECH

Courses Transferable to SJSU Include:

December 15 to 23 and January 2 and 5
Monday - Thursday: 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:30 a.m. 10 4:00 p.m.

712 Charcot Avenue
Sim Jr ise Calif. 435-8680/8681

through December 23.
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Spartans to host Hawaii
in NCAA regional match
By Karin L. Small
Daily staff writer
SJSU, Hawaii, San Diego State and Pacific, four of
the nation’s top volleyball teams. will gather Friday and
Saturday nights at Spartan Gym to fight it out in the
NCAA Northwest regional. The tournament will he
hosted by the Spartans.
UOP (35-3), the defending national champion, will
open the regional against the Aztecs of San Diego State
(37-81 at 6 p.m. The Spartans (28-6) will take the court
against the Rainbow Wahines (30-6) at 8p.m.
"I’m judging this regional to he the best five hours
of volleyball in the country, right here." Montgomery
said. "The four teams competing in this tournament make
up a better group than the final four will be’’
With SJSU playing the Rainbow Wahines in the second match of the evening, Montgomery said the Spartans
will be playing at a disadvantage.
"I don’t like playing the second match because we
get warmed up for it, and then the first match ends up
going another game, and we warm down. Then we have
to warn’ up again, and like in Long Beach, we aren’t
ready to play," Montgomery said.
"We have a very structured warm-up schedule that
we follow before every game. and naturally when that
schedule is disrupted, we aren’t happy...
The Spartans are hoping not to repeat their less -than par performance against Hawaii. At the PCA A tournament in Long Beach in late November, the Spartans
opened with a 1-15 first game loss, and the Wahines refused to let SJSU come hack, taking the match in four
games. Hawaii went on to finish second in the tournament, while the Spartans tied for third place.
Montgomery feels his team has a slight advantage
over Hawaii by hosting the tournament, hut that the Wahines won’t be any less tough than usual.
"They’ll (Hawaii) get rid of the time lapse by showing up a few days early and getting used to the difference," Montgomery said. "Hawaii is also more used to
traveling than most teams, and a 5,000 mile flight is nothing unusual for them. We will have a slight advantage by

hosting, hut not a significant one, seeing as how closely
matched we are with them."
The Spartans worked mainly on their blocking and
defense in preparation for last week’s meeting with Cal
Poly -S1.0, but this week they are concentrating on everything, according to Montgomery.
"All their players are capable of hurting us. We’ve
got to block their right side attack, and handle their tips
and off-speed hits." Montgomery said. "In the match
against Hawaii in Long Beach, we were blocking their
hitters effectively, so they started dinking the ball over us
into the middle. We will be looking for that, and we’ll
have to move under the short halls better."
One of the players the Spartans will key on is Susie
Eagye, a middle blocker who is the team’s catalyst.
"As she goes, the team goes,’’ Montgomery said.
Also, Tita Ahuna, a setter and middle blocker, is a
threat to he reckoned with.
"She breathes fire, and hits the ball a ton." Montgomery said.
"We’ll also he looking for Diana Jesse to hit the ball
well, and freshman Mary Robins, a middle Mocker, gave
us a lot of trouble in Long Beach."
The two winners of Friday’s matches will face each
other at 8 p.m. on Saturday, but Montgomery feels the
team cannot look that far ahead.
"We can’t prepare at all for two teams." Montgomery said. "If we get by Hawaii and play Saturday, we’ll
have to let the team sleep in. then go over videos and our
game plan after lunch. It will be a tough task to come out
and play well two nights in a row, but we don’t heve a
choice."
Montgomery said his team would rather face the Aztecs on Saturday if they should get that far.
"The UOP-San Diego State match is not going to be
a typical Tiger walkover," Montgomery said. "But we
believe deep down inside that we can beat San Diego
State. So we’re of course hoping to meet them." he said.
"We seem to still harbor a few doubts about UOP.
but if we end up playing them, they’ll get 100 percent
from us, that’s for sure "

Flutie jerseys have become big seller
since No. 2 took over Chicago QB job
Doug Flu CHICAGO i Al’I
tie’s No. 2 Chicago Bears’ jersey has
item in
-selling
hottest
become the
some stores since William "The Refrigerator" Perry’s No. 72 last season
Flutie’s performance Sunday in
which he had a hand in three touchdowns, has triggered a buying frenzy.
"After Sunday’s game, it seemed
like everyone who walked into the
store wanted a Flutie jersey or Something related to Haile," said Dawn K.
Cottini, retail buyer of Bears’ paraphernalia for Morrie Mages Sports
store in Chicago.
Perry, the beefy defensive lineman who weighs at least 325 pounds.
was a sports -marketing phenomenon
last year. But he is playing less offense
this year and his (5 ptilarit has COI ’led.

Spartans’ Lineup
BASKETWOMEN’S
BALL: Santa Clara, Spartan
Gym. tomorrow, 730 p m
WOMEN’S SWIMMING:
Stanford Invitational, Palo Alto.
Fri. -Sun.. all day
California
FOOTBALL:
Bowl v. Miami (0.), Fresno. Saturday. 2:30 p.m.
BASKETWOMEN’S
BALL: Stanford, Palo Alto. Saturday, 230 p.m
Chico
WRESTLING:
State. Chico. Saturday. 5 p m
WOMEN’S SWIMMING:
UC-Irvine, East Pool, Monday. 6
p.m
BASKETBALL:
MEN’S
Santa Clara. San Jose Civic Auditorium, Dec. 18, 7 30 p m.
BASKETBALL:
MEN’S
Arizona State, San Jose Civic
Auditorium. Dec. 20. 7.30 p.m.
BASKETWOMEN’S
BALL: USF. San Francisco.
Dec. 20.7 30 p m

"I think if (Flutie) continues to
plas well and they give him more
time. I think you’ll see it snowball."
said Robert Tangen, regional manager
for Merle Hamion’s Fan Fair. an Illinois chain of sports paraphernalia
Stores.

"A lot of V. omen %s ant Flutie jerseys because he’s cute. Cottini said.
"He’s a very likeable player. He’s
cute and he’s a good football player.
also the controersy over his
There’s
,1
Flutie suggests his relatively
may help
small stature.
5 -foot -9
his appeal with some fans.
’The aerage fan can identify
with me and say to himself. ’If he can
make it, may he I can make it, too,’ "
the 1984 Heisman Trophy winner said
Monday.
The former Boston College star
caused a stir in Chicago when he was
signed Oct. 21 by the Bears after the
USR, suspended operations.
Critics said Rune was too small
to play in the pros, although he passed

for 10.579 yards front 1981-84 to become one of the top five career passers
in college history.
And the Super Bowl champions
already had three quarterbacks. Starter
Jim McMahon said he didn’t think
they needed a fourth.
On Sunday, with McMahon out
tor the season with a shoulder injury,
’Lillie threw for his first NFL touchdown pass. Replacing starter Mike
Tomczak for nearly two quarters. Flu tie ran for a second touchdown and
handed off for a third in the Bears’ 4814 thrashing ol Tampa Bay.
On Monday and Tuesday, fans
swamped many Chicago area stores
looking for No. 2 jerseys, managers
said.
Morrie Mages sold nearly 100
ierseys in two days at about $80 each,
Cottini said.
Flutie paraphernalia has been
inipular since he joined the Bears, she
said, noting the store has sold about
500 No. 2 jerseys since late October.

Juhe A Bennett Daily

UNLV tops poll
LAS VEGAS, NC% . AP)
- UNI.V Coach Jerry Tarkanian, whose Runnin’ Rebels own
the No. 1 ranking in the Associated Press Top 20 college basketball poll for the first time
since 1983, credits a tough early
season schedule for the recognition his team is getting.

Admission: $5.00
Students: $2.00
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’I don’t think anybody in
the country has played five
games like we have so far.’ said
Tarkanian, whose team moved
from last week’s No. 2 position
to dislodge North Carolina as the
nation’s top team.
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UN1.V remained undefeated
by coming hack in the second
half of its only game last week to
heat Memphis State 80-77.
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In addition to the Memphis
State win. UNI.V has beaten four
top-20 teams and captured the
National Ins nation Tournament
title.
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The Powerl
To Be
Your Best

Government Sponsoring Xmas Nativity Scene

Hear: Nick Imfeld
Constitutional Rights Attorney
Thurs. , Dec. 11, 1986, 1:30 p.m.

start photographer

Friday in the Nu 5 Northwest regional. Also competing will he San Diego State and Pacific.

Shawna DiBiaso goes for the dig in the Spartanssictory over Cal Poly last weekend. SJSC hosts Hawaii

c/3

436 E. San Fernando
(10th & S.F.)

Give yourself the advantage that over
1.000 SJSU students already have:

Sponsored by Moral Dimensions

Macintosh
Question: Tired of retyping Page 3 of a 10 page
"Term Paper" for the fourth time?
Solution: Word Processing

Move paragraphs from "here- to "there" by using Cut. Copy. and Paste
Place graphics with your text A picture says a thousand wordS
Correct mistakes easily by clicking the "mouse".
Format your page the way "YOU" want it.
Spelling Checkers available.

Come see how
’Word Processing’
can help you.
Special educational discounts available for SJSU Faculty. Stay and Students

Dec. 10th
7& 10 p.m.
Morris Daily Auditorium
Admission: $2.00

SPARTA N
BOOKSTOR
SPARTAN SHOPS

Fr I.,
Service 44 our Major

111-^irm
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Mr. Claus spreads his cheer
to good children of all ages
By Paula Ray. Christiansen
Daily stall writer
. . . with a little oil’ driver so
lively and quick, I knew in a moment it must be St. Nick.
Even in San Jose where the sun
shines on Christmas day and the only
snow on the windows is sprayed from
scan, tradition lives on.
Shoppers fill the malls and children wait in line to tell Santa Claus
their dreams for Christmas morning.
Moms wish Christmas would wait a
little longer and children hope Santa
won’t be late.
Robert Munoz, an ageless Santa.
says Christmas will be on time. This
San Jose Santa was visiting with the
kids at Vallco Fashion Park last weekend and he guarantees that those who
are good won’t be disappointed.
Skateboards, Jingle Bears, and
Gobots are the most asked for toys this
year. Munoz said, along with a few
specially requested items.
Seven-year-old Mac Fariuy was
waiting to put in a request for a motorcontrolled car, but was a little concerned with cost.
’Does it cost to see him? Ii it
costs I can’t talk to him . . . does
Santa have to pay for my car’? I think
they’re expensive." Fariuy said.
Rodd Davigeadono, 3. was not so
hesitant --- and his request was right in
keeping with Silicon Valley flair.
"Clothes," he said, with a grin,
"clothes and Thundercat."
His sister, Jessica, agreed,
"Yeah. Thunden:at."

1."

A Cricket doll and Barbie’s
kitchen are high on the list for S-yearold Nicole Miller. Her brother. Ryan,
wants a skateboard.
Are they going to get these items’?
"Yes, they’ve been good. Santa
will be good," Anna Miller, their
morn, said.

’Skateboards, Jingle
Bears, and Gobots are
the most asked for toys
this year along with a
few specially
requested items’
Robert Munoz
Vallco Santa Claus
We know what motivates the
children, but what motivates Santa
Claus?
"Love. You have to love children. and I do," said Munoz, a firsttime Santa.
Munoz hails from West Coast
Promotions rather than the North Pole
and is an indoor landscape artist in his
other life, he said.
"I have two nieces and a nephew
so I’m around kids quite a bit. I like to
see them smile," Munoz said.
West Coast Promotions distributes Santas and elves throughout the
Bay Area, Munoz said.

Ho Ho Ho

Munoz cares for the landscaping
in Vallco and heard about the job
through his employer.
"It sounded fun. I’ve always
been kind of curious about it so I
thought I’d try it. It really gets you in
the Christmas spirit," he said.
Most of it is on-the-job training
and "you either have it or you don’t,’.
Munoz said.
The Santas attend a one -day
seminar on how to be a good St. Nick
and they are quizzed for "attitude,’
he said.
Front there on, it’s up to the individuals to twinkle and glow in the
proper manner. Munoz said.
"It’s easy. You just give them
lots of love," he said.
"There’s a few that are scared
we get some real criers hut most of
them are happy and real cooperative,"
Munoz said.
As much as he loves it. there are a
few drawbacks, he said.
"My beard itches and it’s hot in
here. It’s kind of nice to get home and
get out of this (suit)." he admitted.
But, stuffiness aside, Santa
Munoz will return next year to carry
on the tradition, he said.
"I’m having so much fun, it’s
worth it." Munoz said, as a nearby elf
snapped another picture, "I’ll be
back .
And I heard him exclaim, as he
sailed out of sight. s’Merry
Christmas to all, and to all, a good
nite."

John Duus Daily

staff photographer

trying Seema Nazemian tries to tell Santa Claus what she wants for Christmas through her tears

Holiday videos: sweet and sick

Denise Wendler Daily staff

photographer

Olaf Trytten. a prospective SJSIll student from Milpitas. looks for some holiday videos to rent in the
Spartan Bookstore. Some students say they are too busy with finals and don’t have time for sideos.

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
Once upon a time, Christmas
television specials were just that
seasonal tidbits so endearing, original
and uplifting that you didn’t mind
watching them year after year.
If you have yet to check the
nightly deluge of syrupy commercial
slop the networks are trying to cram
down your throat this year, don’t. But
at the same time, don’t write Off holiday television completely.
Instead, consider Christmas,
’80s -style. This year, a fantastic variety of genuine and soon-to-be Yuletide
classics have become available for
purchase or rent on videotape. So
stoke up the fire, grab some popcorn
balls and hot buttered runt, and let
yourself get wrapped up in holiday
cheer.
Few films are better at heating the
Christmas doldrums than the Frank
Capra classic "It’s A Wonderful
’ available front Prism Entertainment.
James Stewart gives a dazzling
performance as a man who never questions giving his all for others.
Christmas imagery is slight, but when
Stewart’s character is saved on
Christmas Eve by an up-and-coming
guardian angel, the spirit comes whistling through.
Along the same lines, and perhaps a hit too similar, is the 1985 Disney release "One Magic Christmas."

Mary Steenbergen, in a very Stewartesque role, is saved by a low-key
angel brilliantly acted by the underappreciated Harry Dean Stanton. The
film is available on Disney Home
Video.
If all the cheer gets to be a bit too
much, check out the controversial "Silent Night, Deadly Night," released
on USA Home Video.
Had taste is the name of the game

Call it cliched, but
don’t call it tired.
"Miracle on 34th
Street," with Edmund
Gwenn as the most
convincing Santa of all
time is the most
popular of Christmas
films.
in a movie that manages to combine
Saint Nick, sexual aggression and
slasher violence. When the man in red
sets off on a rampage of gory killings,
it’s easy to sec where this jolly flick
got its reputation.
Call it cliched, but don’t call it
tired. "Miracle on 34th Street," with
Edmund Ciwenn as the most convinc-

ing Santa of all time. inits Mr. Kringle
on trial in the most popular ol
Christmas films. Watching the young
Natalie Wood as a girl grappling to believe is pure delight.
"Miracle" is available on Magnetic Video in its original black and
white or in the newly -released colorized version that has traditionalists
screaming.
The biggest difference between
Christmas films then and now is the
current reliance on whiz-bang special
effects, The foremost entry in this category is the $50,000 epic "Santa
Claus: The Movie," available on
Home Entertainment Video.
The chalet -style mansion constructed for Santa’s workshop is a
sight to behold, as are some of the
sleigh -view overhead shots from
around the world. But, so is the perforfiance of Dudley Moore as an enterprising elf, and it makes the technical
glitz seem sort of unneccesary.
These are just some of the bright
spots that Christmas video has to offer.
In a world of mass marketing, it’s nice
to find a way to take your entertainment options into your own hands.
But be forewarned: Be gradual in
viewing. Too much mood -altering
video yule can make your head feel a
lot like it will on January I .

JP\CE.analM
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Trees for tradition
By Brian Fedron.
Daily staff writer
In the maze of Monterey pines at the Battaglia Ranch
in San Jose. young and old voices waft among the long needles.
"Not that one. It’s got a hole in it."
"What about the top? It looks weird."
"I lost my tree. Where is it’?"
Everybody’s an expert when it comes to picking the
perfect Christmas tree. Nobody wants to get stuck with a
spindly. sickly Charlie Brown -type tree so diplomacy is
often left in the car when families get together for the annual
pine -finding trip.
"It’s usually difficult to agree on just one." said
Johnny Rateliff of San Jose, who came to cut down a tree at
Battaglia’s with his wife Linda and their Mur children.
"But it’s fun because we get to look at every tree on the
lot," he said.
The Ratetiffs have made the Christmas tree search an
annual event which brings the family together for a day.
After they select a tree, it is loaded onto their truck, carted
home and decorated that day with hand -made ornaments
from friends and relatives, I.inda said.
She said they used to make the trek to the Santa Cruz
Mountains with a picnic lunch to pick a tree. They found
Battaglia’s last year and liked both the convenience and the
opportunity to cut their own tree without leaving San Jose.
"We want to eventually head back to the mountains," she
said.
Walt and Susie Simvy were weary of the tree-choosing
tradition in the "mud and mess" of the mountains, that
began when Susie lived over the hill in Scotts Valley. The
couple said they have no problem agreeing on a tree.
"I let her pick it," Walt said as Susie nodded.
Shirley Battaglia. who helps run the ranch with her
husband Paul, said hundreds of five to seven-foot Monterey
pines were planted as seedlings about four years ago and
were first sold as cut -your-own Christmas trees last year.
She said the ranch also has four different types of pre-

cut firs, as well as larger trees for commercial businesses.
Brad and Rhonda Mahon and nine -month -old son
Ryan came to Battaglia’s looking for a tree to complement
the 12-foot ceiling in their living room. Rhonda, an SJSU
speech pathology graduate, said the couple has had tree
problems in the past.
"Last year. we bought a tree that had a trunk so big.
we couldn’t fit it into a Christmas tree stand," she said
laughing. "We had to tie it to the wall."
Kelly and Laray Ray drove down from Pleasanton to
cut down a tree, though they weren’t expecting to reach an
easy agreement.
"Oh. God, sometimes we end up with the ugliest tree
because of arguments," Laray said. "He doesn’t care. He

Walt and Susie Sirovy were weary
of the tree-choosing tradition in the
"mud and mess" of the mountains.
The couple said they have no
problem agreeing on a tree.
ends up telling me to pick one just so we can get out of the
place."
Kelly, anned with a small handsaw, said it’s a shame
that people have to kill trees for tradition.
"I don’t think we should cut them down," he said.
heading into the man-made forest.
The Rateliffs searched the lot for an hour. Each had
chosen their favorite tree and had the family evaluate it for
beauty and shape. As the Rateliff children stood admiring
their final choice, a voice called from the maze.
’Hey, mom wants you to take a look at this one .’ ’
And they all went to look, hoping it would be the perfect tree.
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Ryan Maiani watches his daddy chop down their Christmas tree at Battaglia Ranch in San Jose. This is Ryan’s first Christmas
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’Fittest’
advises
hopefuls

’Fittest Man’
never quits
Ity Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily stall writer
Climbing the ladder of success is
rarely easy Rung after rung, we struggle to the top, hoping to grasp the
brass ring, often reaching it just in
lime to realize that the tin-plated replica belongs with the rest of the half-atof our
life’s
tained
artifacts
"should’ve beens."
But not for SJSU graduate student
Steve Sokol. Sokol has an advantage
when climbing the ladder
he’s
known as "The World’s Fittest Man,"
and it takes more than a few broken
dreams to leave hint breathless or defeated as he strives for physical perfection.
The 30-year-old man with what
Nautilus dubs "the world’s most durable stomach" broke his 17th Guiness’
. World record Nov. 23 for the fastest
, jumping jacks in the shortest amount
: of time -- I .000 in 12 minutes and
. five seconds.
Breaking world records is almost
: a habit for Sokol, whose list includes
! 52,003 sit-ups in 32 hours and 17 minutes, 13,013 leg lifts in five hours and
. 45 minutes and 3,333 squat thrusts in
: four hours.
:
As one out of eight in the world to
participate in the "Survival of the Fittest" and product spokesman for Nautilus and New Balance shoes, he’s attained his share of brass rings. But
. Sokol is still working towards the ultimate goal of being the expert to experts in the world of fitness.
"I want to be the next Jack Lalanne," Sokol said."I love doing
sports, I love teaching and training,
testing my limits, keeping fit . . . . If
I can give people expert information
about how to eat and exercise properly, I feel I’ve helped them."
The two-time Iron Man Triathlete
has not always been so fit, however,
which is what motivates him the most,
he said.
"I was a scrawny, asthmatic 8 year-old and I started swimming to
help with the asthma." said Sokol.
Cosmopolitan magazine’s Man -of-theMonth for December.
Sokol founded Camp Superstuff.
a camp for asthmatic children, and is
national spokesman for the National
Arthritis Association.
Most of his record -breaking feats
areafterfolitftjor charity donations,
which adds More meaning to the
petitions than the records themselves,
he said.
"I know I’m helping people
. through my performance," he said.
Sokol graduated from Tufts University with a chemical engineering
0 degree in 197/4 and moved to Califor: nia to work for IBM, he said.
After about a year of being con;
fined to a desk he took a leave of absence to try and figure out what exactly he wanted to do with his life. he
said.
:
That’s when he discovered his
: knack for breaking records.
;
"It was Thanksgiving Day and I
0 was trying to redeem myself physically after not placing as well as I’d
i hoped in the Iron Man," Sokol said.
:
He sat down and did 2,5(8) sit-ups
’ without stopping and decided he was
I, pretty good at it.
;
"I trained for 15 weeks doing 10
; to 12.488) sit-ups a day," which is approximately a half-mile of sit-ups,
; Sokol said.
:
He then set out to Oakridge Mall
; in San Jose where he broke his first
world record for a Red Cross benefit
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By Paula Kay Christiansen
Daily stall writer
For students who strive to
but
he among SJSU’s fittest
who remain couch potatoes
merely in the planning stages of
stud -spuds Steve Sokol, the
"World’s Fittest Man," has the
following advice: get your duff
off the fluff and pick a sport you
like. And stick with it.
"People should choose
sports they like so that they’ll
enjoy working out," Sokol said.
People students especially are more likely to keep
up with an exercise program they
have fun with, he said.
If people dread their workout it becomes a negative, rather
than positive, experience, he
said.
He suggests more than one
activity because different sports
strengthen different muscle
groups and body systems, he
said.
"An ideal program should
include basic aerobic training
and muscle toning and strengthening," Sokol said.
A truly motivated student
should jog, bike ride, swim or
"walk briskly" at least three to
four times a week in order to
raise his or her maximum heart
rate by about 70 percent, which
is the target heart -rate zone, he
said.
"This strengthens the heart
and lungs, circulatory system
and keeps weight down," Sokol
said.
Stretching before and after a
workout is not just a good idea,
but is a necessity to prevent torn
ligaments or overworked muscles, he said.
A typical warm-up routine
should include slow stretching
(no bouncing) of repetitive exercises like straddle stretches for
the legs (legs extended, touching
the toes) side bends, sit-ups, and
jumping jacks, Sokol said.

Daily staff photographer

Steve Sokol pumps iron with the help of manager Mittel Milieu
by doing 52,000 sit-ups in 32 hours,
he said.
"It lit a tire in my head," Sokol
said, and he made the choice to devote
his life to physical fitness.
Sokol returned to school at SJSU
to get his graduate degree in Human
Performance, while continuing benefit
performances and training athletes, he
said.
"I decided I could make a career
out of this ill had academic credibility
as well as physical credibility." Sokol
said.
Sokol does not consider his phy
ical pursuit as compulsive, although he
admits that athletics is both his vocasien and avocation...
"When I’m not training I’m
usually reading or watching sports,"
he said, adding that he enjoys all
realms of athletics from gymnastics to
track and field.
Sokol has had a few injuries in his
career, hut simply switches to another
sport when one rubs him the wrong
way.
"I know when to switch sports
and I periodically cut out running."
due to constant tendinitis and bursitis,
Sokol said.
Biking and swimming are his
chosen alternatives, which Moe less
impact on selected muscles groups, he
said.
A typical day’s training for the 5foot- 10-inch 160-pound unweak ling ,
includes a half-hour of sit-ups before
breakfast, a two- to three- hour hike
ride (30-5(1 miles) after breakfast, one
to two hours on his Fitness Master Machine three times a week, and a two
mile swim four times a week. Sokol
lifts weights five to six times a week,
he said.
He cats little red meat and his diet
consists mostly of high -complex car-

bohydrates like bread, cereal and
"tons of pasta," Sokol said.
"I stay away from saturated fats,
hut I have one weakness." Sokol admitted ". . cookies."
Does he ever get tired want to
quit?
’I’m tired of it right now because
I just got back from Los Angeles and
being a celebrity -type person takes a
lot out of me. But tomorrow morning
I’ll he ready to go . I’ll he doing
this in 40 years. I love it.’

Young manager
supervises athlete
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer

It seems only natural that the
"World’s Fittest Man" should have a
counterpart that’s just as motivated
athletically and professionally as himself.
At 23 -years-old, Steve Sokol’s
sports manager, Hillel Katzen, is the
youngest man in his profession in the
United States.
Katzen is a graduate student at
SJSU, creating his own degree in
sports management while training
under the supervision of Sokol for
whom he manages.
Their professional relationship
developed out of a friendship that
started two years ago when Katzen
asked Sokol to be his trainer for longdistance marathons.
"We’re friends first, then coach
and athlete, and finally I’m Steve’s
business manager," Katzen said. "I
wanted to compete (in running) on a
national level and Steve has shown me
that I have the ability," he said.
Katzen developed an interest in
sports as a business while attending the
University of California at Santa Cruz,
where he played basketball.

Katzen slopped play mg intercollegiate basketball and turned his athletic goals towards long distance running, he said.
That was when he contacted
Sokol.
"I knew I needed some professional training and Steve was willing
to work with me, providing equipment, T-shirts and everything," Katzen said.
After training with Sokol awhile.
Katzen began writing letters to media
people promoting Sokol’s ability
without Sokol’s knowledge.
"I wanted to do something in return . . . his athletic goals were something I could relate to," he said.
An agreement gradually formulated itself. Katzen took over Sokol’s
business management and public relations, he said.
He admits that he started his own
running career a little late in the game.
but Katzen said he will "let nature
take its course" and continue to train
with Sokol.
"Steve is serious about health
and I’m keeping him on
and fitness
track as the World’s Fittest Man,"
Katzen said.

THOMAS at CHILDS
CERTIFIED PUIL/C ACCOUNTANTS
Ben Jose. Cahforma 9S11.3

We have mistimed the con ddddd 4 statement of financial condition of
Asmodeted Students, Inc., San Jose Stan. University, as of June 30. 1986.
nut ...siltation was made in accordance vith generally accepted auditing
ttentherds and, eecerainillY, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as vie maundered mecum, in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the condensed etatesent presents fairly the financial
condition of Assonieted Students, Inc. at June 30, 1966 is conforuity with
senerally accepted accounting principles applied on
bmis corminent wit!
chat of the preceding year.
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San Jose, California
August 31, 1986
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS, INC.
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION
Condensed Statement of Financial Condition
June 30. 1986
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Notes to Condensed Statement of Financial Condition

majer

June 30, 1986

Sienificant Amounting Fond..
The significant accounting policies followed by Associated Student..
Inc. are described below to enhance the usefulnese of the financial
statement to the reader.

hnstmas Lighted
Musical Cards
A Christmas card that sparkles and plays a
delightful holiday melody. Four different melodies.
Jingle Bells Let It Snow
Santa Claus Is Coming To Town
We Wish You A Merry Chnstmas
from

I.

Accrual Dallis
The financial statement has been prepared on the accrual
basis.

2.

Fund Accounting
In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the tom of the re.ourcen amtilable to
Associated Students. Inc., the eccousts are Maintained
in eccordance with the mrinctples of "fund accounting",
This is the procedure by which resources for various
purposes are demented for accounting and reporting
purposes into funds that are in accordance with activities or objective. .1:emitted.
Sep rrrrr accounts ars
satntained for each fund; however, in the accompanying
financial statement, fund. that have similar characteristics have been coebined into fund group.. Accordingly.
all financial transactions have been recorded and
reported by fund group.

3.

Appropriated and Unappropriated
Within each fund group, fund balancee are distinmislya
as appropriated for
specific purpose or onmpropriated
for the general purpose of the fund.

4,

Fixed Assets
Fixed rrrrrr ate recorded as expenditures in the Plant
Fund when acquired.
Depreciation of 520,427 for the current
year was expensed in the Plant Fund,

Mutoment Contracts Payable
Balances on contracts payable at June 30, 1986 are as follows.
California Capital Group, monthly payments of 8570 including
interest,secured by A/N rarity per and proces.or, final
pament August 1988

S

9,895

Lemons:SI, Inn., monthly payments of $287 including in rrrrr t,
secured by 28$0 offset press, final payment August 1998

STORE NAME

ASSOCIATED !STOLES’S, 9E.
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
cALIFoRNIA STATE UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGES AUXILIARY ORGANIZATlis

455 Meridian Ave, San Jose, CA (408)286-9839
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Asemisted Student., Inc.
San Jost State Univereity
San Joss, California

Note A

PARAMOUNT
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Note. to Condensed Statement of Financial Condition
June 10,

AMERICAN GREETINGS

Nuts C

ISO

Tax immetion
No provisien has been mule for Federal incise or State
franchise
taxes aft 44mm:fated Students. Inc. qualifies for exemption
under
yfo,, , t
. , ,,,
,evenue jode and 23701.4 of
tte

Funded by Associated Students
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Flying Twenties fill the clear blue sky
’Group to group, Flying Twenties have
persisted even without the university’s help, but
they would be a whole lot more professional if
(SJSU) would provide the integrated flying

Local club
flies for fun

program that is needed.’

By Marj Martin
Daily stall writer

Jim Lafferty,
Jet Center president

far back as most valley rest
Asdents can remember. airplanes:
helicopters and blimps have
been a pan of life along the strip of
land, now called Silicon Valley. that
borders the bay from San Francisco to
the foothills of East San Jose.
As early as the 1930s. flyers in
leather helmets and sheepskin -lined
flight jackets practiced flying in the
skies above SJSU.
Since aeronautics was first introduced at SJSU in the mid-1930s, several generations of Aeronautics majors
have been consistent winners in state,
national and world -class flying events.
Yet. for 25 years the California
State University system has refused to
allow SJSU students, faculty and administrators to use university -owned
aircraft for university sanctioned activities.
Although SJSU owns several operational airplanes, CSU’s Executive
Order 10, issued by then-Chancellor
Glen Dumke in 1961, mandates the
use of commercial airlines for all unisersity sponsored events. SJSU has
not used either its own planes or charter planes since that time. said Aeronautic’s chairman, Gene I.ittle. Not to
transport athletic teams, not to conduct
research, not even to travel on univer-

the times they really are. Latteny said.
Chairman Little says he thinks CSU’s
management is already waking up to
that fact. At least he says he hopes
they are.
’Maybe I’m grasping at straws,"
Little mused, "hut in October, (Chancellor) Ann Reynolds flew to SJSU in
an unscheduled airplane . . .
Lafferty and the friends of the
Flying Twenties say they hope Little
can convince management that airplanes are here to stay.

tantly. SJSU
much a conservative
appraoch to aviation.
"The U.S. economy is not competitive because Americans are not
competitive," l.affeny said. "There
are always risks, . . . but so what?
What we need is good risk management."
Ins Fong

Daily staff photograottpi

Mikiko Wagner soars through the skies over San Jose airport during a "power off" spot landing
1960s, provides important assistance
to the student-run Precision Flying
Team, hut it is not affiliated in any
way with the university. Little said.
For the university to recognize Flying
Twenties, Inc. as a university sanctioned club would be a direct violation
of Executive Order 10, he explained.
However, club membership enables faculty members and graduates
of the Aeronautics Department to provide professional coaching and advice
to team members. said Toni Leonard,
former department chair.
Leonard, who joined the department long before Chancellor Dumke
grounded the CSU system. believes
Larry Graves, the team’s unofficial
coach and former Precision Fly ing
Team member, is one of the keys to

lation experts. including gradA,uates of SJSU’s Aeronautics
Department. say they %tinder
wherrS1St’ will realize how far behind

the team’s success.
"The real dedication of the team
members and coaches is what enables
the team to compete and win against
universities like Ohio State, where
aeronautics departments have fullfledged airport facilities and paid trainers on the faculty," Leonard said.
Leonard, who says he has retired
from the department, maintains a busy
office at the Aeronautic’s facility on
Coleman Avenue. He stays around, he
said, because he believes the department’s joh is to create a highly skilled
and motivated atmosphere, the kind of
atmosphere that makes in -the-air competition both smart and safe.
From her position as Flying
Twenties. Inc. president and one of the
team’s star performers. Mikiko (Mitzi)
Wagner said the flight team is supported by donations from national flying clubs such as the Flying Twenties.
Inc., the Flying Aces, the 99s and both
local businesses and private individuals.
"The team raised 53,((X) in
1986. but team members also spent
about S2.000 out of their own pockets
to compete in both the state and the nationals," she said.
Wagner. who won honors this
year as NIFAs top woman pilot, said
she spent nearly $.3.000 to do it.
"i put it all on my Visa card and
I’m still working to pay for it." she
,nd

landings, navigation, pre-flight inspection, aircraft recognition, precision flight and simulator operation.
And, over-all, the 10-man team from
SJSU placed in the ’Top 10’ 12 times
during the 1916 finals, Wagner said.
Only one of a long line of winning teams, the 1986 Precision Flying
Team, which must also rent the planes
they fly at finals, achieved outstanding
awards in a field of 300 to 350 student
pilots, and "with only one good practice before the competition." Wagner
boasted happily.
A SJSU champion from the
1970s, Jim Lafferty, now president oi
Santa Clara County’s Jet Center. s.
the student’s unaffiliated flight wail,
"would do a lot better job if they had
paid professional supervision."
Lafferty, who was first in the nation in precision flying competition
four years in a row and 14th in the
world in 1976, said that SJSU’s Aeronautics Department and the flying club
created a lot of lasting friendships over
the years, as well as providing graduates with highly valued job skills.
". . . 3(X) to 400 former team
members and grads showed up here
from as far away as Hong Kong a feu
years ago. for the department’s 25th
anniversary," Lafferty said.’ Group
group. Flying Twenties have persisted
even without the university’s help, but
they would he a whole lot more professional if they (SJSU) would provide
NIFA finals, which this year the integrated flying program that is
The
needed."
included teams from 14 regions
Lafferty. who said he is only one
Ins Fong
Daily stall photograprie
throughout the U.S.. are actuof thousands of SJSU graduates active
- allyanescercifot in sakflying tech.
the
field of aviation today, lamented
in
"Flying Twenties" President Mikiko Wagner leans on a Cessna 150
nigues. Wagner said. "They prepare
the fact that the U.S. and more imporstudent pilots for emergency sitivasay business.
the team’s success.
thins . . . and promote safety and
One foggy night in Toledo. Ohio.
The other two behind -the-scene
sportsmanship.
explained old-time Aeronautics prohelpers are Gerry Shreve and Gerry
There are 21 possible awards to
fessor Toni Leonard. a World War II
Fairbaim, aeronautics professors with
he won at the NIFA finals, including
vintage C46 cargo plane chartered by
thousands of hours of flying time,
one for short -field landings, power-ott
SJSU to bring a tired fixaball team
home to San Jose. crashed on take -off.
killing 18 team members, advisers and
crew members. In a knee-jerk reaction, CSU Board of Directors told
Chancellor Dumke to issue Executive
Order 10 and grounding SJSU’s stuC
\ S
10
dents, he said.
0C
try’
9
But, this year a team of SJSU flyers placed first in the state and second
1001
in the nation at the National Intercollegiate Flying Association’s Salecon
\tt..".
competitions. And 1986 was also a
A71
banner year. Leonard said.
,1;11
-’=;_rI-7/17))
A flying team from the university
has won top awards at almost every
S4,1.4
reit;
- jk..;
state and national intercollegiate comC
petition since the Aeronautics DepartPANTS
ment opened in the 1930s.
The aero-students’ not -so-secret
j104
.7
10trgei ttE
secret is Flying Twenties. Inc., a fly.o.P.C.SC G
i.
001S111 3900
ing club designed to give flight to
.
otherwise grounded SJSU aeronautics
.1
i
FHTIRE STOCK WITH THIS Al)
majors The club, created in the
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WINTER SESSION
JANUARY 3-23, 1987
Day and Evening Courses Including:
Spanish
Art
Speech
Dance
Spreadsheet Application
Learning Assistance
Printmaking
Photography
Plus Many More
Walk in and Apply Today
For Registration and Information
Call Admissions and Records

288-3739
PLEASE NOTE Office hours are Mon -Thurs 8am-9pm Fri 8am 5pm
Admissions and Records for the Holidays, from Dec 24, 1986 to
January 1. 1987 It will be open on Fri , Jan 2, 1987

2100 MOORPARK AVE. (at Hwy. 280)
Son Jose City College
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BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY 330

south tenth at san curio.
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’Team is fit in Japan Plates say it personally
By Brian Fedrow
Daily stall writer
When Suzanne Dion signed up for her first aerobics
class in 1983. she just wanted to shed a few pounds so
the clothes she liked would look good on her
Dion, 23. an SJSU marketing senior, said aerobics
washer chance to tone a body she wasn’t happy with.
"I was tired of feeling NC she said. ’1 thought to
mysel I. I’m too young to not he able to go to the beach
or wear shorts’ so I got interested in why people are
overweight and how food affects them."
What Dion didn’t know in 1983 was that her involvement in aerobics would lead to the formation of her
own marketing firm and seven trips to promote fitness
and aerobics in Japan.
Dion left for her latest Japanese trip, a three -and -a half week goodwill tour. on Nov. 8 as captain of the
U.S.A. National Aerobic Team. The group will return to
California later this week.
The live -member squad will appear in five cities to
serve as judges for the Dole Cup All Japan National Aerobic Championships, a nationwide competition. In addition. Dion said the team will conduct workshops that
focus on safety, choreography, stretching, flexibility and
proper teaching technique.
In August, she and partner Kathy Lorca formed Dion/Lorca Productions based on their commitment and
desire to promote aerobics. The fitness marketing, public relations and event production firm has signed a contract with the "Morning Stretch" television show to film
a story on the Dole Cup.
All this
and a college student toof
"I’d say my success is due to networking." Dion
said. "I volunteer time, do things for free, sit in on
meetings just to learn from others."
She also said her education at SJSU has helped her
become a budding entrepreneur at 23.
"The experiences in news writing and marketing
courses has e proven invaluable." she said. "SJSU has
taught me how to promote well.’
Dion took the fall semester off to devote time to her
business and prepare for the Japan tour. She has five
courses left to complete her degree. hut a seventh trip to
Japan was tempting enough to make her put away the
books.
’lite Japanese people are so honorable.’’ she said.
’They take very good care of us. ’ ’
Dole, the tour sponsor, will coser salary, fotx1 and
vase’ or the use fitness espcos and also gave Dion free
rein to pick anyone she felt was qualified
a freedom
she emoyed.
’The people who are going are sery prominent in
the aerobic industry she said. "It’s neat for them to
get the opportunity because they’ve been working very
hard for years
Among the fitness ambassadors will be Teri
Wexted, an SJSU aerobics instructor. She has a Bachelor of Science degree in physical education and dance
from SJSU and is currently pursuing a master’s in dance
exercise physiology. Dion said Wexted is typical of all
the fitness experts on the trip with strong backgrounds in
both teaching and competition - she won a major event
called Fit Aerobics in 1984

’The Japanese people are so
honorable. They take very good
care of us.’
Suzanne Dion,
aerobics team captain

Dion said that for herself, staying in the background
and out of the spotlight has had its rewards.
"I’ve always been more in the promotion side of
it," she said.
Besides her marketing firm, Dion was spokeswoinan for Fit Magazine and is currently planning the 1987
World Asia Cup, an aerobic competition featuring seven
countries Japan. Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Taiwan, Thailand and Hong Kong.
But Dion still has a hand in the instruction side of
aerobics. She originally decided to teach when her instructors couldn’t give her any valuable information on
the relationship between diet and exercise. Just 10
months after her first class as a student. Dion became an
aerobics teacher with a twist she emphasized aerobics
and nutrition equally.
"The American society is probably in the worst
shape of any I’ve seen," she said. "Our diet is probably
the worst in the world high fat and too many saturated
fats. When you’re hungry in this society, you just grab a
fast-food hamburger which has four days worth of fat."
Dion said the bad eating habits Americans have developed can’t be cured overnight with aerobic exercise.
In fact, she advises some people not to exercise hard at
all.
"When you have 20 years of inactivity behind you,
you have to start slow,’ she said. "There are people who
shouldn’t do high impact (heavy jumping) aerobics because if they’re overweight they can’t adequately support the weight."
Dion said she advocates that out -of-shape people
start vs ith short walks and stationary bike riding for a few
minutes. She said the human body is designed to handle
a lot of exertion and movement, but not in excess.
"People have to be careful," she said. "The number one symptom of heart disease is death."
Diem added that there are some who should definitely not be excluded from aerobic activitythe handicapped. She aided partner l..orea, who has a master’s
degree in special education, in designing a program
called Adaptive Aerobics for the Handicapped.
Dion said she took the "Lorca Method’’ to Japan
last year and found few handicapped people in sight to
try it. She said the handicapped haven’t been accepted in
mainstream society there as much as in the United
Slates,
Dion said she never expected to be a world -traveling businesswoman when she took that initial aerobics
class. She said everything has happened so fast the
business, school, trips, networking, teaching that she
has neglected one important thing.
Dion still hasn’t learned to speak Japanese.

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily stall writer
One of the finer moments in life
think it’s purely a
comes when the last dotted line is
signed and the car of your dreams is fipersonal
thing. We see
nally yours.
But then comes the dirty work:
people from all walks
arranging insurance coverage, finding
lust the right sticker or stuffed animal
of life, but they’re
for the back window, and with increasmost enthusiastic
ing frequency, adding the final touch
with a personalized license plate.
when buying a new
Since entering the California
scene Aug. 21, 1970, customized
car.’
plates have become a popular outlet
Rev Wahl,
for personal expression. As of July,
the Department of Motor Vehicles had
DMV registration supervisor
issued 1,080,327 of them, according
to Susan McNulty, secretary of the
DMV communications office in SacraWahl said the Los Gatos office is
mento.
averaging 50 to 75 environmental plate
In a time when basic registration
sales per week. The majority of orders
costs are on the rise, the chance to say
it where people will see it is apparently are for the reflectorized finish because
peopli,,like the color, not for the added
more important than a few extra dolsafety they were designed to provide,
lars.
she said.
According to Bev Wahl, Los
The majority of environmental
Gatos DMV registration supervisor,
plate monies go to the California Rethe plates are becoming increasingly
sources Agency, which allocates it to
popular. The cost seems to be non -procorporations and individuals applying
hibitive, she said,
for grants. DMV retains just enough to
People ordering plates pay an
cover its administrative and production
extra $35 initially. $5 extra for the new
costs. McNulty said.
reflectorized background and an addiOf the $95 million dollars coltional $20 each year when regular fees
lected by June 1984, more than $68
are due.
million had been made available for
"I think it’s purely a personal
such diverse state departments as Forthing," Wahl said. "We see people
from all walks of life, but they’re most
enthusiastic when buying a new car."

estry. Water Resources and Boating
and Waterways.
Although some people take the
Samaritan aspect into consideration
when ordei ing, more often they just
want to advertise, she said.
Anyone glancing around campus
can testify to that.
Cindy Doke, a graduate biology student, said she got her plate
"C LYNN D" about seven years ago
because her MG sports car was her
first "real car." The plate gave her a
chance to say something, she said.
Acting assistant library director
Jeff Paul brought his "PAUL 4’’ plate
cross-country when his family moved
to California.
Personalized plates were inexpensive in New Hampshire and the plate
gave him a chance to bnng notoriety to
his four-member family, he said.
Sophomore marketing major
Chris Gallo chose the plate for his
Mustang GT because "I EAT ZS" and
"WAY 2 EST" were taken, he said.
But "S000 FST" is the way he describes his car, so he settled for it at his
friends’ urging, he said.
The advertising role of custom
plates can go overboard.
"I’ve had everything from
Porsches to old women in Caddies
flooring it past me on the freeway,"
Gallo said. "I’ve had cops following
me, waiting for me to do something.’’
Perhaps something plain like 683
EDM j11,1 Illlt good enough anymore.

Christmas Cards
...make the season merry and show
you’ve remembered someone special!
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THE PARTY NEVER ENDS!
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL Large

Screen TV!

50c Tacos. Hotdogs & Draft Beer

TUESDAY’S DOLLAR DRINK NIGHT
ALL Single Pour Drinks, $1.00 ALL Night!

WEDNESDAY’S BAJA BEER BASH
ALL Mexican Beers, including Corona, ONLY $1.00!

THURSDAY’S BIG SHOT NIGHT
Any Flavored Well Schnapps ONLY 50c a Shot!

FRIDAY’S PARTY, PARTY, PARTY
Rock to the BEST Show in Town!

SUNSET SATURDAYS
NO COVER CHARGE from 7 to 9 pm!
SUNDAY’S SHIRTS, SHOTS & ROCK’N’ROLL
75c, Shots of Schnapps, Tequila Gold & Kamikazes

BE A BIG SHOT
Buy a Round of Drinks for Your
Friends!!
07! We’ll
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Any of your favorite
well Schnapps . .
50c per shot or
3 shots for $1.50

Every Thursday Night!
Plus . . . T-Shirts, Prizes & Surprises!
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Bele cantina

499 E. HAMILTON IN CAMPBELL AT HIGHWAY 17: 374-4290

In 7,days
the Lord
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heaven
and
Give us
earth.
7 days,
\
and we’ll\
get you \
your
Guaranteed
Student Loan.
Withir, seven days after
Educaid receives your
correctly completed
application your GSL check
will be on its way to you
See your FAO and ask for
Educaid Or call us and
we’ll send you an application

BONUS!
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other California lenders
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for your education
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Garden to be stocked
with native vegetation
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GARDEN, from page I
ing to take shape.
"We’ve wanted one for years."
Weaver said. "Last fall we started seriously putting things down on paper
instead of just talking about it."
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Abraham Haile Daily stall photographer
Jenny Boris. a senior majoring in Cerman, and Jay their experiences studying abroad. They both particiCapella, a senior majoring in graphic design share paled in the International Study Program.

Seller said the stocking should be
virtually completed by the end of the
spring semester. "Plants will be added
continuously for awhile," she said.
"We had hoped it would be built
by now," Weaver said. "We’ve had
this wonderfully warm, dry fall. If it
begins to rain now, that would set
things back.
The garden will be stocked primarily with native California plants,
Weaver said. Although the list is subject to change, the current drawing
calls for California lilacs, redbuds,
roses and manzanita hushes. At least
40 different varieties are anticipated.

Most of the plants destined for the
garden are already in greenhouses on
the roof of Duncan Hall. Some need
shade and lots of water, while others
require a dry habitat, Weaver said.
The move outdoors won’t present
a problem, because the plants are currently kept in an open-air enclosure,
she said.
In addition to the existing sequoia, a fraxinus latifolia
better
known as an ash tree - will also be
planted.
Although the garden is bordered
on two sides by thick ivy . and on a
third side by a brick wall, there arc no
plans to enclose the garden
yet.
"We hope we won’t has e to lock
it up, hut if vandalism gets to be a
problem. we’ll probably ask that
something he done," she said. "I
hope it doesn’t come to that
Weaver said vandals have already

damaged other trees around Duncan
Hall, with pieces of bark being ripped
away front the trunk and branches
being pulled off.
"When the hark is stripped off all
the way around a tree, it kills it." she
said. "It doesn’t die immediately. hut
it is a sure death."
l!pkeep lit the garden will he handled primarily by plant operations,
who silt he responsible for planting
the trees and larger hushes A committee of botany students will plant the
smaller hushes. she said.
Weaver said site hopes the garden
will he appreciated by the entire student body, rather than just botany students.
"The garden is justified as a tea ching tool, hut we Sam it to he an
asset lo the SJSt community .’ she
said.

Student broadens education
Diver captures poodle-sized lobster
earning credit in foreign lands
By. E.C. %% alters
Daily staff writer
Jenny Bons. an SJSU German
major, spent the past academic year
studying abroad through the California
State University International Programs.
International Programs allows
students who qualify to study abroad
for a year and still earn resident credit.
The cost is a year’s tuition at SJSU
plus travel and living expenses.
"You don’t have to be incredibly
rich to go." said Boris. who now
works part-time at the program’s administrative office.
Students pa v no administrative
fees or overseas tuition and all campus
financial aid. cvcept work-study. may
be used abroad. said Patricia McCall,
the program’s campus relations officer.
Boris studiedin Tubinhorg. West
Germany. she said.
In addition to learning about life
in Germany. Boris traveled to other
European countries during long weekends.
She knew she had made progress
when she woke up in the morning
planning her day in German, she said

Countries in which the Interna- Nations.
tional Programs operate are Denmark,
’I think I learned the meaning of
France, Germany, Italy. Spain. Swe- the word ’bittersweet.’ Sometimes I
den, the United Kingdom. Israel. Bra- just wanted to be hack in California,
zil, Mexico, Peru, Quebec, Australia. but there ’on have all of Europe.
New Zealand. Japan and Taiwan.
Boris said.
To apply for the 1987-88 academic year, students must:
he enrolled in a CSU school by
spring 1987:
have a cumulative grade point
average of 2.75 or 3.0, depending on
the program.
have an upper division or
graduate standing by the end of spring
1987:
have
the required prerequisites, according to the program.
The cost for transportation, living
expenses and incidentals ranges from
$4,800 to $10.000, depending on
which country a student visits.
The deadline for applications for
the next academic year is Feb. I.
1987.
The atmlicatio6 rbquires copies of
the applicant’s transcripts, an essay of
academic purpose and a teacher’s recommendation.
Boris said the experience left her
with the urge to travel more and she
said she ’a ant’. to work for the lInited

RANCHO
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Calif. (API The 14 -pound lobster
Jim Primrose caught while scuba diving probably would niakc several outstanding meals, but this poodle -sited
creature will wind up on display. instead.
"He’s such a trophy. I’m going
to get him mounted and put him on my

wall.

s,ijd Ii ira, sc

He said a plan to relocate some
lobster -eating sea otters from Northern
California to the south may threaten
the lobster population off Southern
California.

Primrose, who is keeping the 4foot California Spiny in his garage.

aught ii while woba diNing I:, feet
underwater near San Clemente Island.
The .1/e of Primrose’s catch.
which is missing one of its foot -long
legs, is surprising because the average
siie 01 Caldriona Spinys is 3 to 5
pounds, said tract Aube. coordinator
of educational sets ices at Marineland
in Palos Verdes.

AVOID
THE NOID

CALL
DOMINO’S PIZZA

Meet the NOID:" He loves
to ruin your pizza. He
makes your pizza cold,
or late, or he squashes
your pizza box so the
cheese gets stuck to
the top.

With one call to Domino’s
Pizza, you can avoid the
NOID. So when you want
hot, delicious, quality
pizza delivered in less
than 30 minutes, One
call does it all!’

Suicide hotline offers
help for depressed
By Maria J. Gunter
Daily stall writer
While suicide is an all -too-common occurrence all year round, it is a
particular concern at the holiday season, counselors say
"The time we get the most calls
is now.’ said Wiggsy Sivertsen of
SJSU Counseling Services. "A lot of
people end up feeling terrible."

"If a person is depressed but talks
of suicide - even jokingly the listener should clarify the situation.**
Paris said. "Ask the person directly.
’Are you planning to kill yourself?’ ’’
Offer support and listen, but
don’t try to handle the situation alone,
she advised. Refer the friend to the
hotline hut also tell someone.
"If you’re concerned about
Between 165 and 185 people someone, call us and we’ll make an
commit suicide each year in Santa outreach call." Paris said.
Breaking through young people’s
Clara County the fourth highest suicide rate in the state, said Meg Paris, "cult of secrecy" can he difficult, but
program director Mr the county’s Sui- it’s a matter of life or death. Sivertsen
said.
cide and Crisis Hotline.
’If it were my friend. I’d have to
The hotline, which receives about
90 calls a day, is staffed by trained say I cared enough to tell someone,’’
volunteers, many of whom are SJSU she said, "A good friend won’t keep a
people
students. Paris said. Mental health secret about suicide from
professional, supervise hotline work- who’ll help out."
If that unhappy individual is you.
ers, she added.
is the same: Tell
Thoughts often turn to suicide the experts’ advice
after the holiday hoopla is over. Paris someone.
"The hardest thing in the world
said.
for us as people is to admit we need
"People hold on during the holi- help," Sivertsen said. "In reality it is
effort." she a real statement of your self-impordays they make the
said. "There’s a lot of pressure. then tance and value when you reach out to
afterward, the family is all gone, or someone and say,’I’m worth sax inc
and I want you to help me.’
life has been made unbearable."
Sivertsen said holidays are a particular concern because of the intense
feelings of loneliness and pressure. "If Suicide in Crisis hotline operates 24
you’re a young student at SJSU, you hours a day. Call toll -free 279-3312 in
can’t look at the television without San Jose, 683-2482 in South County
seeing a happy Christmas complete and (415) 494-8420 in North County.
with gifts and parents.’’
The SJSU Counseling Center is
Previous attempts, signs of ithdrawal or depression and threats of open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays
suicide Are warnini, iri watch for or be while school is in session. Call the
center at 277-2966.
aware 1,1 Riris ’,r ii

Seasonal blues targets
students, counselor says
While the holiday season is tense pressure of conformity add up to
heralded as a bright, happy time, for the holiday blues. Sivertsen said.
"For students particularly, there
many it can be a period of loneliness
is an enormous amount of pressure,’’
and depression.
The holidays’ darker side runs the she said. "They not only have to deal
gamut from family fights to depression with going home for the holidays, but
to suicide, said Wiggsy Sivertsen. a also with finishing up the semester."
counselor with SJSU Counseling ServWhatever the situation, individuices.
als need to take a moment to think
It is a time when families seem to about how they feel about holidays.
play out their worst dramas, she said. Sivertsen said,
whatever
that
realize
Families
Students, particularly, can begin
Christmas’ commercial image is, it
doesn’t work for them, and they feel to start creating their own Christmas.
Sivertsen said. "You are at the gate of
left out, she said.
"We have to get out of the your life do something different.
"If you had a paintbrush and
rut . . . of sitting around a table with a
painted in a Christmas what would
Silly roast turkey." she said.
Alienation, loneliness and the in- YOU like it to look like?"
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OFF

Call us!
298-4300
510 S 10th St

926-4200
1909 Tully Rd

$1.00 oft any 12 pizza
from Domino’s Pizza
One coupon per pizza
Valid at these
locations only.
Expires in two weeks
Fast, Free Delivery"
510 S. 10th St.
Phone: 298-4300
In
1909 Tully Rd.
_44
Phone: 926-4200
31
2648 Alum Rock Ave
of.1
a a. oti Phone: 251-6010
LPAD-86-1110A
1986 Domino s Pizza. Inc

$2.00 off any 16" pizza
from Domino’s Pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Valid at these
locations only
Expires in two weeks.
Fast, Free Delivery
510 S. 10th St
Phone 298-4300
1909 Tully Rd
z 4 Phone: 926-4200
’N
2648 Alum Rock Ave
Phone: 251-6010
I.D.PAD-86 111013

1

251-6010

2648 Alum Rock Ave.
Hours:
llam-1am Sun.-Thurs.
11am-2am Fri. & Sat.

I

1

Our drivers carry less
than $2000
Limited delivery area,

I DOMINO’S
1 PIZZA
I DELIVERS
FREE
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Indians’ bingo games need control
WASHINGTON 1AP1 -- Allow
ing Indian tribes to run high -stakes
bingo games on resersations free of
state control could open the way to infiltration by organized s rime. the Supreme Court was told yesterday.
Deputy Attorney General Roderick F. Walston of California said the
bingo games produce millions in revenue, hut the tribes "don’t have the law
enforcement techniques" to assure
that mobsters will be kept out.
Walston, who said mime of the
bingo games offer $100.000 jackpots.
also argued that states should he allowed to regulate the games because
by banning high -stakes bingo and
other gambling, states haSe created the
market for the Indian bingo games.
Glenn M. Feldman. a Phoenix.
Aril . lawyer representing two Indian
tribes in California, said the real intent
01 state officials is to ban the games on
resers at ions entirely

"Make no mistal,e. the state is
asking for full jurisdiction to shut them
down and put them out of business,"
he said.
He added that the tribes are s
lant in presenting organized crime infiltration.
"There is no reason the tribes
would employ organized crime
types," he said. "Their interest is in
maintaining the integrity" of the
games. He said the tribes have been
operating the games for years without
law enforcement problems.

Walson suggested the Indians be
allowed to operate bingo games if they
adhered to those restrictions.
Bingo games on the reservations
of the Cabazon and Mooing() tribes are
for profit and their jackpots include
new cars, trucks, boats and cash prizes
in the thousands.

Nineteen other states joined California in urging the Supreme Court to
overturn rulings that barred state and
county officials from regulating the
bingo games.
Bingo games have become a
major source of income to many
tribes, with non -Indians who s isit the
reservations comprising the hulk of the

Walston said participants can win
$15,000 for one game in some instances, and he said the average player
spends SX4 in an evening at one Indian
bingo hall.
But Feldman said the offer tif the
big top prize is misleading. He said
during a four-month period in 1984 the
average jackpot awarded at the Indian

The SJSU Ski Club is taking signups for their Jan. 23 Bear Valley trip in
front of the Student Union through Fri. day. Call Pam or Stuart at 279-9680
for intOrmation.

bingo games was $150
Justice Antonin Scalia said.
"Why not limit the games to $250" so
they would comply with California
law.
He said California is outlawing
one form of gambling, rather than imposing regulations improperly over Indian affairs. "I think California is prohibiting high -stakes bingo,
not
regulating bingo," Scalia said.
The Cabazon and Morongo
tribes, which rely on bingo for nearly
all their revenue and for most jobs for
tribal members, filed a lawsuit challenging the California law and a similar ordinance in Riverside County.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled in February that reservation
bingo games must be free from state
and local regulation because they interfere with the right of Indians to govern themselves.

Ozone reports distorted

Spartaguide
Sigma Nu pledges are selling Cal
Howl T-shirts from a.m. to 5 p.m.
through Friday in front of the Student
Union. Call Riven at 279-9473 for information.

gamblers.
California allows bingo for charitable purposes only, requires that the
games he operated by a charitable organizations’ members and limits jackpots to $250.

AIDS Show
Unitinished
at 4:30 p.m. Thursday in the Student
Union Almaden Room. Call Steve at
293-46311 for information.
MEChA is holding its general
meeting at 6 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Carmen or
Martha at 29K-2531 for information.

The Theatre Arts lkpartment is
presenting "Manikins," an experiAlpha Phi Omega fraternity Will mental science fiction play . at 7 p.m.
hold a raffle for free gifts from 10 a.m. today in Hugh Gillis Hall, Room 226.
to 2 p.m. tomorrow onthe first floor of Admission is free
the Student Union. Call Victoria at
998-0160 for information.
The SJSU Syiitphony Orchestra
will hold its last audition tomorrow.
The Department of Meteorology Call Robert Sayre at 277-2917 or 277is presenting a speech by Alan Rohock 2905 for information
titled "Nuclear Winter-- Is The Theory Still Valid?" at 11:30 a.m, today
Campus Ministries will hold a
in Duncan Hall. Room 615. Call the Vietnamese Basle study class at 4 pin
department at 277-2311 for informa- tomorrow at the Campus Christian
tion.
Center. Call Tien at 270-1226 for in limitation.
Faculty Book Talks will present a
guest lecture on high tech and the comThe Newman Center will host a
puter age by Jack Kurzweil. a proles- finals week support gioup at 5 p.m. illmir of electrical engineering. at 12:30 momm in the Newman Center, 10th
p.m. today at the Uniseroty Club. and San Carlos streets.
Call David at 277-2595 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
will hase a co-op orientation di 2:30
The Gay and Lesbian Student Al- pin. Friday in the Student t ’mon Cosliance will show a video titled "The tanoan Room.

Thinning less than thought, experts say
SAN FRANCISCO 1AP1 - Researchers say measurements of Earth’s
ozone layer may be distorted by sulfuric acid and water spewed by volcanoes. making the destruction of the
protective gas shield seem worse than
it is.
Other scientists attending this
week’s fall meeting of the American
Geophysical Union insisted the ozone
layer is getting thinner globally, and
that researchers corrected their measurements adequately for volcanic
emissions.
But Ulm ersity of Colorado inno
spheric physicists "think at least
of the decrease in global ozone that has
been indicated by satellite and ground
measurements is not real... said Iks iii
W. Rusch. a member of the team that
conducted the research with funding
from the National Aeronautics and
Space Adinin i strat ion.
Rusch said he doesn’t know the
extent to which solcanie aerosol s apors result III esaggerated estimates ol
the breakdown of Earth’s ozone
shield. hut will study that question
1k Rh funding from the Chemical Man
Wachner.’ Association. which ohs
irusIr is interested in non-chemical explanations of the ozone problem.
While ozone in low-level smog is

a harmful pollutant, the ozone layer
high in the stratosphere protects Earth
from dangerous solar rays. A draft report by the Ens inmmental Protection
Agency lust month predicted the thinning of the layer could double skin
cancer cases and deaths during the
next 88 years.
Scientists fear severe ozone loss
also could change Earth’s climate and
reduce crop yields.

Massive PLO protests
erupt in Gaza territory
BIR ZEIT. Occupied West
Bank 1AP1 Israeli troops shot
and seriously wounded a Palestinian youth yesterday and clubbed
other protesters as hundreds of
Arab students marched to protest
six days of violence in the occupied
territories.
Four Palestinians have been
killed and 26 wounded since Thursday in clashes with Israeli soldiers.
In New York, the U.N. Security Council passed a resolution
Monday condemning the violence.
and Egypt yesterday criticized the
"violent repressive measures."
The Israeli Parliament debated
three motions of no confidence in
the government of Prime Minister
Yitzhak Shamir for its handling of
unrest in the West Bank and Gaza
Sip, which Israel captured in the
1967 Middle East war. The motions came front both the political
right and left.
In the Gaza Strip, troops shot
a 16-year-old protester in the head
when he tried to grab a soldier’s
rifle at the Bureij refugee camp, an
army spokesman said. The youth
was in serious condition at Tel Hashomer hospital outside Tel Aviv,
the spokesman said.
Palestinians identified the victim as Khaled Shaaba Zihada and
said he also was hit in the chest.
The army spokesman said sol-

OPEN
24
/HOURS

diers injured seven other people
with clubs during day -long protests
in Gaza. home of two students who
were shot to death by Israeli troops
at Bir Zeit University in the West
Bank on Thursday.
Students and faculty members
at Bir Zeit locked arms and
marched in the centuries -old Arab
village yesterday, chanting: "Reagan. Reagan, you should know, we
support the P-L-O!"
They were protesting the army
violence and Israel’s closure of one
of the university’s two campuses
until January.
Two protesters with faces
draped in black -and -white kaffiyehs, the traditional Arab headdress, held up the outlawed red,
green and black flag of the Palestine Liberation Organization.
surveillance teams
Israeli
came close, hut made no attemt to
break up the march.
Classes ’vegan at the new campus yesterday’, affording an opportunity to organize the march.
"This is the first opportunity.
It’s very hard to insist they return to
classes after what’s happened."
university spokesman Albert Alghazarian said.

Do you know what’s happening in

kinkoss
copies

NICARAGUA
MICHELE COSTA of the N.I.C.A.
Will speak on the history of Nicaragua
What’s happening now and her own experience
She was in Nicaragua from 1985-1986
in the city of Esteli

481 E San Carlos St.
Between 10th & I1th
295-5511

Wednesday, Dec. 10th
12:00 p.m.
Student Union Council Chambers
Sponsored by the Women s Resource Center
and Funded by the Associated Students

L.A. ROCKS & AD TRACK
PRESENT

THE END OF THE SEMESTER PARTY!
WIN Fantastic Christmas Giveaways!
DOWN 500 Kamikazes!
AND $2.00 Pitchers of Beer
from 8 to 9 pm,

AND DON’T FORGET ABOUT THE REST OF THE WEEK . .
Tuesdays:
Pay only $1.50 for any drink
in the house!

Wednesday Night Ski Party:
$1.00 Corona & Wild Turkey or

Schnapps Snowshoes, Plus Giveaways!

Kamikaze Thursdays:
50c Kamikazes and Draft Beer ONLY
$2.75 per pitcher!

Fridays & Saturdays:
$1.00 Schnapps and the WILDEST
party in town!

WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL

[Irj(11
The new rock wave
in the .S’inith Bay

lam.. M,iS
114....
amphell
I Fro Si

S.e

Orzim:ocano
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Campus
A nationwide search loran academic vice president begins this month, said Dan Buerger, executive assistant to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton, Arlene Okerlund, former
dean of Humanities and Fine Arts, and interim academic
vice president, is favored for the job by her peers.
The application deadline is in February, and the position needs to be filled by July I. 1987.
Eleven Spartan Shops employees are willing to participate in drug testing. said Spartan Shops manager Ed /,ant.
Two letters sent to ’hint have accused the employees of
using cocaine.
The new wheelchair ramp, north of the Business
Tower, remains off-limits until the project is completed,
said Barbara Pluto, SJSU design and construction manager.
The barriers to the ramp were removed, giving people the
impression that it was open for use, she said.

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World

&RINE &KING TON : CAPTAIN
OE THE AIL- STAR Foo-reidt.i.
ream AND CHAIRMAN OF
THE STv134V ARTS FousiDAT ION

Associated Students has not yet received the $1,000
from this year’s Homecoming ’86 sponsor, Santa Clara
County Transit. The A. S. Business Office will have to sign
an affidavit, stating that a check dated Nov. 20 was not received, said Doug Knapp, County Transit Public Information Officer.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Full 1401 earnings per week equal
9370 No experience is needed be-

ADULT ( X X X) CI ASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE. Call 255-0724 (recording)
to get your vopy 24 hrs FREE

cause of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM. Enhance personal 8 prolessionel growth as Volunteer in.
tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling. support
services. admin data processing.
public awareness, fund-raising,
etc. Bi. 8 mono-lingual. all roe
pers. grad 8 undergrad Expert.
ence horn clerical to postgrad.
Intro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU
Neer campus

IC EF

PO Box

952, SJ 95108,280-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS

15.278 AVAIL.

ABLE, Catalog $200 Research.
11322 Idaho. .2060T Los An.
or

gel.
90025
VISA MC
C004213)477 8474

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE", San Jose best
BUGS All guaranteed., 100..) financing. OAC Call VW Restore
lion el 297.8200 5200 discount on
vehicle purchme w unto I
77 TOYOTA COROLLA HATCHBACK.
AC stereo fog lights
51300 Call 279-4697

MACINTOSH

Rent
Plus
and

straight typing sem.. aim/ Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
Reasonable

ales

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
privete instruction on the IBM PC
in Wordstar, wordperf am. writing
assistant or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Por94bles.OSBORN.TRS-80
formsts
Word Pro-

(408)886-6080

IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 2564 2 drives.
noc)-JI,... keyboard. MOP. 5695
1340K. 20MB hard disk. drive
montlor,

keyboard.

$1095

Dot

rnetrix printer. $240 Letter quality. $295 One block from campus
404 5 3rd St 02. corner of San
Salvador PC-COM, 295-1606

FOR SALE
ACT II COLOR PRINTER. Dol matrix
color ink let printer. 132 col work
with IBM compatible Lim 231
5625
FUTONS,. Quality cotton products
Create your own living 8 sleeping
space with our Mons pillows
and frames Custom Futons 9 Pit boss

Pius,

Blvd

San

900 S
Jose

Winchester
296-6161

GRAND OPENING SALE.,
I SELL ONLY ONE model end sire
(23"I of bike. but you can own a
new 12 -speed tor less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales offers low.
cost transportation needs for the
51110en1 30 day guarantee All
sales final Cali Days 942-7736
Eves 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them from us, Real Estete
Mothrationr. Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from. Well also accept
any used courses for credit towe’d the annuel fee UNLIMITED
borrowing

The Seminar Librivy

(800)824-2222 x 132

HELP WANTED
HRS 8 GOOD PAY, New
business, walking ratan. fret
SJSU OPPORTUNITY, 293-2245

FUN. Flex

INTRAMURAL

Friday between 10 AM-2 PM (408)
275.9885 If the line is busy.
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company’
PART TIME CAR WASHER.. Flexible
hours, $4 50 hour Call Maureen
at 246-2100
PART TIME JOBS., We market auto
club memberships for the maim
oil companies Part-time, easy
hours. weekly paychecks 47 to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great ever,
ence for your resume R C Smith
Corp 247-0570

SPORTS

POSITIONS

AVAIL ABLE Pick up lob descriptions and applications in the Leisure Services Office. nest to SparDeadline
277.2858
Pub,
tan
December 13,1990
JOBS, JOBS’ JOBS, Ideal for students Join our marketing stall
Take new and renewal magazine
orders by phone Mon thru Weds
8 Sal 8 Sun Outstanding earning
potentitfi Call 370-9090
KIDDIE WORLD TOYS. 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd, San Jose. 241.1100
Warehouse, sales, cashier pool.
lions open Apply at Kiddie World.
NO calls
FOR PART TIME work,
Togo’s at 900 N First St is hiring
for day ffine positions Plea. call
2874570 or inquire within

sphere

Need ECE. enthusrom,
and creativity Flexible hours &
friendly stall Little $chott. Prr.
school. 238-1474 or 274-4726
TELEMARKETING EXCELLENT COMMUNICATORS needed to sell
rode" air time 2 shifts, Barn-12. or
torn
Spfh (TEN) $10111
BONUS Call Mrs. Green at 3773000.
TELEPHONE SALES-part time. Sell
subscriptions to the MercuryNews Guarsnleed 6498k,. plus
commission Shifts, IIAM-IPM Of
4,30PM-8,30PM,
plit.
Sr. Cell loam (408)963-1800.

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING!! STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished, secure and safe rooms. FREE utilities and housekeeping service

Contact Mike of Lucy el 356-3085.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd
CASH
HOLIDAY
EXTRA
NEED
NOW?? Up to $10 hr pd ’reining
Cod Deb Anil. .1 277-9206
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP. Nafor
preparing
firm
tional
Christmas work and semester
break work If occepled you will
t
$625 starting, Part time (20)
earnings per week equal S185

WE RE ’MINION
3 ATO’S are
akin top notch gels to their pd
Let’s do beverages, Love 3 CHI O’S Jaynes, Hass & OW
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday-Lulheren 10 45 am .
Catholic 4 00 and 8 00 pm Please
call Comp. Minim’’, Cl 298-0204
tor worship.counselIng.programs
and study opportunities
Rev
Natalie Shiras.Fr Bob Leger,S,
Joan Panetta, Rev Norb Flrnhither

SERVICES

shoulders, Mel 15% dimounts to
students and faculty Call before
Christmas. 1986 8 get your 1st
mot al I 2 price Unwonted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren, R.E Call 559-3500. for
spot. 1645 S Bascom A. MC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW

Ironic. is committed to offering
low cosi electronic (component)
8 computer information needs for

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY *III consult with SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE PrectIce limited to all
*specie et Iffirnigrellon ’Ina naturalization low
Office loutted
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng at (408) 289-8400
for n appointment

dep

998-

NONSMOKER NEEDED TO share condo $350 rho
I 20111. turn MBR
bath. Nester. pool 258-5528
NONSMOKER NEEDED TO SHARE
CONDO-6350
1 2 Mir turn
MBR.btklacuzzi, pool. 258-S528
PVT ROOM

1 2 bik tom SJSU Ktchn
pro preNr upper level male student $225 mo no miffing 2977679

See Kelly or call 257.5316
ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE Large rrn
in MUM. hou. *cross- SJSU

Mon thru Sal (Sun by appoint
ment) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner member -NIA.
Evergreen Locksmith & Secall 270.3277. SJ
curity

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ.
err scholars, and public officials
Specializing in historical, poliii

Jan
M.
$230 rno
$175 dep 0111 FREE 3544117

PERSONAL
BACKACHE?? Free maminntion
care.. part of a research project
If you have had low back pain for
more than 6 months A ere 20-55
yrs old, please call Peirner Collage ol Chiropractic -West .1 1400)
244-8907. eel 401.
SYMSTRAUSS-SJ
BEETHOVEN
PHONY. FREE tickets, register
MUSIC 10A winter session -Prof
Manning
COUNTRY -GIRL. LET S GO DIVING
Good luck In finals Hong-shu
MI. you, Love. Bark -boy
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please cell Brian at 2902308
HILL EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
710N,, Shabbst dinners. peril..
Sunday brunches, lectures. Tues.
day Lunch end Learn," Israeli
holiday celebretion.
For information cell Mir sl 29411311

dancing,

NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 18
men and women Confidental, kify
rotes Send SASE to NOCC P0
Box 28781.4 San Jose. Ca
95159
NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight control program No drugs, no exercise
lo" guaranteed Call (406) 2457503
PROFESSOR EXAM FILES available
required
(8
Engineering
for
courses in CE. EP. ME and Mat
Calculus Chernietry
and Physics Available at Spartan
flooketore & Roberts Book Store
Engr), FIT

SIR-

GUARANTEED" It will be
NIGHT you wont soon forget.
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Eric Kieninger

days. a !seek. Limited Nekre
delivery 365-1012.
LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL
Reports,
processing
word
theses, dissertations, group pro.
Nets. resumes Guaranteed quick

CALL

return P.O page and hourly rates
Transcription available Almaden Brenham area. Free disk storage
Prof Steno Typing Service (408)
264-4504.
EDITING!. ACCURATE
FAST!, Cell 379-3519 ask for Shit

DICTATION,
ley

Do you have paper due soon? Does
It need to be typed? Call today to
mlietkile your word processing
job Quick turnaround accurate
$20. page 993-9260, Word for

Classified

Word EnterpriseeSJ
EDITING WORD PROCESSING. 2669448 Emphasis on correct punn.
tuation, sentence structure and
lomatting (Turabian. APA. etc)
Former English maim highly de

processing needs Term papers
reports resumes, cover loners.
theses, dissertations. manuals
All academic formets
APA
Spelling, grammar, punctuation
assistance All work guaranteed
Prof...tonal confidential and de
pendable service st AFFORD.,
OLE RATES. Free Mk storage
Pam. 247.2681 (Santa Clara) See

pendable Willow Glen Area. easy
Morton
Call Mrs
he locate
(Marsha) from 8AM-8PM at 266.
9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reseerch papers
thews & dissertations (Campbell.
Turabian. APA 3rd ed ). screen-

SJSU Fall ’86 Directory of Clesses
for additional coupon sayings

plays resumes, cover 8 follow-up
letters. mmuscrIpts (books, art,
cies short stories). tranmription

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING.
Papers of all kinds and lengths
$I 30 page typing & spelling nolo
$1.65 page typing plus p oot
local
Campbell area
reading

Free SPEL-CHEK, minor edit (II
requested), proof, disc storms
Student faculty discounts
turnaround 246-5825

Lodge, 8308 N Lake Blvd, Kings
Beach -Lake Tahoe. Ca 95719.

Quick

pick-up & delivery available’ Call
8666960

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses. resumer Ms
tations, etc for students and fac.
urty We also do tape transcription and bookkeeping Free data

on lake, TV, minute. to North Star

TYPING

storage Call 245-1769
EXPO

TYPIST" Near Leigh & Corn
Reports, term papers etc

dart

free disk storage On-11ne word
processing. ask for Joys at 264-

Correctsble
available
From
typewriter
eNctronic
II 50 double some page Call Bill

dissertation.. report.
Eight page minimum, six months

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
ryyed IMO Let me help, Term papers letters. reports theses. re.
fast and profe
search papers
&
grammar
FREE
*tonally,
Reasonable
spelling sssistenc
rates Cell Marcie al 294.6347
(work Nave message) or 926.1274

Theses,

Editing

51 371-9933

1029
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex
perienced. professional word pro-

SEMES7ER

?

pets, resumes, business typing
needs, word procesIng Willow
Glen area Call Ilse a1287-8234

TRAVEL

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, WI I do.

WE z Like

Call Barbs al 926-4370
BECK

call (408) 371-6811

phone (918) 546-2515 615 per
person double occupancy, 15
each additional feeautlful motet
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Retired prof dies of cancer
Memorial scheduled today in chapel

Robots assist Jay Pinson, Dean of Engineering, Phillip I.aughman, of the CM.
chancellor’s office and Dan Dworsky,

Alan Dep -- Daily staff photographer
architect for the new engineering buildlug in groundbreaking cere
icy held
in front of the building yesterday .

Robot breaks ground
in building ceremony
ENGINEERING. pont mige I
Ruth, who has been active in the creation of
Project 88 since it began, said that Pinson
first imagined it completed by 1995. It was
because Pinson. a graduate of Dayton University, was such a dynamic personality that
the project will he completed 15 years ahead
of time, he said. "I call him D.OD.." said
Ruth. "the dynamic dean from Dayton.’’
The groundbreaking ceremony was, itself, a dynamic demonstration. The ceremonial shovel -full of din was dug, not by
man, hut hv robot,
A General Electric P50, operated by
Darren Hanshaw, an engineering school

No space
cramps
union plan
CREDIT UNION. from page I
Scott Valor. A.S. director 4,1
demic affairs, said the credit
union should change its name it
it wants to become a student organi/ation.
They’ve gone this far and
they ’y e done a lot of work. so
this (changing the name) is not
that much of a significant
change.’ he said.
Nigel Murtagh, chairman of
the credit union space commit
tee, said there is a possibilityoP
getting space tor the credit union
outside tA A.S. offices, but de
dined to elaborate.
"We’re in onte kind of negotiations right now," Munagh
said.
Murtagh said credit union
organiters are concerned that il
the name is changed to adopt
the
"Associated
Students."
credit union still will not open by
the Jan. 19 deadline,
He said organi/ers walicI
111k weeks to receive a tax identification number from the Internal
Revenue Service and there is a
possibility of losing time to register a name change.
"The tax I.D. number is
needed prior to opening shop."
Munagh said.
Munagh said he and other
organiiers also feared losing the
$2111).1XX) in financial support
Iron) tour local credit unions who
agreed to invest in the Washington Square Federal Credit Union
*cause It is an independent orgamtation
lie said if they are asso
elated V* ilk the A S . there is a
possibility the ins estop, will
withdraw. because they ’II think
the A.S. could pros nle financial
support.
the credit union’s charter
is revoked, organiters will have
to show proof that they have support and a space to open shop before being considered for another
charter. itirtal.!li said.

UPD cadet
promoted to
full officer
CADET, from page I
Beiderman said she won’t he at a disadvantage going into the field and attending the academy.
"I think I’m equal with an A 1
major," Beiderman said. "We basically learn the same things in the academy.
"People have told me that things
don’t apply from college."
Through her extensive work with
the cadet program and in the police department. Beiderman said she’s ready
for what the job entails. "I’m prepared
for the bad times as well as the good."
she said.
’lBeidermant will he good for
the department in terms of helping ere. ale a better environment for all departnot that it was bad
mental personnel
before. " Schat, said.

technician, took two tries before getting the
din Inun the ground to a cup held by another, smaller mho called Hero I. The Hero
I. operated by James Baker. another engineering school technician, then handed it to
either Alquist or Ruth, who were standing
by.
Darryl Anderson. Pinson’s assistant,
said the procedure wasn’t perfect, although
the robots had been taught the procedure the
night before and had gone through the routine about 50 times.
"One sure thing." Anderson said.
"robots always embarrass engineers at the
last minute."

By Lynn Louie
Daily staff writer
Robert M. McNair, the Episcopal priest
and professor whose bib overalls, quick wit
and use of colorful language made him an
SJSU "institution" for nearly 20 years, has
died of cancer at the age of 70.
McNair. an associate sociology professor
who used four-letter words for "shock value."
died Sunday morning at O’Connor Hospital in
San Jose.
A memorial service will he conducted at
I 30 p.m. today in the Spartan Memorial Chapel.
Prof. J. Benton White, cttordinator of the
SJSU religious studies program and a longtime
friend of McNair’s, is in charge of this afternoon’s service. Ile will be assisted by the
Rev. Wayne Muria. a Catholic priest from
Manteca who was one of McNair’s students in
the early ’70s.
Maro credits McNair with having a major
influence on the his life, including Maro’s decision to go into the priesthood. White said.
McNair taught classes full time beginning
in 1965 and retired in 1983 because of arthritis
in the hip and knees, which made it difficult for
him to get around without crutches or a cane.
Nevertheless. for 2 V’s years after retiring. McNair continued to teach two sociology classes
part time V. II how pay.
iversisted because he loved students
and ’caviling. said Sociology Department
Chairman 1:in C. Amemiya.
McNair stopped teaching last fall because
the arthritis worsened to the point that getting
around was difficult, Amemiya said. He said it
was only about a month ago that McNair found
out about his cancer, and he took the had news
"%kith a sense of humor "

e Vk it, so eager to teach," Amin’
said. "His classes were always full." and yet
he usually tried not to turn students away. Mc1100
Nair would ask Amemiya for a larger room to
p
k
accommodate the overload.
"He was one of the most comples, interesting. ingenious, clever people - with an outstanding sense of humor." said Bill McCormack. a professor who taught part time at SJSU
for 23 years and who was a friend of McNair
for 10 years.
Sometimes, as a method of illustrating an
idea to students. McCormack said McNair used
such things as Aesop’s Fables or Navajo Indian
myths.
"He used to say, ’If you get the jocks in
Robert NI. NIctiair
class, then everyone else will show up.’’’ Mc. . dead at 70
Cormack said. "He was great in shock value.’’
White said McNair liked to challenge peo"We will miss him as a person around
ple’s traditional assumptions.
campus." chairman Amemiya said. "He alFor example. in a 1982 interview, McNair ways spent time at the Student Union. talking
said, "I’m all for the experience of marriage. with students.
like an
hut live together first, for God’s sake. Marry
"He was a truly unique person
after the child is on the way.
institution.’’re
at
McNair’s bib overalls were a common
taught
Befo coming to SJSU, McNair
sight around campus, McCormack said. He Bowdoin College in Maine. Princeton. the
said McNair wore them to remind the rest of us Philadelphia Divinity School. the seminary at
about poverty. It was sy mbolic of McNair’s the University of the South in Sewance. Tenn.,
vow of poverty, which he took v ears ago as an and at the Church Div inky School of the PaEpiscopal priest. McCormack said
cific in Berkeley
McNair knew a diverse group of people
He received a Ph.D. from Harvard.
who either hated or loved hint because he
McNair will he buried in North Carolina.
shocked, irritated or pleased them. McCor- McCormack said.
mack said.
McNair is survived by one son. Robert
"People said he marched to the beat of a McNair Jr., a Philadelphia attorney, who will
different drum," Religious Studies Prof. White attend the memorial service.
said.
The Sociology Department may establish
"He meant a great deal to different peo- a scholarship fund in McNair’s name. All inple, especially in the ’60s and ’70s when peo- quiries should be directed to the department at
ple were discovering themselves. White said. 277-2ss7
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Robert M. McNair
. . . dead at 70

We will miss him as a person around
pus. chairman Amemiya said. "He al spent lime at the Student Union, talking
students.
"tie was a truly unique person like an
aution.’
Before coming to SJSU. McNair taught at
vdoin College in Maine. Princeton, the
adelphia Divinity School, the seminary at
University of the South in Sewanee. Tenn.,
at the Church Divinity School of the Pain Berkeley.
He received it Ph.D. from Harvard.
McNair V. 111 be buried in North Carolina,
:ormack said
McNair is survived by one son. Robert
Nair Jr., a Philadelphia attorney, who will
nd the memorial service.
The Sociology Department may establish
!holarship fund in McNair’s name. All inies should be directed to the department at
-78v7
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Editorial

Revitalization
Access is the start of a regular once
a term publication that will tap into the
many aspects of our community. Each
of the magazine’s departments is in
tended to show the university in a differ
ent light. The nature of magazine articles
allows our writers to cover a wide range
of stories, from newsworthy issues to in
teresting anecdotes.
The staff at Access is proud to be
part of the revitalization of the SJSU
community The face of the campus
began changing this year with the
ground breaking for the new Rec Center
in early October. Also underway is the
demolition of the 1%2 Engineering
Building to make room for the Project
88 construction And change is being re
fleeted downtown with the construction
of the $39 million transit mall and the
new Guadalupe Corridor light rail sys
tern
Much is happening around this
campus, and it is not simply construe
tion. The magazine staff saw this issue
both as a timely pioneering effort and a
needed improvement for the university
We wish to thank the Department
of Journalism and Mass Communica
Sons. celebrating its 50th anniversary
this coming spring. for providing us with
their support. As with any new entity, we
were unable to do all we would like to
have done, and because of space limita
Sons, we were unable to print sonic fine
articles The staff would like to thank
Cindy Johnson. Lucy Santopietro. Ju
liana I kilter. John Douthit and Donna
Buckmaster for their patience.
Access is your student magazine.
and we hope you will make it a part of
your universitylife, just like the Spartan
Finally, many thanks to Clyde
Lawrence and Bonnie Ball for their tech
nical support. We couldn’t have started
without you.

Art
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Editor
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C.nrusHelqnvs 792-7548

Student & Faculty Special!

49!
6 Months for
- - - - -- - - 4
.
e Bay Are
We’re The New 24 hk_ ’
established chain of fitness centers In fact, we’re
clubs strong and part of 2,000 clubs worldwide. No other
fitness centers can boast such magnificent proportions.
Over 165,000 total square feet devoted to your fitness
with professional instructors, 24 hours a day.
And much, much morel
Over 405 Nautilus machines no waiting!
Over 26,000 square feet for aerobicswith over 400
classes a week.
Over 111,000 square feet of Olympic free weights
and tons.
Over 100 Lifecycle computerized bicycles
5 swimming pools.
12 racquetball courts.
Over 25 UVA suntanning booths
Saunas & steam rooms.
Women’s-only work-out areas.
Babysitting.
And we’ve got a magnificent deal for you right nov.
a complete, 6 month membership for only 499*
So clip this coupon and come in today for a free tour and
start building a magnificent body.
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Are We Ready For A Major Disaster?
By Joan Thomas

What if
Uwigi itentel lall. Wahl
quist Library. Ti,t1:01 11011 and
other buildings im commis aie siuldenly
in ruins.
Outside cin11111U111catUWIS
been disrupted, and highways .1I1,1
I1WW)r thoroughfares are inaccessible
lospitals are either destniye,I
overcrowded, and the wounded must
wait until emergency medical teams ar
rive to receive aid
As far fetched as it may seem, it
could happen if the San Jose area was
hit by an earthquake with a magnitude
of more than seven on the Richter Scale
than the
31 times more powerful
earthquakes that hit Mexico and f
vador.
Experts predict that in the next 211
years a major earthquake will
somewhere in California. "Alm,
ervone agrees th.-,. should be one
Bay Area... says l’nifessin of Geohxt
Dr, D C Stevens
According to iiiack,,ins. i if th,
major faults in the area. the I lavv..: :
the Calavatas an,f the San Andreas. the
San Andreas poses the greatest dange,
It runs west of Santa Clara VAIL
through the Lexington Reservoir and tlic
foothills of the Santa Cruz Mountains
Pressure on the fault has been building
north of I lollister
’We’re not talking of ’if,’ we’re
talking of ’when.’ says University Pub
lic Relations Director Richard Staley "It
may be in the next five minutes. it may
be in SO years"
Is San Jose State prepared to deal
with the catastrophe of a rumor disaster
like an earthquake.’
Earthquake preparedness tops the
list of concerns for San Jose State in a
new disaster plan, which lists its major
goal as "the preservation of life, the pro
tection of property, and the continuity of
campus operations.’
Universal/ Police Chief Lev.,
Schatz. the president’s appointee, put
together the plan that landed on the
Chancellor’s desk on Nov 1 I le hopes
that during winter session an emergency
operation center will be set up sonic
where on campus "We’re not depend
ing on the city to provide any services,"
he says. "We’re figuring on a stand
alone scenario from 72 hours to five or
more days if need he"
In any emergency. Schatz’s key
personnel at the center would include
Dr Raymond Miller, health service di
rector. and Staley, as public relations of
ficer.
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Miller will communicate with the
local hospitals, and assure there is ad
equate water, food and housing. If nec
essary, he would set up a temporary
morgue on campus. At the moment.
Miller is working on establishing medical
triage teams that would move quickly
from patient to patient to assess the ex
tent of the injuries and determine which
patients should be moved first. "Even
wally everybody, even the dead, would
get moved.- he says.
Yet. Miller points out a weak point
of the plan "It is no problem if thecnner
gency or disaster occurs between 14 a m
and 5 p.m . but after five, or on a week
end, the staff will be dispersed and at
home. Staley. as public relations officer,
will keep communications going. In pre

paration he has stored away some man

ual typewriters and a hand cranked
mimeograph machine. I le is also trying
to obtain some marine batteries to use
with a microphone to help disperse in
formation from the Tower to the cam
pus "I pray that the building is standing
so that emergency information can go
on.- he adds
What role do students have in the
emergency plan? At the most they
would be involved as volunteers.
"There’s nothing for them to do but fol
low instructions.- comments I larold V.
Manson, special protects coordinator for
the UPI) . "The fewer the people that get
involved the better"
Neither Associated Student Body
President Tom Boothe nor Associated
Fall Winter 1986

Student Director of Communications
Dan Larke said they were aware of the
university consulting them on the plan.
although Boothe saw the need to be
consulted. Lirke comments, For
sons of limited time of the student body
board, they don’t bring up things like
that. There are other things that top the
priority board
things that art’ in the
front of the students’ minds like the
need to know when we are getting child
care. We are here to voice the students’

it is no problem if the
emergency or disaster
occurs between 8 a. m. and
5 p.m.. but after five, or on
a weekend, the staff will be
dispersed and at home.’
Dr.

Raymond Miller,
Health Service Director

concerns and somehow earthquake pre
paredness doesn’t fit into the top ten
The only students on campus who
play a role in the plan is the Amateur
Radio Club. Staley calls them the back
bone of communications. They have
been forced to move front the engi
fleeting building, their original head
quarters, because of the remodeling
"We know that we are going to use
them.- Manson says -*We’re going to
give them all the help we can to find a
decent place to operate out of. We don’t
want the club to die. Dennis Stevens, the club’s emer
gency communications officer, explains
that it’s a tradition of amateur radio to
help out in times of emergency. "Every
licensed amateur radio operator is
versed in emergency procedures,- he
says.
"Our operating capacities are
broader and more sophisticated than the
police.- judges Club President Steve Pe
tersen. "They are limited to a few Ire
quencies. We have thousands of fre
quencies to choose from"
The university is not dependent on
the club’s membership of IS students.
"As soon as I see we need more people,
I can get on the radio and contact others
to come in from off campus.- adds Ste
yens. "There’s a large group of people
waiting to help We’re just the small
campus chapter of the whole thing. The ROTC is perhaps the only
other student group that might be in
volved in an emergency, although their
Fall Winter 1986

role is still undefined Mans( in feels that
they would probably help out in the per
sonny] area such as helping pet iply
semble, finding their way Alto 11.
and taking head count I lowevei
Col James Duffy says. "Our Job
shouldn’t be to c ontrol peopie
that’s
police function We have people qual
ifed in first aid, evacuation, communica
nuns and rescue If anything would
occur. I have no doubt about our caml.
capabilities
So. what if Dwight Bentel f
Walhquist Library. Ti Aver I fall and other
buildings on campus lie in ruins? Outside
communicatli ins are disrupted, high
ways and major thoroughfares inaccessi
him’ I Ii spitals are destroyed and the
wounded must wait until emergency
medical teams arrive to receive aid?
Manson feels confident that the
university has about (H) percent of the
equipment necessary to handle an
emergency
Chief Schatz cautions."If you tried
to nail down every detail it would be so

’If you tried to nail down
every detail it would be so
cumbersome it would be
untransportable.
Emergency preparation is
more a mind set than an
educational achievement.’
Lew

Schatz,

(traversal; Poltt.e Chief

cumbersome it would be untransporta
ble. Emergency preparation Is more a
mind set than an educational achieve
ment. I’ve seen many people who’ve
had no training and can function well in
an emergency and many people who’ve
had training who can’t. "One advantage we have at San
Jose State University is on the job train
ing.- says Richard Staley. "We’ve been
together so much in the last five years
that I think we are ready to respond,
which is not to say we are ready for the
big one. -

ACCESS
a great medium for
your message

The Spartan Daily.
For Advertising
Information,
277-3171

Making A Fine
Art Of Living

,
Frei Qur’an

By Nekaya Singares
Literaturv is fun It much better than drugs, and
ounce per t ,unce. INN c..nsRierably less.- says Dr
Fred Fit ,gers. a pall time English prt,feSSor at San
Jose State ilniversity
’for me. One ot the greatest 11,1/4, t if teaching is watching
that change in a student’s fa, e e,hen lw grasps an idea That
is a wonderful feeling It’s all if these wonderful feelings
which have given Fit >gets the Strength to overcome several
hardships life has dealt hini
Dr Rogers is legally deaf I le is also confined to teach
ing from a wheelchair This puts no limitations, however, on
the enjoyment he derives In )111 his ioh
Presently teaching two classes at 5,150. Rogers was ap
pointed associate professor in 1964. I le has written and pub
lished six books to date. I Its intense love for the arts and liter
ature is evident in his latest book "Painting and Poetry. wherein he draws the parallels between these two creative
forms.
When he’s not reading, writing, or processing words on
his computer. Rogers is busy building onto his house with his
wife. The two reside in a dome. perched 4500 feet high in
the Los Gatos hills One room is a mini mill, devoted solely to
the making of woodwork, a hobby which he and his wife
have honed to perfection
The Rogers’ have put time into their woodwork This is
evident by looking at their cupboards and counters, window
frames and bookshelves, the table in the dining room, the
towel racks and the bannister for the stairway "It’s easy
when you realize that there are 37’ . hours in each day,.. he
teases.
Fred Rogers was born in New York City and grew up in
the Bronx. There were twelve students in his high school
graduating class. Following in his father’s footsteps. Rogers
took a job with the New York Central Railroad as telephone
operator. Entranced with art, he began to paint and arranged
to study abroad at the Matisse School in France These plans
were cut short, however, by the onslaught of World War II in
Europe. Rogers remained in New York and continued work
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ing with the radio and international wireless.
After the bombing of Pearl I larbor. Rogers enlisted in
!he
,d forces in 1942. and was sent ti) Caifomia hi u patn
nom enemy attack Private Rogers was then se
.
! t..! the radio intelligence division and flown to Burma
where his platoon was landed in enemy territory Out of 24
only eleven completed the mission R, ’gets suffered a
,usly injured leg and was tempor.mly redirected back to
’Mier Following his recovery. Rogers returned to his mil
itary position overseas, where he was assigned to stay on
otter the war until all Americans were evar uated safely
Thanks to the 01 bill, he was able to attend Fresno State
in 1945 1 le completed his bachelor’s degree in English in
lust three years, and ,Acirked on his master’s the fourth By
this time, he was beginning to experience a hearing loss from
the explosion of mortar shells in combat That didn’t stop him
from attending graduate school at Berkeley where he oh
tattled his Doctorate in English
,gels WO, then hi ’Ili nod is
Fulbright profess, r in
lw i volts. And Intms1 iite,ich at the University of
al and later at the I nw, I say ii ii bonne. both in France
As result. he IS .1hile ii !coil lips ill lendi
as In Eng
fish
Appniximately six veal,
). I Ii H gers suffered five
esstve. temporarily .leklitating str.,kes I le was forced to
learn
speak again. and fund that vc.,n1 processor aided
him greatly in wrinng Phlebitis set in affecting both legs, and
now ,Itietols think it s rehlted ii arterial spasms Neverthe
less. I )1" Ht ,g0r ii ,t,iiues teaching Yes. he is confined to a
wheelchair .luring class but is able to walk with the aid of
crutches at home Yo... he is legally deaf but can read lips
fluently in sel.’0101 languages And yes, we cire lucky to have
him teaching at S1SU
When asked what he feels is his maim accomplishmel it
in life, he replies. -The fact that I have missed only one day
of classes in Illt; teaching career, despite all my health proh
lems
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye inay
quotes Dr
Rogers advice which he has followed with a passion This
man gathered his rosebuds, along with some thorns, and
now has arranged his life in a beautiful bouquet
(Editor’s note In mid November. Dr Rogers suffered
another stroke and WM forced tel reduce his workload to one
class We wish him the best

Defying handicaps
class

Rogers

Frol
teaches his 20th Century fiction
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The Asian Voice On Campus:
Will There Finally Be One?
Blueprinting the Asian Resource Center Initiative
By Roger

Gilbert

last spring. members of Seel’
Asian groups were openly ac
iktledging that the approxi
!lowly I Asian clubs Oil campus had
almost no communication among them
selves and there WAS little hOpk, of yr(’
ating any kind If unified Asian viiice on
campus
-There’s a natural separation be
txxven these gn Rips." says David I lahn.
((inner vice president of the Korean Stu
dent Association "It’s been very difficult
to get them to want to participate
gether
Yet. Veen; Ts4,11lifil,! eVetlillg this Ne
’nester. a group of Asian students have
been hammering out a prop( isal to find a
room im campus t be used by all the
Asian groups Given SJSU’s cramped
facilities, their proposal may he a hard
one tt, Meet Nevertheless, their de
mands are SUprisingly direct
In early October. representatives
from the Asian American Christian
Fellowship. Oriocci. Filipino Akbayan
Club. the Vietnamese Cultural Club. the
Chinese Engineering Students’ Associa
tion. ASIAN and the Asian Business
League crowded around Hahn as he
scrawled out the committee’s prelimi
nary consensus
The Asian Resource
-What it is
Center
"Who it is All the Asians
’ Place - Where we re targeting
for
the old library
1 low - Student initiative
litnewise - NI 1W"

’We want to break this
separation between the
clubs.’
Panlilio
Michael
Asian Business League vice president
Asians iimprise 22 percent of the
student population at San Jose State
University. [mire than the tiital popula
non of all the other minorities on cam
pus Their diverse cultural backrounds.
however, have provided a major stum
bung block in their attempts to create
unified voice
Asian students have tried to unify
before. says Raymond Lou. chairman ’if
the American Asian Studies Depart
ment. but they have met with only epi
sodic success
"It’s not a question of why they do
Fall Winter 1986

not participate in the phill ci arena
under what conditions they do
pate.- Lou says carefully I le exT ’I
that altht >ugh all the Asian studen!
SJSU may speak English. the languagi
is still a tremendous barrier for SOIlle
The 12 member Ass(wiated
dents Bi lard of Directors has three A
members this year First genei i
Asians, however, may not be fairk ,
resented because those directors are ail
third or fourth generation Americans,
Says Annabelle Ladao, director of Non
Traditional Minority Affairs
’We’re not representative of ii
who come from another CI mititrv...
cedes Ladao frankly "We’re nu m’ rep
resentative of traditional Asian Allieti

DESIMONE’S
CYCLES
90th Anniversary
Christmas Sale:
Mountain Bike
Road Bike
Clothing
200/c-50%& OFF
Layaway Plan
Available
Let our trained staff help you
and visit our full -service
repair shop

calls

the relaxation of the Asian irn
migrant laws in 1965. whirl,
tmened the Asian immigt i!
In ni a trickle to a stream. the .A
American population has been iticION
ing dramatically
Lim estimates that the tnaprir
the Chinese student population at
is composed of first generation in iii
grants frtim Taiwan and Hong Kong
And surrounding the university, he notes
that the relatively recent development of
the Southeast Asian community is prac
ticallv a lab( iratoty for cultural transition
studies
"When you’re talking Mx out sec
ond and third generation Asian Amen
cans. yo ’lire essentially talking about
Americans of a different ctilor." corn
ments Lou. sitting in his paper strewn of
lice "There’s almost no commonalities
with the first generation people beyond
inundane cultural things like kiod Lan
guage is not there, cultural mannerisms
are not there, the way of thinking and
WI ’rid view are not there
This presents a multitiered problem
to students who wish to unify the Asian
clubs The primarily social clubs of the
American born Asians essentially serve
different purposes than the diverse Ian
guage and culture oriented Asian clubs
on campus
Last spring. Derek Chan. the presi
dent of the Chinese Student Association.
said members of the CSA were not Inter
ested in establishing unity among the
Asian clubs OTt campus
It kind of seems impossible,"
Chan said "The main thing is that every
organization has their own thing to do.
so it’s difficult to get involved in anything
like that (continued on next page)
SiriCe

Elliott Chandler
83 So 2nd Street
San Jose. CA 95113
293-5808
Bruce Chandler
2236 Ft Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95051
248-8747

For p good

Pizza
call
280-0707
35 West Santa Clara SI
Downtown Ssre Jose

’Mk

roommed from prier is
hat attitude. which has (*insistently
Tudpage)
pervaded the Asian community *in
inspired business maim
Peter I _tittle to help found the Asian
Business League last fall. The club set a,
its main obiective the gi >al if uniting the
Asian organizations on campus Louie
ABI.’s spnisorship of a
ellViS1011e11
dance contest among all the Asian clubs
last spring as a hi ,t step to improve their

campus.

C011111111111( its Ill
We try to act as an umbrella orga
nization for Asian clubs on campus.- of
fers Michael Panlilsi. the Asian Business
1.eaguec ,,,r)f I Sp. /ken vice president
We want to bleak this separation be
tween the kilt, A lot of Asian students
are is)! co, 011’.110 of what’s going on in
general ( )thei club, Ole 111010 than
eager to get involved themselves. they
Ole
iust need SI
like 111.111V .411.1(.111s fri im other
low income backniunds. inany first and
second generation Asians find it hard
simply to get into school. Lou argues
Once here. sr mile become pressed into
the stereotypical mold of the hard studv
ing Asian student
’’The economic m itivati, ri fIr put
suing a higher degree is highly directed:.
ou says emphatically -Many of their
families are sacrificing tremendously to
send them t* schi iii They are not here,
Li’s say, to ci ime here for debate it
campus p iltit
"So it
bard to keep a sustained
drive when %um have students with a
very directed purrs s’ ti I be *in campus.
arid vi/1.i have those disparate interests It
takes some event or some driving coin
mon interest which serves their self in
terest
Ironically, it is the self serving inter
ests from each club which are fueling the
current call kir unification

’Initially we called it the
Asian Activity Center a
place where students could
go to hold meetings and
invite guest speakers.’
Mel Lee
ASIAN club member

During the SUMMer. several indi
vidual clubs approached the Asian
American Studies I Xipartment at differ
ent times to ask about the possibility of
reserving their own club meeting rooms
Since university space is tight. Lou sug
gested to the clubs that it would be ace
five to contact each other
10

r’ht meetings ,tartei I ow( iusly,
inly a few club, represented They
It,
set as their first minty the
,fir ir1 ntere,t It, iii ic many Asian clubs
(.11 C.1111plIS Os 010: C./(11,1 Tn, (WC. S.11110
of the lamest clubs have 1511 vet parth
pale, 111 the
IperatIVI. off. irt
lahn, relaxing after a N1i
evening Asian Resource Center Initiative
meeting, lixiks back at the separation
between the clubs last year and ABL’s
attempt to get pe( Tie talking
this at
it wasn’t a big pi ’Jed
all. At that time. ABI. was lust Irving to
hold a dance to get all the Asian clubs to
gether There was .1 problem because
when we reached everybody and said
let’s get together anti sponsor a dance,
they said it wasn’t worth the effort.lahn recalls
kind i il had the same feelings
about this thing t,to. that it might fall
than The thing that is different about
this is that we all decided not to have of
ricers. but to work t,,getlwr and get the
resource center Everybody gets their
iwn thing (1111 1)1 this center
The Vietnamese Cultural Club. for
example, simply wanted a rixtm to put
up shelves to hold Vietnamese bisiks,
SaVS Thanh Tran. VCC’s vice president
Other clubs wanted a room to use
for the production of their individual
newsletters. and AB!. wanted a common
place to put a bulletin board to list job
opportunities for ASIdt1 Arnencans
’Initially we called it the Asian Ac
twity Center.- say, ASIAN’, Mel lee. "a
place where students could go to hold
meetings and invite guest speakers.’
-We finally named it to be the
Asian Resource Center where we will re
quest library books. things that deal with
Asian history. Asian culture, very much
like the Chicano Center I guess our
model would be to see how far the Chi
cant Center has come

That could be a source of problems
for the Asian students request for space
from the university A Black 1 lispanic re
source center was shut down in 1969 for
lack of student participation.
After years of lobbying, the existing
Chicano Resource Center was opened
in November of 11)t42 Despite the work
to get it established, the majority of the
lispanic students have neglected the
center
Our usual peak is around 15 two
pie who walk through the door during
the week,- says Frank Rosales, one of
the two staff members of the Chicano
Resource Center.
"I think it’s a waste no one
knows. I listory majors come here some

times, but hardly any Hispanics I really
want to see ithire people use it
The Center is designed to be more
than a room where I lispanics can meet
Decorated %kith tw,. lame 1111.1MIS. till’
Wide "pen Centel’ has a library. tables.
11111 n)liche. magazines. .1 substantial of
tic,’ space and a large In
which has a
11e1A’ 11./OliS (11.1-11.11:
"The administration threatened to
shut it down this yeilt .111(1 1.1S0 the space
for custodial purpose-’... says David
Ortiz. former A S. firer tom of Ethnic Al
fairs -But the Hispanic community
showed enough support that (the ad
ministration) has agreed to keep it open
until 1988
The students who are working to
ward the establishment of the Asian Re
source Center, however, do not see stu
dent participation as a problem

’It’s hard to keep a
sustained drive when you
have students with a very
directed purpose to be on
campus. and you have
those disparate interests.

Raymond Lou

Asian Ainencan Studies dept. chairman

They say the center will serve as a
focus for unifying Asian student activities
and participation on campus The cen
ter. they argue. will improve the image
and quality of the university itself not
only for Asian students. but for history
majors. political science minors and for
the community in general.
To show university officals that the
Asian student community means busi
ness, the Asian Resource Center Initia
rive committee began an informal peti
lion drive in early November, targeting
those Asian students not involved in
campus organizations. The signatures
from the petition drive were initially pre
sented to a forum of interested faculty
and students in mid November Cover
ing all their bases, the group requested
both a classroom from sympathetic far
ulty, and scheduled a meeting with the
administration’s Arlene Okerlund. in
terim academic vice president. to an
nounce their long term plans of acquit
ing a permanent mom.
"We’ve kind of set up a phase one.
phase two type of thing.- observes I.ee.
"We’ll try to start small, just to recognize
that we have a place on campus. That
will give us a basis to say. ’hey look this
is working out pretty well, now we need
more space.’ **
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A Slice of
Success
By Eva Spring

k lammers is on the go g
Chd
tNt 25. he is responsible for deliv
ermg the silt 1’1,1(11 111//ti iv
the slice restaurant. Pizza A (
downtown San Jose
Within the next year. the Young
entrepreneur speculates a secontl II,1
non on University Avenue in Pah) Alt.,
These unique restaurants mark the re
alization of a dream I lammers level
oped Whilt. iii
whit,’
IIS tit -041111 sr I’,
attending ,I ’I at I C Berkelev
idea bash ally came In Ill
’’The
BIOI1(

.

kkAS

I was in Berke
gild pizza. it was real

piaci.’ W11110

Th, F id

ley
cheap. and More was a line out the
door. every is hi. until two in the
morning
"I StAW what Blondie’s was doing
and realized no one had attempted a
chain Round Table. !-:nakk I it, anti
Dominoes have their ,,kk ii,pc’t IA ’Mho
in the pizza but. iness. but there wasn’t a
e oriented
nice place tog. that w
I thought. ’Bay, that’s something I
could get into. If I " uld ill that
out. it would do really
Sitting in .1 booth at the back ot
his restaurant. I lantmei, is wearing a
Pi7.7a A Go Go sweatshirt and faded
leans 111.’ explams he did not consider
pursuing his dream directly after grad
uating from Berkeley "Basically, it was
just an idea in the back of my mind."
he reflects. interrupting momentarily to
supervise a delivery man stacking to
mato sauce
I le received his degree in geo
physics. but his graduation coincided
with the oil market crash in 1983. "At
that point I had to make a decision on
what I was going to do.- he states I le
decided to take a career test, and to his
surprise he scored higher in accounting
and business than he did in the sci
ences. The results convinced him to
apply to several colleges for a MBA de
gree. lie decided to attend San Jose
State because it offered a night pro
gram. allowing him to work during the
day.
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Flying high. Hammer’s pizza and smiles make for a perfect combination.

Iii’
During the ttext two i.it
gained valuable retail expend)", while
helping his sister open Roxy. a trendset
tiny clothing store in Palo Alto "I did a
little bit of everything it takes to run a
business.- he remembers. "It was great
for me because it gave me a background
that an MBA couldn’t give
le also began to visualize opening
his pizza restaurant "While working at
Roxy. I got to know the strip in Palo
Alto,- he says. "It seemed that r111: TVStaurant would fit in really well. so I
started to devise a layout and develop

Fwl Gunan

recipes in order to put one in on Univer
city Avenue...
lammers began to scout locations
for the restaurant. I le came close to
signing a lease several times, but the
deals fell through. "University Avenue is
very hard to get into.- he points out. On
one occasion he came so close that he
drove into San Jose to meet with his
lawyer. It was during this visit that he no
ticed a for lease sign across the street
from his lawyer’s office on Santa Clara
Street.
lie viewed the space and began re
Fall Winter 1986

searching the downtown area. -I looked
into the new mass transit system and I
knew about D.B Cooper’s 9 iing in.- he
explains With this in mind. he decided
to pursue the San (lose lease instead ol
the one in Palo Alto
The name Pizza A Go Co r (recurred
to hint while reading the New York !nag
(vine. Details "I thought I read an ad in
there a c( mph, of years ago for a dance
club called Pizza A Go (P.- he says. -I
thought. ’that’s a great name for a pizza
place As it happened, the dance club
was called Whiskey A Go U liust had
it wrong in my mind But the name
stuck. and I liked it
The restaurant’s design parallels its
unusual name I lammers wanted Pizza
A Go ( ro to be distinctive ( )nginally. he
imagined the intenia tii
ciimpietelv
white
hate going into pizza pad( its
because they have (lark carpets. re l )10

’We grew incredibly
fast.. . . We didn’t have
any down weeks, it was just
an upward slope.’
Chuck Hammers
on all the walls, anti dim little lights And
when eating your pizza, the olive falls
off, you can’t see where it fell because it
went into that carpet.- he says with a
laugh -I iust don’t get a clean feeling
fnitri any pizza place. so I thought. ’Let’s
have a clean design. all white walls. so
it’s really light and airy looking
Besides being trendy, the interior
(if Pizza A ( ro Go pr. wets a mood remi
niscrint of the .40s and the .i-rds The

combination of pink and green pastel ac
cents, stools salvaged from Wool
worth’s, a black and white tile floor. and
a long dining ci runter. lend a nostalgic
air to the restaurant
"I never made a pizza before this
place opened:* he says sheepishly -I
ate pizza three or four nights a week.- he
remarks, remembering how he searched
for a recipe Once he found a recipe he
liked, he convinced a friend to work for
that restaurant to discover its ingre
clients. in exchange for a windsurfer
At the same time. I lammers began
I’m research the pizza delivery market lie
took a ph as a deliverer for a popular
takeout chain to explore downtown’s
dominant delivery areas I le was able to
quickly compile the information he
needed and left the ph before receiving
his first paycheck
On Jan 20, P/Sb. Hammers pre
!continued MT two rage)

JUMP INTO THE FUN AND JOIN THE PARTY AT
During the holidays, we want you to be
our guest at our party. Relax and enjoy
the Food. Fun and Festivities.
Lunch 11:00-3:00 Mon-Fri
Dinner 5:00-10:00 Mon-Thurs
10:00-Midnight Fri & Sat
Appetizer Bar Enjoy Nachos.
Mozzarella Sticks.
and More. Served 11:00-11:00
Hungry Hour 4:30-6:30 Mon-Fri
DANCING 7 NIGHTS A WEEK!
6:00 p.m. to Closing
Dance Inside or Out on the
Patio, which is Spacious. Scenic
and Equipped with Heat Lamps
for those Chilly Evenings.
And Don’t Forget
Monday Night Football.
Catch the Rest of the
Season on our 3 Big
Screen TV’s. Enjoy great drink
Specials while you watch.
163 W. Santa Clara St.
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(Between Market St & Almaden)
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Tarnished Triangle
By Stephanie E. Carroll

1.. Fair to Open Its Doors.- the headline pro
. med. The year was 195t, Some people
ighed. After all. who wanted to go all the way
V
, Jut
..ven’s Creek Road S, shop" Those were the boon
, fix ks Besides that. San Ii seans wouldn’t cotton Si big city
stores like Macy’s and Emporium If that’s what people
wanted. they could 9) t(i San Francisci
The headline was no laughing matter It signalled the
end of an era when downtown San Ii se was a hub of achy
ity What had once been a familiar scene d families window
shopping on a Sunday afternoon and strolling the streets at
night would he replaced by derelicts and deterioration
No one foresaw the decline of the downtown area Six
years prior to Valley Fair’s opening. the -Golden Triangle. as it was proudly nicknamed, had experienced its greatest
growth since San Jose’s birth in 1777
A catalyst in the downtown’s growth was A P "Dutch’:
lamann. As city manager from 1950 through 1%9. he was
surrounded by controversy for Iris role in developing the
"Golden Triangle " lie annexed more than 1300 parcels of
land during his career, and envisioned the city’s population
growing to 3.000.000 Even though that goal was never at
tattled, he helped San ,lose grow from %M(X) to more than
400.000 in 1970
The swelled ego of downtown businessmen in the early
FrOs influenced the City Council to ban large commercial ton
ing outside the core area bordered by Market. Fourth. San
Salvador and Santa Clara streets Their objective was to pro
tect the strength of downtown. but in the end it was their
downfall
Outside developers had a broader view of San ,lose
They proposed a 40 acre shopping facility at the intersecti, in
of Steven’s Creek Road and Winchester Boulevard The City
Council stood its ground and refused to make an allowance
for this major project Santa Clara, on the other hand. was
more than willing to accommodate the proposal. It went so
far as to change its boundaries for the new development - an Emporium Capwell.
Six months later, developers approached the San Jose
City Council with another plan This time it was for a Macy’s
and a group of shops to be known as Valley Fair
Fearing Santa Clara would change its boundaries again.
the City Council finally abandoned its commercial zoning re
strictions.
Soon after Valley Fair opened its doors, the city’s pulse
began to fade. The mall had come to stay Its uniqueness and
free parking lured shoppers away from the downtown area.
The downtown’s small stores couldn’t compete with the retail
styles of Macy’s and Emporium, and larger department stores
no longer wanted to build downtown. Establishments that
had been landmarks for decades were forced to shut down
because of high rent and competition. Once their leases ran
out, merchants followed their customer’s lead and aban
doned the downtown area.
Investors that at one time had clamored to the city were
nowhere to be found The downtown area had become a
shadow of its former self. The city administrators. realizing
they desperately needed help, turned to the federal govern
merit for funding through the urban renewal program Octo
ig
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prA,

her
marked the formation of the first Redevok ipment
Agency, which is still going strong hiday
The Park Center Redevelopment. constructed on a 5’)
acre area between Santa Clara. San Carlos and Market
Sit
first endeavor They sought a bal
id pleasure, and the end result was
,ancial center and the Center for Per
forming Arts
San
On the heels of the Park Center prolect. Calm’
Anti Mil) Plaza pnlect Some of the iicr omplishments of this
stage were the ri mstruc ti(.in of McCabe I Lill .1111,1 the creation
of San Pedro Square and Paseo de San Anti inii
Ti slay. downtown is still referred to as the "(jokier) Tn
angle.- this time bound by highways 2SO. 101. and 17 It is
the Redevelopment Agency and City Council’s goal to
create an atiniisphere of economic vitality which will
once again establish the city as a regii inal. financial, and corn
mercial center if Santa Clara
I list( irv seems to have repeated itself with the reopening
of Valley Fair amI the redevelopment of the downtown area
This time. armed with the -San Jr ise is go ’wing up’’ cam
piiyrt Sari JOSC IS wiser. sty( ’tiger. and more humble than
was in the 1950s
S(.x.in downtown streets will 1/IWO again be idlye with
per,* of all ages those who knew how it
had beeii.
and those looking to see what it will be Its pulse may have
been weak. btu It is gettingtri miler evervdav

Sari Jest, Historical Musecisi
First Street, 1960
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Downtown Goes Uptown
By Theresa IN Castro

I, ,
Universal,. ,iudents
lially getting a taste ol urban
wal With the ground bleak
o
ke, Center lost October came
,.. if redevelopment
.111 the incoilv,1
- the closing ot iSit king lots, the red
zoning of San Fernando Street. the de
tours, the noise, and the omnipresence
of bulldozers ancl construction workers
But this is just a taste of what has
been going on by the mouthful right
next door I low many students really
know what’s behind the dusty. gaping
roads around the university? And why
the city organized trolley car tours for se
nior citizens? Surely not for the scenic
c(instruction sights
The wooden walkways and never
ending detours represent an important
the
event happening before our eyes
maturing of downtown San .lose
Although downtown is the univer
sity’s next door neighbor, few students
know the history, richness and future it
has to offer. On the surface it’s not a pre
tty sight, but beyond the dust is a broad
tapestry of sights and sounds that’s ex
panding as the city "grows up."
Once the redevelopment is corn
pleted, and the city reaches its prime. it
hopes to represent a more attractive. ex
citing community as a whole
Admittedly, the city has often been
thought of as a desert or as a separate
entity by SjSU students. But with the
improvements both on campus and in
the city, downtown will now become
more accessible to the university
The university has already been
helped by local theaters and businesses,
which have long supported the arts The
"Art at Eight" poetry readings at Up
stairs at Eul!pia (Restaurant) on 374 S.
First St features a showcase for both
published and unpublished poets,
music, and performance art. Many of the
participants have been SJSU students
who are also featured in Reed Magazine.
the campus literary publication. "Art at
Eight- offers some insights into the di
rection creative writing and fine arts are
taking at the university Many businesses
have also provided valuable internships
to students, such as Metro Newspaper
and City Lights Theater.
SI

Downtown is about to become the
focal point for art, theater, technology,
shopping. community services. cultural
activites and transportation in the South
Bay.
The following projects are a sample
of how this long dormant downtown is
finally waking up
16

’[he Market Gateway
Project:
Downtown’s Own
Theater and
Entertainment
District
What may ini
tially attract people.
especially students. to
downtown is the de
veloping theater and
entertainment district.
The Market Gateway
Project encompasses
about a seven block
stretch south of San
Carlos Street along
First
and
Second
streets. The plan env,
sions the area
evolve into dot,
town’s theater and
disti
tertainment
with bars. restaura
shop,
Stre,t
the red light dismct.
has already begun
change Marsugi’s
and Grill, on the
tier of First and
Salvador is hewn,
iaait and rhyth,
and blues bar Cr
era One Theater ’
always attracted
client.
steady
looking for avant
garde, foreign, or non
commercial film fare The Fox awaits Wu
Eulipia’s Restaurant, with its Upstairs at
Eulipia Bar and sometimes playhtiuse.
has hosted many community offerings.
from San Jose Repertom Company’s
production of "YIP!" to last October’s
theatrical presentation of "Jack: The Es
sence of Kerouac." And. the Phoenix
Bookstore and Espresso Cafe, housed in
the Dohrmann Building, is a favorite
among students and downtown work
ers.
Much is happening on this thin
stretch of asphalt, despite the presence
of a pornography theater and sex arcade
on the same street. Bob Ruff, protect
manager for San Jose Redevelopment
Agency, says the porn and sex shops will
naturally leave once the influx of restau
rants and retail shops begins.
One of the highlights of the Market
Gateway Project is the refurbishing of
the beautifully architectured. 1929
building the Fox Theater. Decorated

in a lavish Alhan
bra style. and
last of the gi
theaters in down
town. the Fox was
bought for 2 mil
lion in Septembet
of 1985 in hopes of
transforming
the
movie palace into a
first class perform
ing arts house.
"We plan to
make the theater a
community asset."
said Mayor Tom
McEnery when the
city bought the the
a ter.
"It would
have been a shame
to let it fall to the
wrecking ball the
way so many of
Fall Winter 1986

our older buildings 11 .

-rhe ’hooka.,
h>se hk,,,je,,, had

Ili

It WaS Sold

’

(rice details on the 1r
:shed. while the To.
walls are completeli,
Much of the sir tug!
kits. false gnat, is Amy Ow III
and the blue marble tile train,
large stage area are among ds
))tents still in gf tilt ndition
Since ItS plirChasti. the

this

been kept sectire The Inc.. sCatteted
SeiltS that had been npped olit of then
fittings and the trash that littered the
lobby have been cleaned 11lit. and
sprinkler. silloke and Alin)

Tsttlti haVe

installed Rut the city. liampen,..(1
hi.’ a lack of funds. has been unable to
carry the resh.. iratii in further T. ,urs of the
theater have prompted nuniemils tiro
heel)

I)uSals fin" Its 1.1Se

Ami mg the groups sb,. iwing interest
the theater’

Iii1Ve been

the Sin .lose

Rep. San .lose Civic Light ()pod and tile
san ,k ,se Symphony as well as Various
Ac,, ’Ming ii musical
dance
direckir George Cleve. the stage of the
lox. with platforms over the pit, it uhf
he greater than that of the Boston SVIII
phony and conk! a(ia 1)111111 Klatt. an iii
chestra large en( iugh to produce such
works as -The Rites of Spring ...Ito! .tl

Construction borders the Guadalupe River

sIi, Mahler and Ravel
There have been enough icquests
ir the Use of the theater that last Sept
titular. fillff began putting together a
moposal for architecture firms ti I con
itlith: for the
duct a ..liSer
theater This Is one (If the first signs that
the city is really interested in heiiinning
the pr. icess If it major relmbilitation
Alth.iugh there is a practical need
ft it an extra pert irming arts hall. with the
heavy min aways at the Center of Per
lit ming Arts and other venues, a refur
hished F. ix theater would also provide
the chat tli iif,mother decade against the
ip i if a deVelopillij high tech citY
Fite "Capital of Silicon Valley-

The Fairmont Hotel rises behind the San Jose Art Museum

fivitoptitittis hovo

place in the past Nina Veins li:111Ch have
earmarked San Jose as the "Capital of
Silicon Valley In 1 984. the city was se
lolled as the location for the new Tech
nology Cento of Silicon Valley. The
center will he loCated lilt all eight acre
sight along the Guadalupe River at West
tian Carlos .md Prevost streets As a
-high tech- museum. it will highlight the
developments in A:if:Mink’ and cont
puter innovation with hands on exhibits
The ad lining Children’s Discovery Museum will be similar to the Technology
Center. but will be geared toward fann
Ills.
A proposal is in the works that
wf iukl bnng a 400 year old house from
lapilli donated to the Children’s [)is
covery Center -- to be reconstructed
right on the museutn’s premises This
would add to the importance oi the 1111.1
SOLIIII as a broad learning vehicle for
l:OlingSterS

The Guadalupe River Park
A unique quality of the two techno
logical centers is their location in the
heart of the planned Guadalupe River
Park The city plans to turn the down
town river area into a park that stretches
from Interstate 280 to the San Jose In
temational Airport The park will be art
fully segmented to include natural siege
tation and habitats. as well as urban
characteristics The Center of Perform
ing Arts. the Technology Center and the
Children’s Discovery Museum will be lo
voted closest to downtown along the
park’s stretch, offering an alternative
resting spot for downtown workers
The Redevelopment Agency ex
pects the Technology Center and the
Children’s Discovery Museum to draw
more than 1 million visitors the first year
of operation. and Guadalupe Park
promises to provide a major visitor at
traction for San Jose.
A Commuting Alternative:
The Guadalupe Corridor
Light Rail System
Another development that ties in
(continued on next page)

(continued from previous page)
closely with the Technology Center is
the Guadalupe Corridor light rail lines.
Its first stop will be at the Technology
Center (making the center even easier to
get to) This 26 mile transit system will
extend Mini IBM to Oakndge Mall into
downtown It will then continue on to
Silicon Valley’s Golden Triangle area. Ii
nally ending at Great America A transit
mall between First and Second streets
will link the light rail system to county
buses
The mall will Is cast granite paved
sidewalks lined with sycamore trees.
benches. pedestrian rest areas, and retail
shops Downtown thru traffic will be re
routed to avoid congestion in this area
Renovated trolley cars will also be on
hand to shuttle light rail riders to the cm
mediate downk AVI1 area
The Silicon Valley Financial
and Retail Pavilion
One dramatic development that
has recently unfolded is the approval of
a project that will bring a luxury office
tower and the first new retail building in
35 years to downtown The office tower
and the San AntoMo Retail Pavilion
were given the city council’s 1.111dIlIMOUS
go ahead last October Bd WI are slated
to become part of the Silicon Valley Fi
nancial Center prc cject. and are consul
erect key elements to the revitalited cen
This
tral city, or "city within a city
concept is the guiding force behind a
$500millccccc project which aims tic cre
ate a 24 hour urban complex with
shops. entertainment. and a wide variety
events

Originally scheduled to be corn
Oiled in conjunction with the 583 room
Fairmont I lotel - now under construe
non on Market Street -- the project has
been described as a major public event
According to Redevelopment Agi.II1Cl;
Director Frank Taylor. it’s a dream that
has brought world class action hi a
The story td wit will
world class city
be luxunous as anything being built, but
the piece de resistance is the 1511.1XN
square feet of shops and restaurants that
will line the Paseo de San Antonio from
First to Third
Designed by the Jerde Partnership
Inc of Los Angeles. the open air mall
will house two levels of small specialty
stc cres. restaurants. and a center court
yard with water fountains and dining
areas. Shops will be required to be of
comparable value to those in the Stan
ford Shopping Center in Palo Alt() The
mall will have a metropolitan personal
Al. gearing towards the specialty shire
shopper Preliminary sketches if the pa
vilion promise an architecturally striking
complex
The San Antonio Retail Pavilion
will be the first phase of a new concen
trated retail influx iii the inner city The
idea of multi level parking or office
space combined with street level retail
shops will be carried throughout the Silt
con Valley Financial Center
The planned Fountain Alley Park
ing Garage on Second. San Fernando.
and San Cark)s streets, will have 24.000
square feet of retail space on the ground
floor All along the transit mall will be
concentrated retail which city officials
t tiskin of corn
croit.
hop.

mercy that has not been seen since the
1930s and ’411s when the downtown
was a thnving urban center
The "City Within A City"
Anuther strategy in the 24 hour
’ city within a city" theme Is it, (Wail’ at
tractive housing along Third and Fourth
streets Currently under CI mstrucnon are
the Cc ill, made Apartments on h /WM
4111d
Still
Fernando streets. directly
across from 5.1511 Features in the &vet
,ipment include 20.000 square feet of
retail shc cps. galleries and restaurants, an
elegant lobby with a 24 hour attendant.
landscaped cc curtyard. swimming pool.
spa and mut eational ,jytn The planned
occupanc y for this luxury hotel is 185
apartments, with rentals ranging from
X I to $1.400 Other apartment cum
plexes and town houses are currently in
the planning stages. The Silicon Valley
Financial Center’s promise to be the
"city within a city- should be helped
considerably with the creation of this
new housing Not only will downtown
be a commerce center, but there will be
interaction with the dos: by residential
community
With these downtown devel
opments and restorations, San Jose will
cam: on the heritage of being "Califor
ma’s First CIN" and SJSU will be a vital
part cif this There are even plans to have
a walk way extend from the heart of
downtown through San Antonio Street
into Fourth Street and right into SJSU.
physically linking the two entities. Down
town San Jose is definitely maturing am
going uptown And by extension. so :
ti .f.-:(

Broadway in Your Backyard
By Andre Neu

one will ever mistake down
No
town San Jose for Broadway (it
often looks more like war time
Berlin). but this city does have a surpris
ingly thriving theatrical community
More than 20 theatre companies
serve greater San Jose, offering an array
of productions ranging from the classic
to the contemporary, from standard mu
sical fare to experimental performance
art.
In many ways, theatre here is more
viable than that aging dinosaur on "The
Great White Way." which suffers from
exorbitantly priced tickets, diminishing
attendance and lackluster lineups. But it
shares with Broadway sorn? of the same
problems: the search for successful
material and the struggle to survive
Survival, in fact, if it doesn’t head
18

the list ot c.oncems tot most i cccii corn
mercial theatre groups around, certainly
appears somewhere prominently on it.
"I don’t think they’re so comfortable
they can’t use more support,- observes
Ellen Briggs, chair of the Greater San
lose Theatre Alliance
There ATV some non profit theatres
that operate closer to the survival line
than others, Briggs says, but none so
well off that there is no concern- -"otherwise they’d be commercial theatres. Among those considered success
ful are San Jose Repertory Theatre and
the San Jose Civic Light Opera. Consid
ered secure are theatres which are part
of educational institutions. like San Jose
State University Theatre. Even so. play
seasons are generally planned with audi
el ice acceptance in mind.
Only San Jose Rep’s James P
Heber expresses a tear of seeking lo

please audiences in advance. "As soon
as we start trying to be popular, we lose
and lose big.- says Reber. 34 year old
founder and executive producer of San
Jose Rep. "We’re just interested in sell
ing people on the idea of going to the
theatre, going to an art form. In the early years of the Rep. it
gave people "recognizable titles, . to
make them feel comfortable name
plays.- according to Reber. lie had to
play his own hunches because. "I didn’t
have money for a survey (of audience
desires).- And each year. he’d add a
show that was unfamiliar to most play
goers
Now. Reber says, a sizable sub
scriber list (more than 8,400 people) has
taken away most of the worry about
having small houses for unknown plays.
Fresh material makes up the bulk of the
Fall Winter 1986

season’s of ferings
"Vikings," playing I /ec 26 to Jan.
18: "Translations." running Jan 29 to
Feb. 22: The Very Last Lover of the
River Cane." playing March V-./ to April
12: "Master I laroki. .and the Boys, ’ run
ning April 16 to May 10. and "Canclide."
to be presented in the Center for the
Performing Arts downtown. June 23 28.
Reber says he’s less involved in se
lecting the Rep’s plays than in the past,
and he bristles at the suggestion that
was selected be
Master I larold . .
cause of the current interest in South Af
rice. The show is about a precocious
white South African student and his two
black servants ’’the boys" of the title.
Although the black men are old enough
to be his father, he is their "master" and
control
he is white
has because
over their lives
" ’Master Harold’ is a play I
thought we should be doing,- Reber de
dares "It is an artistically perfect meta
phor that gets beyond the jargon, to the
to see: My God.
belief in freedom
this is what apartheid does!"

ple wanted to see are being performed
this year "Oliver,- (which can in No
vember): "The Best Little Whorehouse
in Texas.- playing March 20-29. and
"The Sound of Music." running May
17 The fourth musical in the season
came out of the next five plays viewers
chose. "Follies." one of the less popular
of Stephen Sondheim’s shows, to be
presented Jan. 3(4 to Feb 8.
Popular musicals put on for people
who go to popular musicals it’s a for
mula that works for C1.0, now in its
52nd year.
"But." admits Goswick. "it’s frus
nanny to the artistic people that in order
to sell a season we have to do tried and
true shows But it’s very difficult to do a
season of non name shows and stay
above water.- And CLO’s $17 million
season budget is a lot of water to float
above
Goswick says CLO tried to do a
brand new musical (titled. ominously.
"City of Broken Promises-) eight years
ago and it didn’t sell. "The town was not
ready for it then." he says. "Maybe now.

A full bearded, balding, intense
man, dressed in slacks, dress shirt and
tie, he displays an obviously deep con
viction in the power and propriety of
theatre. 1 le believes that "humanity
can’t survive without its artists.- and
points to the fact that local theater artists
provide economic support as well as
aesthetic nourishment to the commu
nity. bringing through their audiences
and endeavors from $5 million to $10
million in income into the downtown.
"The heart of this city is its art."
Reber says. "and we feel we’ve given
the city a heart. When San Jose Rep
started eight years ago, you could fire a
cannon down the street and not hit any
one.- Now, he notes. downtown streets
are bustling, the city is undergoing reju
venation. City fathers have even pro
vided land to San Jose Rep as a site for
two new theatre facilities

SJSU s production of

If a cannon were fired into the city
center, one of the key spots it might hit
would be the Center for the Performing
Arts. where San Jose Civic Light Opera
stages its shows, or the offices of CLO
located a few
as it is usually called
blocks away between First and Second
Streets
Perhaps the least political and most
public oriented of local theatre compa
flies, CLO went so far this year as to
base its entire season on what its play
goers wanted to see.
"We gave them a choice of shows
we knew we could handle, build and
cast." reports C1.0 publicist Ronn Gos
wick. Three out of the top 10 shows peo

It would be nice to be able to do new
shows, but it’s real hard.CLO’s 21,000 subscribers, how
ever, do at least allow it to stage lesser
known shows each year ("Follies" and
last year’s "Barnum." for instance). And
the productions are something the com
pany takes pride in, earning critical
praise, such as its staging last year of
"Evita," which the Mercury’s theatre
critic Murry Frymer called "splendid."
"We feel we’re gaining respect, not
just locally but nationally." Goswick
says, pointing out that CLO is getting
calls from performers in New York who
know about the company and want to
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audition for it.
About orie fifth of the cast
CLO show is union the rest non in,
and usually local ackirs Guest artist,
such as I larve Presnell. Ii Anne Worley
and Nehemiah Persoff. are brought in to
star in many CLO productions.
Yet in spite of this display of Stilr,
and line up of popular shows, CLO isn’t
able to sit back, relax and wait for the
crowds, Goswick says. New subscribers
have to be sought, old ones retained
And most theatre companies have cash
flow periods, especially during the off
season.
"Problems are still there," Goswick
concedes. "just on a larger level Smaller
companies deal with $2(1.000 problems:
we deal with $150.0(X) ones. I think it’s
lust the nature of arts and theatre. If you
want to stay just the same, it gets easier
to survive. but if you want to grow. it’s
difficult.’
Competition from other arts affects
theatre health and longevity, especially
competition from more easily accessible
media. "People don’t want to plan six

The Robber Bridegroom

months ahead to go see theatre and sub
scribe to it,- laments Goswick. "They’d
rather wait arid go out that night to a film
or get some movie tapes and watch
them on their VCRs
"We have to overcome that attitude and educate them about theatre,"
he asserts. "about the difference of see
live."
ing it there, onstage.
And to help bring in new audi
ences. Mervyns department store has
subsidized a CLO program which allows
in
It to sell season tickets to students
cluding SJSU’s for $10. or $2.50 a
show, even less than admission to a
movie
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)
If there is any theatre organization
free of the worries of survival, one would
expect it to be an educational theatre
which is supported by the instructional
institution in which it resides. But that’s
not the case at San Jose State. according
to Bob Jenkins. director of theatre
True, the price of the facilities and
faculty is carried by the university. but.
Jenkins explains, all the rest of the oper
ational costs have to come from box of
fice income.
Play selection at SJSU is a rela
tively complex process, based on the in
structional goals of the different theatre
areas: technical costume, literature, and
performance It works something like
this: the costume instructors will say they
need to build certain period clothing: the
literature teachers will say they’re em
phasizing plays from a certain playwright
or from a specific time period, and the
performance people will seek to present
a specific style or styles of acting. Plays

’It’s frustrating to artistic
people that in order to sell a
season we have to do tried
and true shows.’
Ronn Goswick
Civic light Opera publicist

which meet those objectives are sug
gested. narrowed down and ultimately
voted on. All theatre faculty, plus two
students representatives, have equal
votes.
"There’s no way to satisfy all crite
ria or all ambitions, but this season is the
closest we’ve come to meeting most of
them." says Jenkins. a lean man in a
close cropped salt and pepper beard.
Four of the seven season produc
lions for 1986 87 have already been
staged: "The Effect of Gamma Rays on
Man in the Moon Marigolds." "The
Night of the Iguana." "The Robber
Bridegroom." and "The Moebius
Band." winner of SJSU’s I larold Crain
playwriting competition.
Still to go are "Bullshot Crum
mond.’ described as a "parody of low
budget grade B1930s detective movies."
and playing March 614: Dance Theatre
’87. performances by the department’s
dance artists and choreographers, set for
March 27 to April 4: and Shakespeare’s
"A Midsummer Night’s Dream." run
ning Mayl 9.
Jenkins is putting great faith in the
spring productions. "The fall semester
has our heavier plays." he says "This
20

year’s comedies are aimed to balance
out the fall plays and overcome the murder, massacre, mayhem and melancholy
of last year’s shows"
These are also the plays he hopes
will bring in larger crowds than the more
serious shows draw. " ’Bullshot: " Jen
kins says. "is slapstick. the stupidest play
we could find. It doesn’t have a thought
in its head. It’s completely devoid of so
cial commentary. It’s just for people to sit
back and enjoy themselves, one we
hope the audience will laugh so much at,
it will plead for mercy."
for
"Midsummer Night’s
As
Dream," Jenkins says it is Shakespeare’s
happiest comedy and contains some of
his best laughs. It also serves an ecluca
tional purpose, he says. because Ow
range of roles for the student actors is
wider than in any of Shakespeare’s
other plays.
"And." he adds. "there is a won
derful variety of women’s roles. and it is
’do able’ for students. If we did ’I lamlet
or ’King Lear.’ we’d have to bring in
some professional actors for the heavy
roles."
The Shakespeare production also
comes after a year of school preparation
in scansion (the study of verse for
rhythm, sounds, denotative and conno
tative meanings and character indica
lion) and acting style training.
Likewise coming out of the Theatre
Arts’ $40.000 budget for the year is the
Dance Theatre ’87 show. Jenkins is
angry that the university will not provide
musicians for the concert or musical pro
duction. "We have to go out and hire
people for music shows in fact, that par
tially determines what we will stage. The
music department." Jenkins complains.
’doesn’ t give us squat."
Student musicians, he explains.
can’t get college credit for working on
the shows but they can get money from
weekend gigs. so they take them rather
than performing in the musical produc
tions.
"And yet." says Jenkins. "I don’t
mind running operations out of our box
office. It makes us professional, keeps us
autonomous, keeps us sharp."
Dressed in tennies, casual denims
and a blue teeshirt proclaiming the
American Theatre Festival..lenkins folds
his hands behind his head, looks across
the modest desk in the somewhat spar
tan campus office he shares with another
professor. "We’re sick to death of hay
ing to choose popular plays. but I think
we have a dignified season"
If the university supported the
theatre department fully, insured its sur
vival completely. Jenkins says. "We
could do anything we wanted. Esoteric
stuff." lie pauses. "But that’s not the
real world."
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LIFE IN THE CITY
By Erol Gurlan

0

utsiders still delogat, ink, teler to
th
as the "barracks.- tempo
naem
ry dwellings built in World War
11 to house shipworkers But when the
ulnas were moved to San .14 AO 111 l’/47,
then; became Spartan City. 11 /1/. C/ rtl
A
hOIlleS I.,. Sall JOtie State students
San Jose Mercury News article called the
homes -termite infested fire hamrdsand pointed ti n their ’peeling paint and
paper thin walls Located across from Spartan bra
dium on 7th Street, Spartan City is the
only family housing unit in the state col
lege system still funded by the state But
Inca for too much haw!’
On Nov 3, residents there were
told by the University !lousing Depart
ment that the place would be closed in
August 19S8 Safety and fire hatards
were given as main reasons for closing
the complex, along with a $30.000 a
year operating deficit
Some 400 people reside in Spartan
City and. based on negative images con
veyed about the place and its impending
closure, one would expect the residents
to be poor. unfortunate -slum dwell
under
els - But a tnp to Spartan Cat:
taken before the clostne decision was
reached - reveals a much brighter pm.’
lure A feeling of peacefulness per
meates the air. contrasting sharply with
the hectic pace on campus
Two year old Joshua Marsland
rides his tricycle between the 10 apart
merit buildings, stopping (nccasnonally
while a fnend "fills up- his trike with
some magic propellant fuel out of a gar
den hose Some children play on a
swing, others climb a tree Few adults
22

are about. and the n1111(11(1’ steno to
reign, looking like a scene In fin the
The .sluin"
comic strip "Peanuts
image (Inss(nlves
Terese Malt1110/.,a tt’l /Mall in her
mid twenties. (.1( WS non fit ale tn;pical pre
conception of a Spartan City resident
She is a marketing and Spanish map nr,
planning to graduate in May Terese is
neatly dressed. has a yen; outgoing per
sonalay and is lust like any (Idler and cc
San Jose State Student, rust different
she’s mamed and has two kids The it Iva
of the pl nor and wretched Spartan City
dweller who barely makes lion a (1(w to
day basis seems wring
"Spartan City is kind of like an ex
tended dorm A dorm with families,- she
says, describing her home "When 1 first
Cattle here. I thought (Mr apartment was
pretty ugly, but we’ve worked on it pretty much
Like 111/1111; tither resi(knts.
avid her husband Manuel, who works as
a Walter. 11 /0k things into their 1 /1.111
hands to beautify their home They
planted a little flower garden in front of
their apartment and stained glass deco
rates their windows But what Terese
likes most about Spartan City is the peo
plc "There is always someone here kvho
will watch your children Everyone is
really friendly and helps (nut a lot.- she
says ’Another reason for staying here,
is that our kids have sc, many other kids
to play with We all have that common
bond of children
The residents also have the corn
mon bond of not letting the looks of
Spartan City depress them Susan Mars

Luna, a inn WWI )1 111Iee, V011 /tie 1111tib/1111.1
w( irking (nn a degree in electrical engi
neenng at night and W1.rks full time dur
mg the day. states. "It doesn’t really
matter what the apartments look like
from the outside It’s what’s in the inside
that matters
Inside the two bedroom apart
nunnts live families and single parents
witti their children To be able to take
advantage of rents, which range from
9,5 to $200 per nu truth . students who
live in Spartan City must take at least 12
units at SISL1
’There’s no other place in the
It’d rld where we would be able to live fig
$(165 a month.- Susan explains, hi ldiing
het seven month old son in one arm
while sporadically checking on her two
other sons. Joshua, two. and John
David. four, who quarrel over posses
sion of a plastic baseball.
The Marslands, like most of the
families here. manage to utilite the mini
mal amount of space to the greatest pos
sible advantage Lofts provide for stor
age space where closets are filled to
capacity A tight arrangement of fumi
ture still leaves enough space for the
family to move around. A fan bolted into
the window frame provides for fresh air
through the propped open window "It
takes a lot of getting used to. but I’m
happy here:’ says Susan).
A flock of parents and children
down in the yard are excitedly heading
off inn one directicm A load of pumpkins
is the cause a Spartan City resident
managed to get a load of free pumpkins
which were left over from an event at an
elementany school nearby Each child
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A children s pool in the shower becomes a
makeshift bathtub for the Johnson’s daughters
picks one -- some of the residents
surprised that the pumpkins are free
The kids love it
Down in the yard, the. benefactor
introduces himself aS Le" .10hri5.4 in I le
is very interested in the. stun; about
Spartan City. and after chatting for a
while. he invites the. reporter over for
dinner on the next day Terese had said
that everyone was friendly here. Susan’s
comment that it doesn’t matter what the
apartments look like In cm the outside..
its what is in the inside all that makes
perfect sense now
The following ahem, coils peaceful
at Spartan City A breeze rustles the.
clothes which are hanging out to thy
Some of the pumpkins that Leo yaw
out the day before are already decorat
ing windows. Halloween is only two
weeks away. Leo appears and he and
the reporter walk ki his home, a
cramped two bedroom apartment. A
few moments later, a woman in her for
ties knocks on his open door and enter,
Kay is a single mother who goes it
school at SJSU. works part time and
raises her child Like the other residents,
she has received a letter from the hous
ing department which introduces a new
rent payment schedule She has diffi
culty with it and asks Leo for advice lie
immediately stops cooking and comes to
her assistance After she leaves. Leo crit
icizes SJSU s bureaucracy -There is no
human factor involved in how I lousing
Operations deal with the people at Spar
tan City no flexibility.- he says.
To better this situation, Leo and his
wife Nancy founded the Spartan City
Family Association, an organization de
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signed to unprr Are relations with the um
versity, to raise funds for events and pro
’eds. and to improve the physical
conditions of Spartan Cal’
We’R’
grassroots expanding.- he says. The
pumpkins of the other day were ine cf
many efforts of the Association to bring
pet iple closer to each either
’You know. him, Jesse Jackson
talks about the rainbow concept - well,
ifs here.- he declares -In my opinit in.
this is the best place to riliSV kit S iii the.
Bay Area You can’t beat it
Chikiren seem to play a vital role at
Spartan City Because. parents take care
of each others’ kids, they work as the
binding (actin.. bringing together those
21M) adult residents, Sc triteof wilu int
come from Iran. Central Alllt.11Ca and
Mexico
the rainbow. concept
"As diverse as we are, we are like
ships passing it the night, because you
have so many ethnic groups represented
here. many different ages.- Leo says
"You have sit mane; different financial
situatiims Si /Me per iple an. married,
some aren’t And vet. right now we are
together because of children and educa
tion Everybody is equal here. - that’s
why it’s almost like II It I apartments of
one big family
Yet we know that soon we’ll all go
our own ways Five years, that is
the
length of Spartan City contracts give re’s
idents lust enough time to earn their de
grees
*As Leo serves lib: delicious version
(if lentil soup. he feeds his three year old
(laughter Camille and six year old Nic
ole As usual. Nancy has returned from
school at ri 30 She quickly sweeps the
floor and then loins in the conversation
An eiccupational therapy major, she is
the president (if the Family Assriciatir cmi
The little lime she has left between
studying and raising her children is spent
trying to make Spartan City a better
place. to live -The roa,,,41 if mumonli,t

lion was started was stnctly for positive
reinforcement for the people who live
here.- she explains
The prerequisite for list that is oh
sit us here - ye x id support system
’One time a lady was having a hard time
making ends meet for the month. recalls "She opened her door
one day and found some bread and
si tine eggs on her porch
In spite of all that. there has been
talk lately from fire and building inspec
kits to tear Spartan City (lima) and build
en 111,/lielll unit instead
lam explains that "i if coUTSe you
have problems here like you have with
all multiple. dwellings There are bugs in
some houses and there are people prob
lems and all that But there are older
houses in San ,lose right now that pen
plc’ want to renovate Why do they talk
about tearing these down and building
nevi, eines? I think that whatever they
would build here set mid fall apart before
these. etc told
Currently. SJSLI is rent tvating
nine’ of the apartments at Spartan City.
Painting and reinforcing them, installing
new refrigerators But Leo fears that this
could result in higher rents, which will
defeat their cause "They’re not doing
anything on a community basis,- he
complains
That’s where the Association
comes in again. Recently. it opened a
small community center in one of the
empty apartments. and residents take
advantage of the. place by holding bible
studies or lust meeting informally
"We. will have specially good mem
ones once we. leave this place Better
memories than we. would have had liv
ing anywhere else and being a student. Leo says. Concerning Spartan City’s fu
ture, he adds, not sarcastically "You
know, this looks like an ideal parking It
ftmr Spartan Stadium

Residents enioy a sunny afternoon in front of one of their apartments

Decade-ent Reappraisal
By Patty Kamysz

the fri.rile liatr,,t1 yippie stlIntIllt uf
Ifthe ’Ws is is nt flit. ’Mils 1,,,iiitple in a
pin snipe )4111. what’s happened to
the ’70s grai Mate ’ The , me tvhi, sat))) lile
tail end of 1-i( CT(’ IT tests and sit ins.
and the first falls itf Watk,rgate’
I It’s alive. .vell .ind wurking. but
not necessarilt,’ in the held he ti.,. l’is’’ll il
degrillii in, if 1,,,,n il II ,k at kill! alining is h.,
graduated III t,,eats .111,, this slit 1 II net
1!
tkir

Take Patrick Farnsworth, for in
stance. After starting at San I 1st, State
University in 197 I, he went froin consid
ering engineering. to law, back to engi
fleeting and, finally, to microbiolcigy. in
which he received his degree in 1976
So what’s he doing now?
Selling real estate in the Bay Area
I le’s not alone Farnsworth’s wife
Monica. who graduated with a B A in
art. et ill imaged him to leave his job as a
medical technician to team with her in
selling Ix wiles. Journalism alumnus
Dean Daily never entered his field In
stead, he went swiftly to electronics,
stopping at "Go- only long enough to
pick up his degree David Cole, now
working hard at making Dole pineapple
better tasting and fresher than ever, is
ready for a change
Many graduates, of course, stayed
unwaveringly on their intended path
after graduation. But the fact that three
out of these four alumni changed careers
is testimony that you don’t have to keep
climbing the same ladder to attain suc
cess.
In contrast to the success oriented
students in the ’80s, the leitmotif for
choosing careers in the ’70s, according
to Farnsworth. had more to do with ad
vancing society than the pure pursuit of
24
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’It was not co4II tu motor in 1 1 Us!
I
he says
rhar was ,,stablish
mon It ,,as ?ma,’ ii o heart felt kind of
thing
’I wont to help society. so I’ll
minor II s( )111
it
inatur III B"la
RAI "1 ’lit’ and Inake a political
statenitIlit
l’anistvortli delved into microbio
I ’qv anti medical technology, with
moat. plans 10 advance society ht.’ mak
Ing it healthiet I le toined Mills I luspital
Ill Sall Mato)) short11., after gracklating
.11111 1/41/4a, ,iffered pernialletil position In
as bacteriology department During his
nine 1.’ ’ii’, there. he IS 4.1 10)1 stiCh nettle
Hilt’ pathogen, as
On Me side
he was salon. instruct, a. mai 111154
1, the staff
Rig st’Veli Months ago he sUill
ilt, ’lied lip the
urage and milted I le
left behind so, Linty. 1 senim pusinon
.11 1)1 a slahle +alai):
)1 ThOlisailds 11111".
Ii’, CI .14
k ir a Tie1.,) cateet in Tool
estate I goIllet I indeptgintIti, e.II
lenge and the Chan) Ill set ilik; ),5511
II( ’Tits. he sal.,
More
tinpurtantly.
I anisn.urtli
1011115 Ile
111111’4.1f Obi
f gateall rh, piat,..m I.., pliononielioll
11Illert. one leat’lleS a Certain pi( ’fess!, )Tial
leVel and 01111 1,4 gu heyund it ohi unc
hand, this t
1,1111501 Till
say, Noll Call ’t 4 farthet
because (in, lit’ Is VtIng
((IT’ gle saint. p, ’salon
the other hand, however.
lirnsmt$ oh (mind he was
valued hi it his expertise
anil discouraged from try
ing ii nse above his posi
non
an aspect where
’I inlps’tmtilin
could have
helped him move up.

s lit 1-11.1,1; selling real estate. she
Spend,. 1101 tillle al he! parents’ 37 year
phi t .graphy ;ttuiii Butelits.
’TVS and Rill/itches pliukigmrilts
Real estate, she wink t tut. is busy ,(iT
Weeknights and Weekend,. kk hen the
rest II the tvt all gets ’If work
[Mend and It’ll, At’
graduate I).ivul Cute. a Vietmon vet
emit, didn’t start classes until 1 117 1.
when he was 2 1 I lc sdl.’N I .
110
forseen the tlif ficulties T11 ,1(1\)51 ing 1,,
the tippet -;cientific echelon with, tut 41
Ph.[). 10, Would 11)IVe spent Illm
mai
year taking moth losses
"I thought I was lucky nut gnrig
into a field like engitiveruig.- he says
’What I went into is III times 0. ase
But Cule is lucky I le is lit >w lOUT
ager ,f analytical set-Vice, at Castle anti
Cook, t1/4.111(11 oWil, the k tie Packaged
I-i
Ci initmily I It’ greW liii.) the poS1
ill Velth»llt )1 higher degree because he
Wo, there at the beginning,
While stUdVing for a master’s.
Castle and Cook offered him a full time
lob to design and equip a full microbio
logy lab in condition that he give up his
111, fully I lasses; I le did. "I sold out for
IF’ money "
Cole s lob his flown him to Fr

Monica Farnsworth’s
career path has also
changed She studied art
at SJSU because back
then it carried social impor
lance. "Art was really an
experience in the seven
ties." she says. "You could
burn your art project in the
middle of the room and
the teacher would say.
’Wow, don’t anyone touch
this
it was a sign of the
tirnes.’’
As long as as you
could explain it, it was art. Patrick adds.
But, art didn’t pro
vide Monica with a full
Patrick and Monica Farnsworth as graduates Circa 7, lett,
time occupation When and in their new
roles
as real estate agents. above
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uador and the Philippines to 42N:aMint’
food problems at
the canneries I le
built a modern lab from scratch, and be
came manager of it After 1 years, how
ever. Cole’s thoughts are drifting to a lob
in public health or toxic wastes. "I’d like
to get into something more in the lime
light,.. he says.
As an undergraduate. Dean Daily
studied Journalism because he enjoyed
writing and felt confident at it But he
joined Intel to help him through schi ,ol.
anti while he was there he began to
change his inind. "Who wants to fly over
to Mexico and thrust a mien phone in
someone’s
face
Cuank is
saying
muerti
he asks rhettincollY
So, after gettinn’

he promptly went over to San It
ON.
College and received an A S in coin
puter technology At 33. Daily now
works as a senior test engineering tech
nician for Perft trmance. t.1 recent start up
company I le thrives on electronics and
the challenge of helping to establish a
new company
In a start up ci impany. the tipti
mism is a dominant force." he reports
’But it hard work and a lot of little de
tails
There is glamour. but you have
to do a lot of it
things to make It
work
Unlike Monica Farnsworth, who
still dabbles in art besides real estate.
Daily has Ill it C011SICICTC1.1 pursuing )(Kir
nalism I le recalls talking to a
’r 15(1 professor wh,, wt wk.-, in,’

It
Mercun; News "I told hint I was in
electronics anti he said. Well. stay in
electronics
I he intends to The Farnsworths in
tend to nestle into real estate Cole anti
Dole have a sweet relationship but par
tiny may be syrupy corn itt; if Cole
branches out into larger realms of public
health
Based on these tales of SJSU
alumni. there is room for change From
microbiologist to real estate agent, from
yippie to yuppie, career change and re
evaluation is becoming a way of life in
the modem world But according to
these graduates, modern students
should remember ’tis better to know
thyself and thy field before stepping into
careers and into decade ence
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you’ll ear,
’It’s the wings’
it’s the sW,Iettge yoolitove.
Trust ate, I did!’
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’Tis the Season To Be Jolly?
By Deborah G Guadan
s I
ember cillti s I
j
,1
11! iN,11.011 IVO 0%
cited. All (if her friends are doing holiday shopping, but
she has no desire to exchange gifts In fact, she doesn’t
want to celebrate the holidays because she always ends
up disappointed.
Seasonal or holiday blues iccur during the traditional
family holidays such as Thanksgiving. Hanukkah. and
Christmas. These holidays are special times when people feel
they should be close to their families
"People think hack to what should be the ideal family. believes Kathleen Wall, director of SJSU’s Counseling Serv
ices. When people realize that their families don’t ’measure
up’. they are disappointed
Wall feels that kir many people, the holidays mean
more family fights, pressures and problems If a family has a

’People think back to what should be the
ideal family. When people realize that
their families don’t ’measure up’. they are
disappointed.’
Kathleen

Wall

problem drinker or drug abuser, then the stress surrounding
that person makes home uncomfortable since the holidays
are a time of festivities
kiliday blues are also triggered by certain stages of life.
where age, events and especially the holiday season play a
part.
For students just starting college. holiday blues may
mean conflicting feelings over friendships or love interests.
Extremely important at this time is A student’s sense of either
dependence or independence, depending on his or her situation at home.
An older, returning student may be back to change or
enhance his career. Pressure to succeed at both school and
work, and still be an active family member can take its toll
and produce the blues.
Counselors at SJSU’S Counseling Services are con
cemed because students often wait until they are "severely
depressed- before seeking help. Developmental issues, like
changes occurring during life stages, are problems that coon
selors can help students with before they lead to serious de
pression.
"Depression is often a result of not being able to shake
the blues,- believes Wall "A major occurrence is a ’morbid’
state that goes on for more than two weeks.- as defined by
the American Psychiatric Association.
Two major symptoms of serious depression are dyspho
ria and loss of interest. Dysphoria is a state of sadness. worry
or hopelessness. Depressed people usually show little or no
interest in activities that once gave them pleasure.
A classic symptom of depression is early morning wake
up. when a person constantly awakens at 3 or 4 a.m. and
isn’t able to go back to sleep.
"One reason for disturbed sleep patterns and depres
Fall Winter 1986
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lant first and then as a depressant.- Wall claims Other phvsi
cal effects if depression can be rapid weight loss or gain due
to eating disorders like anorexia nerve isa (lack of appetite) or
bulimia the binge purge syndrome) These physical effects
start a downward cycle that Inwers self esteem and increases
dissatisfactii.ni with life.
Detecting the difference between the blues and depres
stint depends upon the length of the episode and how a per
son’s life is affected The blues trigger feelings of isolation,
loneliness and unhappiness.
Depression usually affects both mental and physical
processes, which call have a negative impict nn line’s life
Any occurance which lasts longer than two weeks can lead to
a severe episode. At this point, counseling should be sought.
Wall believes that realizing you have a tendency to
wards depression can prevent a severe episode Good men
tal and physical health habits teach people to be aware of
their needs. I encourage people to do one thing a day that
they enjoy. This can be anything from spending time with a
pet to listening to your favorite’ music
Studies have she iwn that regular physical exercise is of
lective in beating depression Social activity is also important
since a characteristic of depression is withdrawl. Making the
effort to see family and friends can keep you healthy.
Each semester. SJSU’S Counseling Services offers both
individual and group therapy on a variety of topics such as
stress management and eating disorders Learning skills
workshops are also offered on test anxiety, improving study

Depression is often a result of not being
able to shake the blues.’
Kathleen

Wall

skills, and developing motivation to study The therapy
groups and workshops vary, depending on the needs of the
students.
This semester. a ’Coping with Depression- workshop is
being offered for the first time. The workshop, developed at
the Universty of Oregon, teaches people how to overcome
depression and to understand how they became depressed.
Counseling services are also offered for SJSU faculty from
Sally I larvey, director of Employee Assistant Service’s. All
counseling sessions are strictly confidential.
Counseling appointments can usually be arranged
around a person’s schedule, though the holidays are a busier
time. A crisis service is available from 9.00 a.m to 5:00 pm.
Monday through Friday in room 223 of the Administration
Buikling for people with emergencies or questions.
Though therapy groups and workshops do change each
semester, they are controlled by the needs of the students
and faculty. Preventing the blues and depression requires
time, effort and knowledge. SJSU’S Counseling Services can
help you develop these skills for a happier holiday and a
healthier life.
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Student Union Games Area
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ASK FOR:
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:

408-277-3226
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FLOATING AWAY STRESS

dig

SJSU math instructor Claire

Cloutier

takes a break in her floatarium

By Elisha Amon
t time
WI .1 hard dayit i
to unwind. You enter Tranquility
Place and make Your payment A
1,, of $35. provides for one hour of
watinth. privacy and relaxation You
walk to your rixim There’s a showier to
the right with honey and almond sham
poos T. the left rests a delicate shelf
with lotion and Q Tips. And there in the
middle. curving and seductive, is the
floatarium You undress, enter and close
the door Into this tank, filled with 94 de
gree water and epsom salts you lay your
body, and float in darkness If you wish,
push a button, and videos play on the
screen above your head.
This private rendezvous you have
lust had with the floatarium is not an
other shady affair Students. along with
business executive’s in the Silicon Valley.
have taken the plunge into this salty sea
to float away the pressures and pains of
life
The floatarium is a specially de
signed relaxation tank The 150 gallons
of water mixed with 1.100 pounds of
epsom salts create the buoyancy The
floater rests easily on the surface like a
cork. experiencing weightlessness and
sensory deprivation Muscle’s relax in the
absence of gravity. and the body feels
like it’s floating in space
SJSU math Instructor, Claire Clou
tier is the co owner of Tranquility Place
I- ill Winter 1986

and the tioatanuin She iarted floanog 2
1 2 wars ago to reduce stress. "It makes
life more calm. gentler -she says. In the
tank. one escape’s the frenzied pace of
the Valley
She realized people wanted a 1114.)1V
relaxing life, and would be willing to pay
for it It occurred to me this was a bust
ness I sent away to New York for the ca
dillac of the industry, the floatarium It
cost $10.114)(1’. Cloutier and her partner
Patricia I Min opened Tranquility Place,
at 445 Washington Avenue. near the
University of Santa Clara. seven months
ago They now see ten clients a day.
Monday through Saturday
Some may be hestitant to enclose
themselves in a tank. but Cloutier main
tains that the floater is safe and in con
trol While inside, just push a butte /n,
and you can talk to the desk receptionist.
turn on a light, the fan. music or the
overhead videoscreen
Cloutier does remember one tune
when a woman had a disquieting float
She struggled in the tank. going in and
out, calling for towels and complaining
she could not breathe When she got
out, the woman said she had felt a
weight on her chest, like a weight on her
heart. Cloutier recalls. "She burst into
tears and said her sister was dying of
cancer. and she couldn’t imagine life
without her Afterwards. she said. ’I can’t
believe I’ in even saying this I’ve never

gilk i,1/ti

14/16;iyii

1,111

guages, sports performance.
self discipline, leadership
,meth it I am
and weight contri,1 are avail
able
Cloutier says the creative. right side
of the brain opens up in the tank. mak
ing floaters more receptive to learning
Physiological changes, lower blood pres
sure and heartbeat produce a relaxing
state
The majority of Cloutier’s clients.
businessmen and women from the Sili
con Valley. listen to tapes that guide
them through muscular relaxation The
minds of many business people are buy
zing when they come in. Cloutier says If
it’s their first time. an hour float may not
stop a racing mind. The extra help of a
tape aids relaxation. and later they can
learn how to control their own bodies.
she says
One woman decided while floating
that letting go of stress actually meant
giving up her $50.000 a year lob. Sally
McGrew, 35. was a marketing analyst
for one of the Fortune NE companies
-I. Ill a materialism hog.- she says laugh
mg, "But I don’t think that with all the
I haven’t
pressure I was really living
lived yet
McGrew heard about the floata
num at a workshop and decided that if it
could help her sleep at night, she would
be happy In the darkness and solitude
of the tank, a little voice told McGrew to
quit her jrib She ignored it She may not
have been satisfed. but she liked the
money She floated again, the same
voice called and she shrugged it off The
(continued on next pow)
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let MIllitieti

from previous ttaqtMliird time in, she re
Wds Ii
ah/ed the
iill’iTic’iilq, ii
true She quit her lob ’My BMW %vas
important to me a month ag Ni AA’
tit tn. t need a
Mtl ;rt’Vk’ iii W is
wig 1,,
work in marketing for Cloutier Since
there arc’ Halls It ixpil ii the busint ’is,
Mc’( ;rev,’ may he ,,n her way hack to
pr ’sperm:, but perhaps at a more relax
ing pace. and feeling better its cut her
work

’ You sometimes feel like
you’re floating out of your
body. . . it can happen
very quickly.’
Claire Cloutier
Snit I Mai ft tnstructor

The (lomat:urn is not ccii a place
where business executives think about
work and money Accident victims ben
efit. healing more rapidly through a pro
cedure called hydrotherapy Cloutier ex
plains that if a person has pain or an
71,11, I,

!1!,,!
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and

be

k. muscles let

i.’nnctt’K inn

The videoscreen plays a nature scene. taking Cloutier into a peaceful world
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go and blood circulates easier. bringing
in oxygen. hastening the healing pn
ess "A lot of people have pain and go
in the tank, while they’re in the pain
goes away, When they get out, it re
But. she says. the muscles have
flans:
been nourished in the process. Insur
companies and workman’s MITI
it
tlet1Sat1011 cover this type of floating
After learning about the floatarium.
ille 111111g IlleW be troubling. Some Ihay
remember Iliat offbeat scientist. -Ii mliii
Illy. who developed sells, mR deprk
tit )11 tanks in the ’50s I le wanted
if the brain would continue working in
darkness without any outside stimulus
While fln iating. he said he often experi
tmced altered states, out of the lush;
travel Often, the use of acid aided his
trip
Peter. a Silk-on Valley entrepre
!Med remembers the early sots( at, dep
mak( m tanks In the ’70s. the tanks
were completely dark, no musk
tapes, ht. said ’The purp,
if you could distort your
how far you could push your mina’. I le
wonders how contemporary floaters can
learn abt tut themselves if they’re watch
ing a TV overftead
Cloutier believes that todav’s flit
ers have many options. Although tIi,..
must sign a paper promising they will ;
use drugs. floaters can still explore tlim..!
minds. They are able to use the tank in
darkness and experience sensory (1,1.,
vation, she says The ctmtrols inside ;
them a choice
If a perst at wants t improve his
gc ilf. he can do it a lot faster in the
than he can watching it on TV M. ;
he’s tlot at a point in his Me to go ink,
altered state.- she s.tvs
.
;
While her
front altered slat,
akkak,s going
float constantly, and I
into what I call a never never world, and
many tittles I know I’Ve been there mix
after I return
In that other world. Cloutier learns
about herself "You’re not asleep
like the twilight /one between sleep
consciousness which is a very relaxmg
place and can be very productive if you
can program yourself to know what to
do, and remember what happens while
to
go through
you’re there
blocks you have, psychological kik
You sometimes feel like you’re floaki6
out of your body .
it can happen very
quickly"
Well, that’s your risque trip into
Tranquility Place Whether it be foi
ducing stress or traveling into altc:
states, the floatarium offers a new. and
at times mysterious, passage into peace
ful seclusion. And it seems, as long as
live rushed and pressured lives. the l
laxation tank business is here to stay.
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What to look for when you’re
buying a car in California.
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Look for our new dealerships on Capitol Expressway coming this Spring’
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